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Chapter 1
Introduction
Recently DSc dissertations are required to consist of an overview of a series of results by
the author related to the same eld of research in a unied treatment. In accordance with
this expectation, for conceptual basis for my thesis I have chosen the chain [77, 79, 80, 81,
82, 83, 84, 86, 87, 89, 90] of my papers along with the joint works [94, 43] and the early
monograph [38] (all marked with  on the list of references) concerning the holomorphic
geometry and Jordan algebraic treatment of bounded circular domains in Banach spaces.
The latter topics attracted my attention continuously since the time of my PhD dissertation
written in Pisa 1980.
1.1 The state of art before the 1980s
The perhaps unavoidable necessity of the study of circular domains or in more generality
complex manifolds with circular points in the context of symmetric manifolds emerged in
the literature relatively late in the 1970-es. Actually nite dimensional bounded symmetric
domains were classied up to holomorphic equivalence by H. Cartan [14] in 1935. Two main
ingredients of the techniques of treating symmetric domains and manifolds appeared and
played a crucial role in [14] already: a homogeneous domain was regarded as the quotient of
the group of its holomorphic automorphisms by the isotropy subgroup of any point and the
elements of the Lie algebra of the automorphism group were identied with the complete
holomorphic vector elds on the underlying domain. The classication was then deduced by
means of the classication of semisimple Lie algebras. The fact that semisimplicity can be
used here was based implicitly upon the property that all the points in a bounded symmetric
domain are necessarily circular. Later on Harish-Chandra's Embedding Theorem led to
a canonical realization: each nite dimensional complex bounded symmetric domain is
holomorphically equivalent to a circular domain which turned out to be convex after a case
by case inspection known as Hermann's Convexity Theorem (for details see [113]). The
exigence of generalizing the above results to innite dimensional Banach spaces or even
Banach manifolds appears naturally in Theoretical Physics. However, a the lack of the
innite dimensional analogy of Lie's Theorem on the correspondence between Lie groups
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and Lie algebras seems to be fundamental obstacle for developing a theory following the
lines of the nite dimensional arguments. In 1976 Vigue [106, 107] managed to establish
a Harish-Chandra type realization for bounded symmetric Banach space domains with
bounded circular domains by the aid of arguments involving the topology of local uniform
convergence of holomorphic maps. However, the question if these realizations are convex
remained open. For gaining relevant structural information as for instance convexity it
seemed to be indispensable to have a well-behaving topological Lie group structure on the
holomorphic automorphisms while Vigue's topology of local uniform convergence could not
fulll this requirement. At the same time, actually being informed about partial results and
problems of Vigue in the topics, Upmeier [101, 102] managed in nding a Banach-Lie group
structure on the automorphism group of a connected metric complex Banach manifold (a
connected complex Banach manifold with an automorphism invariant chart compatible
metric) whose Lie algebra could be identied with the family of complete holomorphic
vector elds equipped with the uniform convergence in a suciently small chart around
a point which, actually, may be chosen arbitrarily. In particular bounded domains in
complex Banach spaces with the Caratheodory or Kobayashi distance are metric Banach
manifolds. If such a domain D is circular then Cartan's Uniqueness Theorem and Banach-
Lie algebraic arguments [54] based on the fact that then the circular vector eld (iz@=@z
belongs to the family aut(D) of all complete holomorphic vector elds with an algebraically
well-controllable Lie-adjoint action enabled to generalize the following results [48] known
as far only in the nite dimensional setting: there is a closed complex subspace E0 in
the underlying Banach space E along with an unambiguously determined bounded three
variable mapping fxayg which is symmetric bilinear in x; y 2 E and conjugate linear in
a 2 E0 such that
aut(D) =

[a  fzazg+ i`z]@=@z : a 2 E0; ` 2 Her(D)
	
(1.1.1)
where Her(D) := f` 2 L(E) : exp(it`)D = D (t 2 Rg denotes the set of all D-hermitian
bounded linear operators. As a striking consequence, in [54] Kaup and Upmeier solved the
problem of holomorphic equivalence of Banach spaces in the armative: Banach spaces
are isometrically isomorphic if and only if their unit balls are holomorphically isomorphic.
The proof is based upon the deep observation that the orbit of the origin by Aut(D) the
group of all holomorphic automorphisms of D (the biholomorphic maps D $ D) is the
linear piece D \ E0 whenever D is balanced and no other orbit by Aut(D) is an algebraic
subvariety of D in this case.
The main subject of this Dissertation will be the topological partial algebraic structure
given by the operation f:::g : EE0E ! E introduced above with the inverse problem
of constructing circular domains from abstract algebraic triple product structures.
1.2 Early Jordan theoretical approaches
Upmeier's Banach-Lie structure proved to be a sucient basis for a break trough which
happened with W. Kaup's work [49] providing a canonical correspondence between sym-
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metric simply connected Banach manifolds and the so-called Jordan*-triples. These latter
ones are algebraic structures with an operation of three variables (called triple product) such
that by xing the middle variable, the binary operation in the remaining two variables is a
commutative Jordan algebra product. In particular, the triple product for Vigue's circular
Harish-Chandra type realization D of a bounded symmetric domain in the Banach space
E is the operation f:::g in (1.1.1) with E0 = E. As a typical example, if D is the unit ball
of a C-algebra E then
fxayg = 1
2
[xay + yax] (x; y; z 2 E) : (1.2.1)
Jordan algebras even in innite dimensions were investigated intensively since their
appearance in the 1940s from both a purely algebraic view point with generalizations even
to structures over modules of certain commutative rings and both in Banach algebra version
concluded in analogous developments to those in C-algebra theory with bidual embedding
with Arens product.
Cartan's program was also revised from a Jordan view point by the school of Koecher
in the 1950s concluding in a completely new approach to the classication of complex
bounded nite dimensional symmetric domains [57] further elaborated later by Loos [59]
by means of Jordan pairs introduced heuristically with this aim. However, the geometric
applications here involved more or less implicitly compactness arguments which could not
be generalized to innite dimensions in the most interesting cases.
As one of the rst consequences of Kaup's Jordan*-triple model for symmetric complex
metric Banach manifolds, Vigue's Harish-Chandra type realization was rened in [49]: in
the setting of (1.1.1) with E = E0 the (necessarily symmetric) domain D is the orbit of
the origin the ow maps exp(Xa) with the vector elds Xa := [a   fzazg]@=@z (a 2 E),
moreover the mapping a 7! exp(Xa)0 is real bianalytic E $ D.
1.3 JB*-triples and partial JB*-triples
The conjecture that simply connected bounded symmetric circular domains should be
convex was at hand, but its proof in general Banach space setting required completely new
ideas. It took six years since Jordan algebraic spectral estimates going back to ideas of
Moreno [66] enabled Kaup in 1983 in a paper [51] acknowledged by a wide community of
mathematicians and physicists as a revolutionary achievement to establish the conjectured
convexity along with several as far even in nite dimensions not known (or disregarded)
properties. Given a circular bounded symmetric domainD in a Banach space E, in terms of
the triple product f:::g determined by aut(D) and the linear operators a b : x 7! fabxg
we have D =

a 2 E : Sp a a  [0; 1)	. This is a convex gure because the linear
operators a a are all D-Hermitian (since i[a a]z@=@z = [Xia; Xa] 2 aut(D) with the
usual Lie-Poisson product of vector elds) and hence they admit real spectra whose radius
is the usual operator norm with respect to the norm on E whose unit ball is the convex
hull of D Actually we have the following local Gelfand representation: the subtriple Ea
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generated by a single element a 2 E (that is the minimal closed complex subspace F of
E with a 2 F and fFF Fg  F ) must be isomorphic to the classical space of continuous
functions C(
a) on 
a := Sp
 
a ajEa

with the pointwise triple product f' g := ' 
where also 
a  0. The real importance of the above properties of a bounded circular
symmetric domain which thus may be regarded as the unit ball for a suitable equivalent
norm relies upon the fact that actually they provide a complete Banach triple-algebraic
axiomatization for the category of complex Banach spaces with symmetric unit ball. The
corresponding Banach algebraic structures with a product of three variables were called
JB*-triples (abbreviation for Jordan-Banach* ternary product algebras) since 1983. The
detailed denition (JB1-5) will be given systematically in Section 1.10 below.
A major part of the arguments with the vector elds Xa leading to JB*-triples worked
in the context of general bounded circular domains as well. In particular one discovered
(implicitly in [11, 51, 70] that the ternary product on EE0E associated with the domain
D satises the axioms (JB1-4) when a is restricted to range only in E0 and the norm is
replaced with the equivalent innitesimal Carateodory norm at the origin. Furthermore
the fact that the complete vector elds on D are of at most third degree lead to a weak
commutativity property.
It remained an open problem for about a decade if the spectral-positivity axiom (JB5)
holds in general and what would be a complete topological algebraic system of axioms on
a partial triple product f:::g : E  E0  E ! E for being geometric in the sense that a
a bounded circular domain exists in which all the vector elds Xa = [a  fzazg]@=@z are
complete. The denitive answer was given by myself in the papers [80, 81] in 1991 treated
in Chapter 4: we have Sp(a a)  0 (a 2 E0) if the triple product is associated with a
bounded circular domain and geometric partial J*-triples are completely characterized by
the natural extensions 4.1.4(P1-5) of axioms (JB1-5) to partial triples along with weak
commutativity.
1.4 Projection principle
Concerning C*-algebra models in Quantum Mechanics, it was a well-known technical para-
dox that the image of a C*-algebra by a contractive projection is no C*-algebra in general.
Actually this fact was one of the motivations of P. Jordan for the axiomatization of the
space of self-adjoint operators with the product a  b := [ab+ ba]=2 leading to the concept
of abstract Jordan algebras. However, even the category of Jordan algebras is not closed
with respect to contractive projections.
With a completely dierent motivation, the implicit solution of the problem proved to
be contained in my PhD-dissertation [78] written in Pisa in 1980 before the appearance
of the concept of JB*-triples: the image PX of a complete holomorphic vector eld on
the unit ball B(E) by a contractive linear projection P 2 L(E) of the Banach space E
is complete in the image space PE. Later on, in 1982 in [79] I published this result in a
generalized version stated for Banach-Finsler manifolds with holomorphic projections, but
emphasizing the conclusion ([79] Corollary 2.4 on p.105) B(PE) is necessarily a symmetric
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domain whenever B(E) is symmetric and P = P 2 2 (E) is a linear projection with
kPk  1. As soon as JB*-triples were available, apparently not knowing the results in [79],
one formulated the problem if the contractive linear image of a JB*-triple is a JB*-triple
again and Jordan triple approaches were developed with only partial success [22, 23].
In 1984 W. Kaup [52] rediscovered my argument in the relevant special case on the
completeness of the contractive linear image of a complete vector eld in the unit ball. He
concluded immediately that the operation the closed subspace PE with the norm inherited
from E and equipped with the triple product P fxayg is a JB*-triple whenever E with
f:::g JB*-triple and P is a contractive linear projection E ! E. Notice that only a unique
JB*-triple product may exist on a given Banach space as a consequence of 1.1.1. For the
sake of historical completeness: S. Dineen, the referee of [79] in Math. Reviews called
the attention of the community of mathematicians to my work and later on it was cited
together with [52] several times. Later on I returned to the topics of the completeness
of projected vector elds, which may have an independent geometrical interest, in several
alternative contexts [83, 85].
The Dissertation will start with a version for complex metric Banach manifolds (cf.
[101], [102] Sect.17) covering the case of general bounded circular domains. As an applica-
tion, we quote the prove ([79]Thm.3.4) of the holomorphic rigidity up to linear isometries
of the unit ball of the space B := B(H(1); : : : ;H(N)) of all multilinear forms on a nite
product of Hilbert spaces along with a tensorial description of the surjective linear isome-
tries. Motivated by a work of Botelho and Jamison [8], recently I achieved [89] a Stone type
characterization of the strongly continuous one-parameter isometry groups of the space B.
The presentation of this result will close Chapter 2.
1.5 Bidual embedding
In 1986 Dineen [15] found a far-reaching application of the projection principle. He observed
that the second dual E 00 of a Banach space is isometrically isomorphic to the image by a
contractive projection P of a suitable ultrapower EU (cf. [30]), and the vector elds [a  
fzazg]@=@zU with arbitrary a 2 EU0 and the naturally extended real 3-linear form f:::gU
of the triple product determined by aut
 
B(E)

is complete in B(EU). In particular, by
writing I for the isometric embedding E 00 ! EU , the vector elds a  I 1fz[Ia]zgU@=@z
with Ia 2 EU0 are complete in the unit ball of E 00.
With a careful inspection of Dineen's construction, Barton and Timoney [4] proved that
the triple product
fxayg := I 1Pf[Ix][Ia][Iy]gU (1.5.1)
on E 00 E 000 E 00 making thus E 00 with is natural norm into a partial JB*-triple is weak*-
continuous in the middle variable1 and they applied Jordan algebraic arguments to establish
the weak*-continuity in the outer variables x;y in the case of E being a JB*-triple with
symmetric unit ball. The question if in general the natural triple product associated with
1Not emphasized in the paper [4] concentrating to JB*-triples, but it is folklore among experts.
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the unit ball of bidual (i.e. second dual) is weak*-continuous in the outer variables is still
open. In a more general setting, one may ask if given a possibly non-convex bounded
balanced domain D  E, does there exist any bounded balanced domain D  E 00 whose
associated triple product is the separately weak*-continuous extension of that associated
with D. It seems to be a widespread conjecture that the answer should be negative.
However, there is no counter-example in the literature so far. For a long time, generalized
Reinhardt domains seemed to be suitable candidates. My recent results [87] treated in
Chapter 7 disprove this hope.
1.6 Tripotents, Gelfand-Naimark type theorem
The primary importance of the bidual embedding relies upon the fact that the unit ball
in the second dual admits extreme points by the Krein-Milman Theorem. In case of a
JB*-triple E, it can be discovered from an inspection of the local Gelfand representations
that the family of the extreme points of its unit ball consists of tripotents (idempotents of
the triple product):
Tri(E; f:::g) := e 2 E : feeeg = e	  Ext B(E)
the nite linear combinations from Tri(E 00; f:::g) with the extended product 1.5.1 form
a weak*-dense submanifold in E 00. Notice that in a C*-algebra E with the natural triple
product (1.2.1) tripotents and partial isometries coincide as Tri(E) = fe : feeeg = eg,
and the extended triple product 1.5.1 has the form 1.2.1 with f:::g instead of f:::g and
the Arens product on E 00. There is a natural concept of orthogonality for tripotents:
e ? f 2 Tri(E f:::g) if feefg = fff eg = 0. E.g. in E = L(H) with (1.2.1) two
partial isometries are orthogonal if their ranges respectively cokernels lye orthogonally in
the Hilbert space H. This gives rise to a spectral decomposition for arbitrary elements
in contrast with the usual approach in C*-algebras for self-adjoint or normal elements.
Namely in the JB*-triple (E; f:::g) every x 2 E can be approximated by nite linear
combinations from an orthogonal family of tripotents. The role of rank-1 partial isometries
in L(H) is taken in general by the so-called atoms whose family can be dened as
At(E; f:::g) := e 2 Tri(E; f:::g) : feEeg = Ce	:
The JB*-triples with predual (the so-called JBW*-triples) and weak*-spanned by atoms
we classied by Horn [33, 34] in 1984 on the basis of the elaborated theory of binary Jordan
algebras. Immediately after the appearance of the fundamental works [15, 4] on the the
bidual embedding, in 1986 Friedman and Russo [25] shown that there is a contractive
linear projection Q of the embedded space IE 00  EU onto its atomic part (the weak*-
spanned subspace by the atoms) which is isometric on the embedded image IE of the space
E. Combining this fundamental observation with Horn's structural results, they achieved
a representation theorem for arbitrary JB*-triples in terms of direct sums of elementary
operator triple algebras being the natural innite dimensional generalizations of the triple
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forms of the matrix Lie algebras appearing in Cartan's classication [14] and the two
exceptional triples (of 16 and 27 dimensions with octonion matrices) which can be derived
from the exceptional algebras found by Jordan, Neumann and Wigner [46, 61] just at the
real beginning of Jordan theory. Notice that this series of arguments provides a completely
new approach to the classical Gelfand-Naimark Theorem of C*-algebras.
1.7 Grids, extension of inner derivations
In order to understand the structure of atomic JB*-tripes (JB*-triples with predual and
weak*-spanned by its atoms), in 1986 Neher [68] worked out a new approach with special
systems of tripotents (not only atoms) playing an analogous role as the matrices with a
unique entry 1 and 0 elsewhere in the case of the C*-algebra Mat(n; n;C) with the canonical
triple product (1.2.1). By an early result of Peirce on Jordan algebras, given any tripotent
e, the operator e e is reduced completely by its eigenspaces with the eigenvalues 1; 1
2
; 0
(see [10, 65, 64], direct proof with triples in [38, 88]) and for a couple e; f of tripotents
being mutually eigenvectors of their box-operators say [e e]f = f; [f f]e = e only
the cases (; ) 2 f(0; 0); (1
2
; 1
2
); (1; 1
2
); (1
2
; 1)(1; 1)g may occur giving rise to the relations
?; > ;`;a;  as e.g. e ` f , (; ) = (1
2
; 1)

. Neher established a maybe rather strange
abstract axiomatization in terms of these relations except for the equivalence  (called
association in [68]) which proved to be suitable in a ne description of wide classes of
JBW*-triples including atomic ones. Later on in 1991 Neher [69] further discovered that
the elements of an association free grid G can be indexed by the vectors lying in the the
upper part of a three graded root system W in some real inner product space in a manner
such that fgugvgwg 2 f12 ; 1ggu v+w with u v+w 2 W whenever fgugvgwg 6= 0. In 1990
an interesting idea appeared in a work of Panou [71] concerning nite dimensional bounded
circular domains: with the notations of (1.1.1), the inner derivations of the JB*-triple 
E0; f:::g jE30) extend uniquely to E from E0, that is if a nite real linear combination of
the form
P
k k[iak a

k] vanishes on E0 then it vanishes necessarily on E as well. However,
the proof of this fact in [71] relied heavily upon the nite dimensionality of the whole space
E by using a Lie algebraic argument with the assumption that the norm closure of the
group generated by the exponentials of all inner derivations is compact. In 1995 I found
[82] a completely dierent proof which applied in all partial JB*-triples to inner derivations
formed with nite linear combinations from a quasigrid in the base space E0 (a subset in
E0 whose nite subfamilies generate nite dimensional subtriples). By passing to norm
limits, the unique extension property of inner derivations can be established among others
in partial JB*-triples where the base space is an elementary JB*-triple. This positive result
motivates naturally the following question: In which partial JB*-triples is the restriction
of inner derivations to the base space a bicontinuous isomorphism?
The proofs in [82] used topological arguments from the real beginning, even at the
stage of treating quasigrids which are typical algebraical object making sense even in
partial Jordan triples over arbitrary elds. Actually Neher [68, 69] formulated the major
part of his grid theory in the setting of modules over commutative rings instead of complex
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vector spaces. In 1997 I observed [84] that the problem of unique extension can be treated
successfully in the purely algebraic framework of a partial Jordan triple over an arbitrary
eld K of characteristic6= 2 if the base space is a spanned by a weighted grid of tripotents.
This latter one is a linearly independent system fgw : w 2 Wg where W is a gure in a
real vector space and
fgugvgwg 2 Kgu v+w and u  v + w 2 W or fgugvgwg = 0: (1.7.1)
Even if we consider tripotents in a complex Jordan*-triple Neher's association cannot be
excluded, moreover complex weighted grids consisting of pairwise associated tripotents
give rise to interesting algebraic structures. On the other hand signed tripotents (elements
such that feeeg = "e with " 2 f1g) appear naturally in weighted grids with interesting
combinations. As far signed tripotents appeared in the literature in the context of Hilbert
triples ([68]Ch.IV) where the positive and negative tripotents span simply orthogonal ide-
als. Recently I published a paper [90] on complex weighted grids treating the problem of
the possible shapes of the grid gures W as being images of weight systems by maximal
Abelian families of box-derivations (hence the terminology) along with the study of the
distribution of signs in weighted grids of signed tripotents leading to the concept of Loren-
zian triples. The paper end with the classication of complex Jordan*-triples spanned by
a weighted grid of signed tripotents over the weight gure W := Z2 along with an ex-
ample of a non-trivial triple spanned by a weighted grid of nil tripotents (elements with
feeeg = 0) answering a question by Loos in the armative. The main results of [82, 84]
on derivation extension respectively those in [90] on weighted grid structures will be the
topics in Chapters 5 and 8 of the Dissertation.
1.8 Continuous Reinhardt domains
My original purpose for using the projection principle was to obtain structure theorems
concerning holomorphic automorphisms of the unit ball of various Banach spaces if we
have a large family of linear contractive projections with law-dimensional range. With this
strategy I managed to describe precisely among others the holomorphic automorphisms
of the unit ball in an atomic Banach lattice ([79]Thm.3.16) achieving hence an extension
of Sunada's holomorphic classication of nite dimensional Reinhardt domains [97, 98]
for convex Reinhardt domains in sequence spaces. Adapting my projection techniques,
in a long paper [2] Barton, Dineen and Timoney settled the case of general bounded
Reinhardt domains in sequence spaces. Actually the terminology in [2] does not refer to the
sequence space context. Reinhardt domains are familiar test objects in nite dimensional
complex analysis. Recently I launched a series of papers [41, 94, 43, 86, 87] on a natural
Reinhardt domain concept in spaces of continuous functions with the apparent hope of
nding counterexamples concerning the question of bidualization of partial JB*-triples.
In nite dimensions symmetric bounded Reinhardt domains are simply direct sums of
Euclidean balls. In contrast, a continuous Reinhardt domain (CRD for short; i.e. a domain
of the type D  C0(
) with 'D  D for j'j  1; ' 2 C0) in the case of being bounded
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and symmetric is an interesting topological mixture of nite dimensional Euclidean balls,
which may be useful in pure topological investigations as well. In [87] denitive results
are achieved concerning the algebraic description of the triple product associated with
a general bounded CRD. Both the mentioned bidualization problem and the problem of
extension of inner derivations (next section for details) are answered completely in the
CRD setting, but in the armative { thus, in contrast with the expectations, we cannot
nd the expected counter-examples among them. This will be the topics of Chapter 7.
1.9 Outlook: joint works in JB*-triple theory
Just at the beginning of my career, in 1981 and 1984 I was invited by J.-M. Isidro to
deliver lectures at the University of Santiago de Compostela (Spain) on the holomorphic
automorphisms of bounded domains in Banach spaces. With several new proofs, I worked
out a more elementary approach than the original publications. In 1985, for the suggestion
of L. Nachbin, on the basis of my notes we published the monograph [38] with Isidro which
served later not only for educational purposes but even research articles cited technical
lemmas from it.
The main stream of research connected most closely with the themes of this Disserta-
tion focuses onto JB*-triples that is complex Banach spaces with symmetric unit ball with
the aim of extending the theory of C*-algebras. I contributed to this area in cooperation
with J.-M. Isidro [91, 39] and W. Kaup (Tubingen, Germany) [53] concerning algebraic
compactness in JB*-triples (a concept generalizing compact operators to JB*-triples) fur-
thermore with B. Zalar (Ljubljana, Slovenia) [92, 93] achieving results on classical and
standard operator algebras with Jordan triple techniques which attracted remarkable in-
terest. The tools developed were used later with Bunce (Reading, England) and Chu
(London, England) in [13] one of the rst papers on prime JB*-triples. Methods borrowed
from these works were than used with A. Peralta [72] in one of the rst papers in the that
time relatively new real JB*-triple theory on how the atomic part is situated in a real
JBW*-triple. Concerning real JB*-triple theory, later I found an example [85] showing
that Dineen's bidualization does not work in general in real setting.
More recently, in 2000 I started investigations on product type constructions of JB*-
triples with both of my earlier coauthors Isidro [41, 43] and Zalar [94] with the aim of using
them for testing the main conjectures concerning partial JB*-triples. The paper with Zalar
on the symmetric case of the natural generalization of Reihardt domains in function spaces
furnished a rather surprising structure which served as starting point for Chapter 7 of this
Dissertation. A careful analysis of the techniques of treating the geometry of atoms in
symmetric continuous Reinhardt domains (CRD for short) lead to two further joint papers
with Zalar [95, 96] on bicircular projections. These works seem to inspire research schools in
Slovenia and the USA continuously. As mentioned, a related work of Botelho and Jamison
[8] called my attention to the application of the projection principle on strongly continuous
one-parameter groups of automorphisms of spaces of multilinear functionals presented in
Chapter 2. Imitating the method of studying the atomic part in the bidual embedding for
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JB*-triples of symmetric CRDs, with Isidro [42] we achieved a Cartan factor description
of Hilbert C*-modules. As a by-product of the studies of CRDs, in[87] I obtained a Riesz
type representation theorem for multilinear functionals C0(
1)      C0(
n) ! R with
locally compact spaces presented here in appendix which appeared in the literature as far
only in implicit form hidden in a theorem of Villanueva [112].
Since 2004 I am involved in the research of boundary structures of bounded symmetric
domains. One part of my latest results were achieved with Isidro [43, 45, 88] concerning
the dierential geometry of the manifold of tripotents in a JB*-triple.
1.10 Basic concepts and notations
As usually N;Z;Q;R;C are the standard notations for the sets of natural numbers, integers,
rational numbers, reals and complex numbers, and we shall write D := f 2 C : jj < 1g
and T := @D = f 2 C : jj = 1g for the open unit disc and the unit circle, respectively.
Throughout the whole work E denotes a complex Banach space with norm k:k and open
unit ball B(E) := fx 2 E : kxk < 1g, furthermore we shall write SpanS for the closed
linear hull of any set S  E. In the sequelD will stand for an arbitrarily given domain (open
connected subset) in E. A continuous mapping f : D ! eE into another complex Banach
space is holomorphic if all its directional derivatives f 0v(a) := lim!0 
 1f(a+ v)  f(a)
exist in complex sense. In this case all the iterated directional derivatives f 0  0v1vn(a) exist
as well, and each mapping
f (n)(a)v1    vn := f 0  0v1vn(a)
is a bounded symmetric n-linear form En ! eE and all the expansions
f(a+ v) :=
1X
n=0
1
n!
f (n)(a)vn (a 2 D; v 2 E)
converge uniformly on the balls fx 2 D : kx  ak < %g with radius % < supy2D ky   ak. A
holomorphic map is biholomorphic if it is injective with open range and holomorphic inverse.
We regard the class D of all Banach space domains as a category where, for D1; D22D, the
family of all morphismD1!D2 coincides with Hol(D1;D2) :=

holomorphic mapsD1!D2
	
.
Accordingly the holomorphic automorphisms of the domain D form the set
Aut(D) :=

biholomorphic maps D$D	 :
We shall write dD for the Caratheodory pseudodistance on D that is
dD(p; q) := sup

arth j(q)j :  2 Hol(U;D); (p) = 0	 (p; q 2 D):
Recall [38, 102] that (D; dD) is a complete metric space whenever the domain D is bounded
and we have the universal contraction property dD2
 
f(p); f(q)
  dD1(p; q) (p; q 2 D1) if
D1; D2 2 D and f 2 Hol(D1; D2).
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Except for Section 2.3, vector elds appear only in the context of Banach space domains.
In this trivial case one could identify a vector eld dened on any subset S 2 E with a
function S ! E. Nevertheless we apply the notation and interpretation followed by the
majority in our references: given a point p in the domain D  E, the set of the vectors at
p has the form TpD =

v @=@zjz=p : v 2 E
	
with the directional derivations v@=@zjz=p :
 7!  0(p)v dened on the class of all holomorphic functions mapping some neighborhood
of p into some complex Banach space. Any holomorphic vector eld on D is represented
with a unique function f 2 Hol(D;E) in the form f(z)@=@z : D 3 p 7! f(p)@=@zjz=p. In
particular the Poisson product has the form
f(z)@=@z; g(z)@=@z

=
 
f 0(z)g(z)  g0(z)f(z)@=@z:
A curve x : I ! D dened on an open real interval around 0 is called an integral curve of the
vector eld X := w(z)@=@z starting from the point p 2 D, if x(0) = p and x0(t) = w x(t)
(t 2 I). It is a standard consequence of the Piccard-Lindelof Theorem that, given a
holomorphic vector eld X on D along with any point p, there is a unique maximal integral
curve of X starting from p. For computational reasons (see e.g. [38]) the point with
parameter t 2 R of this maximal integral curve is denoted by [exp(tX)](p). The ow phase
mapping exp(tX) is called the t-exponential of the vector eld X. In general, the vector
eld X is semicomplete in a set S  D if for each point p 2 S the maximal integral curves
of X starting from p are deed on the whole R+. Analogously X is complete in S if its
maximal integral curves starting from S are dened on the whole real line R. We shall use
the standard notation
aut(D) :=

complete holomorphic vector elds on D
	
:
Notice that w(z)@=@z 2 aut(D) if and only if the initial value problems x0(t) = w(x(t))
with x(0) = p admit solution on the whole real line with any starting point p 2 D,
and fexp(X) : X 2 aut(D)g  Aut(D). Moreover, in case D is bounded, Aut(D) can be
equipped with a topology (called Upmeier's topology) making it a Banach-Lie group whose
Lie algebra is aut(D) with the Poisson product and the locally uniform convergence.
For the sake of being more self-contained, we recall the familiar basic geometric concepts
giving rise to the Jordan structures studied throughout this work. We say that the domain
D is circular resp. balanced if TD = D resp. DD = D (i.e. fx : jj = 1; x 2 Dg = D
resp. fx : jj  1; x 2 Dg = D). The domain D is symmetric if for any point p 2 D there
is a mapping p 2 Aut(D) such that p(p) = p and 0p(p) =  Id. In case D is bounded, p
is uniquely determined by Cartan's Uniqueness Theorem and we call it the symmetry of D
through p. Any bounded symmetric domain is biholomorphically equivalent to a bounded
circular domain, namely given any point o in a bounded symmetric domain D  E, there
is a unique biholomorphic mapping o : D $ bD (called the Harish-Chandra realization
of D with origin o) onto a bounded necessarily symmetric balanced domain bD  E such
that o(o) = 0 and 
0
o(o) = Id (see e.g. [38]). We know already that this Harish-Chandra
realization is necessarily convex in every case. In nite dimensions this fact was a (by far
not trivial) byproduct of the Lie-algebraic classication, which could not be extended to
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Banach space setting. Jordan algebraic arguments were used to establish it in 1983 (Kaup
[51]) in full generality. In Chapter 4 we present an alternative proof based upon arguments
from my paper [80] from 1990 applying to general bounded balanced domains. On the
other hand, it is also of fundamental importance that, by a theorem of Kaup [48, 54], in
any bounded circular domain D  E, the orbit Aut(D)0(:= f (0) :  2 Aut(D)g) of the
origin by its automorphism group is a linear piece of D, namely there is a (trivially unique)
closed complex subspace E0  E such that Aut(D)0 = D\E0. The setD\E0 is necessarily
a bounded balanced symmetric domain in E0. We shall call it the symmetric part of D
with the notation Sym(D). It is worth to note [55] that actually Sym(D) coincides with
the family

a2D : 9S2Aut(D) S(a)=a; S 0(a)= id	 of all points of symmetries of D.
The tuple (E;E0; f:::g) is a partial Jordan*-triple (partial J*-triple for short) if E0 is
a closed complex subspace of E and f:::g : E E0 E ! E is a continuous real trilinear
operation with the property that fxaxg is symmetric complex-linear in the outer variables
x; y, conjugate-linear in the inner variable a and satises the Jordan identity
(J) fabfxcygg = ffabxgcyg   fxfbacgyg+ fxcfabygg.
Partial J*-triples and bounded circular domains are closely related: given a bounded cir-
cular domain D  E, there is a (necessarily unique) partial J*-triple (E;ED; f:::g)D such
that
aut(D) =

[a  fzazg+ `z]@=@z : a 2 ED; ` 2 L(E); exp(i`)D = D ( 2 R)
	
In particular above domain D is symmetric if and only if E = ED and in this case D is
necessarily convex thus the it can be regarded as the unit ball of some equivalent norm
on E. Partial J*-triples with triple product dened on the whole underlying space in all
the three variables are simply called J*-triples. Complex Banach spaces with symmetric
unit ball are called JB*-triples. The category of JB*-triples (including among others C*-
algebras) is axiomatized in terms of J*-triple products completely as follows. A complex
Banach space E equipped with an operation f:::g : E3 ! E is a JB*-triple if for all
a; x; y 2 E we have
(JB1) fxayg is symmetric bilinear in x; y and conjugate-linear in a,
(JB2) kfaaagk = kak3,
(JB3)
exp  ia a = 1 for  2 R,
(JB4) ia a 2 Der(E; f:::g),
(JB5) Sp
 
a a
  0
where Der(E; f:::g) stands for the family of all continuous derivations2 of the product
f:::g and Sp is the customary abbreviation for spectrum.
2In general, by a derivation of a real multilinear operation m : En ! E we mean a real-linear mapping
 : E ! E satisfying the identity m(x1; : : : ; xn) =
Pn
k=1m(x1; : : : ; xk 1; xk; xk+1; : : : ; xn).
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Chapter 2
A projection principle
2.1 Holomorphic projections
Recall that, given a subset S 2 D, a mapping P : D ! D is called a projection of D onto
a S if ran(P )
 
:= P (D)

= S and P jS = Id (i.e. P (x) = x for x 2 S).
Proposition 2.1.1. Let P be a holomorphic projection of D with ran(D) = S. Then
given any holomorphic vector eld X = v(z)@=@z on D, its projection by P the vector eld
P 0X := P 0(z)w(z)@=@z is tangent to S.
Proof. Consider any point a 2 S. Since the vector eld P 0(z)w(z)@=@z is holomorphic,
it admits a unique maximal integral curve x : I ! D starting from a where I is some
open real interval around zero. It suces to establish that there exists " > 0 such that
x(t) 2 S i.e. P (x(t)) = x(t) for 0  t < ". Since the maps P; P 0; w; (p; q) 7! P 0(p)w(q) are
holomorphic, there are constants M 2 (1;1) and  2 (0; 1) with
kw(p)k ; kP (p)  P (q)kkp  qk ;
kP 0(p)w(p)  P 0(q)w(q)k
kp  qk < M (2.1.2)
whenever the points p; q are contained in the ball a+B(E) of radius  around a. By
setting " := 1
2
=M2, we are going to construct a sequence x1; x2; : : : : [0; "]  In ! S
of continuous piecewise real-analytic curves such that we have the uniform convergence
xnj[0; "]!! xj[0; "] that is lim
n!1
max
0t"
kxn(t)  x(t)k = 0.
For any index n, dene the points akn (k = 0; 1; : : :) recursively by
a0n := a; a
k+1
n := P
 
akn + 2
 nvkn

where vkn := w(a
k
n)
for all possible indices k with akn 2 a+ B(E). The points fakn : k 2 Kng thus constructed
serve as breaking points of the analytic polygon xn : [0; 2
 n supKn)! S dened by
xn(t) := P
 
akn + (t  2 nk)vkn

for 2 nk  t  2 n(k + 1)
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consecutively on the intervals [0; 2 n], [2 n; 2 n 2]; : : :. Notice that, by (2.1.2),xn(t)  akn = P (akn + (t  2 nk)vkn)  P (akn)  (t  2 n)M2  2 nM2 (2.1.3)
whenever t 2 [2 nk; 2 n(k + 1)]. Therefore all the points xn(t) with t 2 [2 nk; 2 n(k + 1)]
where k  b=(2 nM2)c = b2n+1"c are well-dened and satisfy kxn(t)  ak  2 nkM2.
In particular supKn  b2n+1"c and hence each curve xn is well-dened on the interval
[0; 2 nb2n+1"c] which contains [0; "] for suciently large indices n, say for n > n0. Moreover
xn([0; "])  a+ B(E) (n > n0).
Let n > n0 and t 2 (2 nk; 2 n(k+1))  [0; "] be xed arbitrarily. Since both the points
akn + (t  2 nk)vkn and x(t) belong to the ball a+ B(E), by (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) we havex0n(t)  P 0 xn(t)w xn(t) =
=
P 0 akn + (t  2 nk)vknw akn + (t  2 nk)vkn  P 0 xn(t)w xn(t) 
M [xn(t)  akn]  (t  2 nk)vkn 
M [(t  2 n)M2 + (t  2 nk)M ]  21 nM3:
Thus kx0n(t) P 0(xn(t))w(xn(t))k21 nM3 for all n>n0 and t2 [0; "]nf2nk : k=0; 1; : : :g.
It follows
d
dt
kxn+1(t)  xn(t)k 
 ddtxn+1(t)  xn(t)
 
 P 0 xn+1(t)w xn+1(t)  P 0 xn(t)w xn(t)+ 21 nM3 + 2 nM3 
M kxn+1(t)  xn(t)k+ 22 nM3
for all n > n0 and t 2 [0; "] except for nitely many places. Notice that the function
t 7! kxn+1(t)  xn(t)k is locally Lipschitzian, with kxn+1(0)  xn(0)k = ka  ak = 0.
Therefore, in terms of the solution ' of the initial value problem
d
dt
'(t) =M'(t) + 22 nM3; '(0) = 0
we have the estimate
kxn+1(t)  xn(t)k  '(t) = 22 nM2[eMt   1] (0  t  "):
Since
P
n>n0
22 nM2[eMt 1]  M2[eM" 1] < 1 (0  t  "), the sequence [xn : n > n0]
converges uniformly on the interval [0; "], say xnj[0; "]!! ex. Remark that ex(t)=P ex(t)2S
(0 t ") because, by denition, xn(t) 2 ran(P ) = S for all n > n0 and t 2 [0; "]. Since
also !n := P
0(xn)w(xn)j[0; "]!! 0, then we have
xn(t) = a+
Z t
0
x0n(s) ds = a+
Z t
0

P 0
 
xn(s)

w
 
xn(s)

+ !n(s)

ds
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whence, by passing to the limit with n,
ex(t) = a+ Z t
0
P 0
 ex(s)w ex(s) ds
for all t 2 [0; "]. In particular the function ex is the solution of the initial value problemex0(t) = P 0 ex(s)w ex(s) with ex(0) = 0. By denition, the same initial value problem is
fullled by the function x. Hence we conclude that x(t)=ex(t)=P x(t)2S (0 t").
Corollary 2.1.4. Any integral curve of P 0X starting from a point of S ranges in S.
2.2 Projection Principle
Recall that by a pseudometric on D we mean a function d : D2 ! R with the properties
0 = d(x; x)  d(z; x) = d(x; z)  d(x; y) + d(y; z) for all x; y; z 2 D. Two pseudometrics
d1; d2 : D
2 ! R are said to be locally equivalent on the subset S  D if for any point a 2 S
there exist M > 1 >  > 0 such that d1(x; y)  M d2(x; y) and d2(x; y)  M d1(x; y)
for all x; y 2 S \ [a+ B(E)].
Theorem 2.2.1. (Projection principle). Let P be a holomorphic projection of D and
assume d is a pseudometric on D with respect to which all holomorphic maps D ! D are
contractions and which is locally equivalent to the norm metric on S := ran(D). Then the
projection P 0X of any semicomplete vector eld on X on D is semicomplete in S.
Proof. Let X := w(z)@=@z be a semicomplete holomorphic vector eld on D and suppose
indirectly that P 0X is not semicomplete in S = P (D). In view of Corollary 2.1.4, all the
maximal integral curves of P 0X range in S. Hence our indirect assumption implies the
existence of a point a 2 S such that for the the domain of the maximal solution x : I ! S
of the initial value problem
x0(t) = P
 
x(t)

w
 
x(t)

; x(0) = 0 (2.2.2)
we have T := sup I <1. Observe that this is possible only if
6 9 b 2 S b = lim
t%T
x(t): (2.2.3)
Indeed if b = limt%T x(t) 2 S then also P 0(b)w(b) = limt%T P 0
 
x(t)

w
 
x(t)

and hence
the the function ex(t) := x(T   t) (t 2 I   T ) with ex(0) = b is a solution (with negative
domain) of the initial value problem (2:2:20) ex0(t) = P ex(t)w ex(t), ex(0) = b. Hence,
by writing also bx : J ! S for the maximal solution of (2:2:20), we see that the function
x(t) :=

x(t) (t 2 I); ex(t   T ) (t 2 T + J) is an unambiguously dened solution of the
initial value problem (2:2:2) contradicting the maximality of x. To disprove (2.2.3), rst
we show that
d
 
x(t1 + h); x(t2 + h)
  d x(t1); x(t2) if 0  t1 < t2 < t2 + h < T : (2.2.4)
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Let us write
F t := exp(tX) (t  0)
for the ow maps of the vector eld X. To establish (2.2.4), observe that
lim
h&0
1
h
d

x(t+ h); P
 
F h(x(t))

= 0 (2.2.5)
for any t 2 (0; T ). Proof of (2.2.5): By denition d
dh

h=0
F h(p) = w(p) (p 2 D). Thus we
have
d+
dh

h=0
x(t+ h) = P 0
 
x(t)

w
 
x(t)

=
d+
dh

h=0
P
 
F h(x(t))

:
This means that
lim
h&0
1
h

x(t+ h)  P (F h(x(t)) =
= lim
h&0
1
h
 
x(t+ h) x(t)  P (F h(x(t)) P (F 0(x(t))= (2.2.6)
=
d+
dh

h=0
x(t+ h)  d
+
dh

h=0
P (F h(x(t)) = 0 :
Since the the metric d is locally equivalent to the norm distance on S, (2.2.6) implies
(2.2.5). By the triangle inequality, from (2.2.5) it follows
lim sup
h&0
1
h

d
 
x(t1 + h); x(t2 + h)
  d x(t1); x(t2) =
= lim sup
h&0
1
h

d
 
P (F h(x(t1))); P (F
h(x(t2)))
  d x(t1); x(t2)
for 0  t1; t2 < T . The maps P F h (h  0) are holomorphic. Hence, by assumption, they
are contractive with respect to the metric d. In particular d
 
P (F h(y(t1))); P (F
h(y(t2)))
 
d
 
y(t1); y(t2)

for all h > 0. Therefore we have
lim sup
h&0
1
h

d
 
x(t1 + h); x(t2 + h)
  d x(t1); x(t2)  0 (0  t1; t2 < T ): (2.2.7)
Fix 0  t1 < t2 < T arbitrarily. The curve x : [0; T ) ! S is continuously dierentiable.
Therefore, by assumption, the function %(h) := d
 
x(t1 + h); x(t2 + h)

( t1  h < T   t2)
is Lipschitzian. According to (2.2.7), we have %0(s)  0 at every point s 2 [ t1; T   t2)
where the derivative of % exists. Since Lipschitzian functions are absolutely continuous,
hence the function % is non-increasing which completes the proof of (2.2.4).
On the basis of (2.2.4), we can verify easily that given any sequence
 
tn
1
n=1
in [0; T )
converging to T , the sequence
 
y(tn)
1
n=1
is of Cauchy type with respect to the metric d.
Indeed, since x : [0; T ) ! S is locally Lipschitzian, we can choose "0 > 0 and K 2 (0;1)
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such that d
 
x(s); x(t)
  K js  tj for jsj ; jtj < "0. For some index N we have jtn   T j < "0
(n  N). Thus, by (2.2.4),
d
 
x(tm); x(tn)
  d x(tm   T ); x(tn   T ) 
 K j(tm   T )  (tn   T )j = K jtm   tnj ! 0 (m;n!1) :
Thus for any sequence T > t1; t2; : : :! T , the x-image
 
x(tn)
1
n=1
is a Cauchy sequence in
S with respect to d. This fact disproves our indirect consequence (2.2.3) since the set S is
complete with respect to d.
Corollary 2.2.8. Let P : D ! D be a holomorphic projection and let X = w(z)@=@z
be a semicomplete holomorphic vector eld on D. Then the projected vector eld P 0X is
semicomplete in the range of P if this latter is bounded.
Proof. Assume S := P (D) is a bounded set with % := supfkpk : p 2 Dg < 1. Let eD be
the connected component of the bounded open set D\ [%B(E)] containing (the necessarily
connected) S. Clearly the restriction eP j eD is a holomorphic projection of eD onto S. We
can apply theorem 2.2.1 with the Caratheodory pseudodistance d := d eD, because d eD is a
complete metric on the bounded eD being locally equivalent to the norm distance and the
map eP 2 Hol( eD; eD) is a d eD-contraction.
2.3 Manifold version
To establish terminology: by a complex Banach manifold modeled on E we mean a tuple
(D;A) where D is Hausdor topological space and A denotes a maximal family of homeo-
morphisms between open subsets of D and E such that the compositions   1 (;  2 A)
are all biholomorphic maps   1
 
ran()\ran( )$  1 ran()\ran( ). The family A is
called the atlas and its elements are the charts of the manifold. A map F : D ! eD between
two complex Banach manifolds is holomorphic if all its chart representations e  F   1
( 2 A; e 2 eA) are holomorphic. The families Hol (D;A);   eD; eA) resp. Aut(D;A) are
dened analogously as in the case of Banach space domains. The domain D  E itself
is regarded as the manifold (D;AD) with the (unique) atlas with IdD 2 AD. The set
Tp(D;A) of vectors at a point p 2 D consists of the directional derivations f 7! v(f)
dened on the class of all holomorphic maps from neighborhoods of p in D into Banach
spaces. Namely if  : U $ G is a chart with p 2 U and v 2 Tp(D;A), then there is
a unique element w 2 E denoted by #v such that v(f) = d
d

=0
f   1 (p) + w
for any Banach space valued holomorphic function f : U ! eE. Accordingly, a vector
eld on a subset S  D is a function X : S ! T (D;A) := Sp2D Tp(D;A) such that
X(p) 2 Tp(D;A) (p 2 S). A curve x : I ! D on a real open interval is an integral curve
of the vector eld X if, for any chart  2 A, its representation   x is an integral curve
for the ordinary Banach space vector eld #X :  1(z) 7! #X  1(z) dened on the
set 
 S \ dom()  E. The derivative of a map F 2 Hol (D;A);   eD; eA) at the point p
is the linear map F 0(p) : Tp(D;A)! TF (p)( eD; eA) with Tp(D;A)v :=  ef 7! v( ef  F ).
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Theorem 2.3.1. Let P : D ! D be a holomorphic projection of a complex manifold
(D;A). Then, for any holomorphic vector eld X on D, the projected vector eld P 0X is
tangent to the range S := P(D). If there is a pseudodistance d on D such that all holomor-
phic maps D ! D are d-contractions and whose restriction to S is a complete metric being
locally equivalent to the chart distances d(p; q) := k(p)  (q)k ( 2 A; p; q 2 dom()),
then P 0X is semicomplete in S for any semicomplete holomorphic vector eld X on D.
Proof. Let X be a holomorphic vector eld on D and consider any chart  : U $ G such
that S \U 6= ;. To see that P 0X : S ! T (D;A) is tangent to S at p, we have to show that
the ordinary vector eld #P 0X is tangent to the chart image S := (S). Notice that, with
the chart representations P := P  1 and X := #X , we have #P 0X = P 0XjS where
P is a holomorphic projection of the open subset D0 := dom(P ) = 
 
U \ P 1(U \ S) of
E onto S. By Proposition 2.1.1 applied with the connected component D of D0 containing
S, the vector eld P 0X is indeed tangent to S.
Assume additionally that X is semicomplete in D and let x : I ! S be a maximal
integral curve of the vector eld P 0X . Using the previously used notations, given any chart
 2 A, the local arguments of the proof of 2.2.6 can be repeated with the representing
curve x :=   x and the distance d instead of d there. If d is pseudodistance being
locally equivalent to all chart metrics and such that the holomorphic maps D ! D are
d-contractions, then 2.2.4 holds and we can repeat the remaining global arguments of the
proof of Theorem 2.2.1 with d in place of d.
Corollary 2.3.2. Let (D;A) be a complex Banach manifold and suppose P is a holomor-
phic projection of D onto a complex submanifold M whose Caratheodory pseudodistance
dM is a complete metric which is locally equivalent to the chart distances. Then given any
semicomplete holomorphic vector eld X on D, its projection P 0X is semicomplete in M.
Proof. We apply Theorem 2.3.1 with the Caratheodory pseudodistance d := dD. As being
M a holomorphic projective image of D, the restriction of dD to M coincides with dM,
(Indeed, the embedding I : M ! D is a dM ! dD contraction i.e. dM(p; q)  dD(p; q)
(p; q 2 M). On the other hand, P : D ! M is a dD ! dM contraction whence also
dD(p; q)  dM(p; q) (p; q 2M)).
2.4 Applications
Corollary 2.4.1. A complex submanifoldM of a bounded symmetric Banach space domain
D is a symmetric metric Banach manifold with the Carateodory pseudodistance if it is the
range of some holomorphic projection of D.
Proof. Assume P is a holomorphic projection of D onto a complex submanifold M  D.
Consider any point o 2 M and let v@=@z be a tangent vector of M at o. By [102]
Corollary 17.13, to establish the symmetry of M , it suces to see that there is a complete
holomorphic vector eld Y 2 aut(M) with Y (o) = v@=@z. By assumption, the domain D
is symmetric. Hence (also by [102] Corollary 17.13) for every w 2 E there is a complete
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holomorphic vector eld Xw 2 aut(D) with Xw(o) = w@=@z. On the other hand, as being
a bounded domain, its Caratheodory pseudodistance dD is a complete metric. Furthermore
the derivative P 0(o) is a linear projection of To(D) =

w@=@z : w 2 E	 onto To(M) =
w@=@z : 9 x : R! M w = x0(0)g. Therefore. by Corollary 2.3.2, the choice Y := P 0X
suits our requirements because Y (o) = P 0Xv(o) = P 0(o)Xv(o) = P 0(o)v@=@z = v@=@z.
In view of the partial J*-triples associated with the unit balls of Banach spaces (see
Section 1.10), with the notation
Sym(F ) := EB(F ) =

a 2 F : 9X 2 aut(B(F )) X(0) = a @=@z	
we get the following.
Corollary 2.4.2. If P : E ! E is a contractive linear projection then PSym(E) 
Sym(PE). In particular, if the unit ball B(E) is a symmetric manifold then so is B(PE),
too.
Remark 2.4.3. As mentioned in Section 1.5, the above corollary of the Projection Princi-
ple gave rise to Dineen's bidualization of JB*-triples which enabled the a natural extension
of the theory of von Neumann algebras to the category of all Banach spaces with symmetric
unit ball and admitting a predual.
On the other extreme, by means of the Projection Principle one can conclude easily
that the unit ball of most Banach spaces does not admit non-linear automorphisms at all.
Corollary 2.4.4. If there is a family P of contractive linear projections E ! E such that
for every P 2P, Aut B(PE) consists only of linear transformations and T
P2P
kerP = f0g
then all the elements of Aut
 
B(E)

are also linear.
Proof. If X 2 aut B(E) then PX(0) = 0 for all P 2 P whence X(0) = 0 i.e. the vector
eldX is linear. It is well-known [11] since 1978 that Aut
 
B(E)

= U(E)exp aut B(E) =
U exp(X) : U 2 U(E); X 2 aut B(E)	 where U(E) := fE unitaritiesg.
Example 2.4.5. Let (
; ) denote a measure space. In [11],[77] it was proved: The unit
ball of E := Lp(
; ) admits only linear automorphisms unless dimE = 1 or p = 1;1.
Corollary 2.4.4 reduces this result to Thullen's classical 2-dimensional theorem [99].
Proof. Suppose p 2 [1;1]nf2g and dimE > 1. If g1; g2 are functions in E with norm 1
having disjoint supports then it is easily seen that the mapping
Pg1;g2 : E 3 f 7!
2X
j=1
h Z
fgjjgjjp 2d
i
gj
(with the convention 0  0p 2 := 0) is a contractive linear projection of E onto the sub-
space Eg1;g2 :=
2P
j=1
Cgj. Notice that B(Eg1;g2) = f1g1 + 2g2 : j1jp + j2jp < 1g is a
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Reinhardt domain whose biholomorphic automorphisms are all linear by Thullen's theo-
rem. Furthermore we have kerPg1;g2 =

f 2 E : R fgjjgjjp 2d = 0 (j = 1; 2)	. ThusT
g1;g2
kerPg1;g2=
n
f 2E : 8g2E [9h2E min(jgj; jhj)=0]) R fegjgjp 2d = 0o  nf 2 E :
8X1
 [9X2
nX1 0 < (X1), (X2)<1] )
R
X1
df = 0
o
= f0g. Hence Corollary
2.4.4 establishes the linearity of Aut
 
B(E)

.
Remark 2.4.6. The important special case Corollary 2.4.2 with contractive linear pro-
jections can be derived immediately from a basic property of convex bodies ([77] Lemma)
which, for later use, enables precise calculations concerning low-dimensional pieces of the
triple product f:::gB(E). Given a holomorphic mapping f : E ! E, the vector eld
f(z)@=@z is complete in B(E) if and only if it is tangent to the boundary @B(E) in the
following sense: for any point x with kxk = 1, the line x + Rf(x) is contained in every
supporting hyperplane of B(E) at the point x.
Since the supporting hyperplanes at x 2 @B(E) are exactly those in the form z 2 E :
Reh; z xi = 0	 with some continuous linear functional  2 E such that kk = 1 = h; xi,
the above geometric statement can be formulated analytically as
f(z) @=@x2aut B(E) () Reh; f(x)i=1whenever kxk=kk=h; xi=1: (2.4.7)
In particular, if f(z)@=@z 2 aut B(E) and P : E ! E is linear projection with kPk = 1
then given any point x 2 @B(PE) along with a linear functional  2 (PE) with k k =
1 = h ; xi = 1, the functional  :=   P 2 E satises kk = 1 and h; xi = h ; Pxi =
h ; xi = 1 (since (Px = 1) along with Reh ; Pf(x)i = Reh; P 2f(x)i = Reh; Pf(x)i = 1
entailing that Pf(z)@=@x 2 aut B(PE).
Example 2.4.8. We outline how 2.4.7 was used in [79] to achieve precise structural infor-
mation on f:::gB(E) in case of minimal atomic Banach lattices (min. B-lattices for short).
In Chapter 7 we shall see technical details in the setting of continuous Reinhardt domains.
Throughout this subsection let E denote a min. B-lattice. According to a well-known
representation lemma [76] p.143 Ex.7(b), we may assume that for a xed set 
, E is a
sublattice of f
! C functionsg such that
Spanf1! : ! 2 
g = E where 1! 2 E and k1!k = 1 (! 2 
) (2.4.9)
holds with the indictor functions 1! :=


 3 y 7! 1 if y = ! and 0 elsewhere. Remark
that then1
wf 2 E and wf = lim
Y nite

w1Y f whenever f 2 E; sup
x2

jw(x)j  1: (2.4.10)
1Proof: Given " > 0, by (2.4.9), there are Z nite  
, g 2 1Zf with kf   gk < "=2. Now Z  Y1, Y2
nite  
 implies kf   gk  jf   1Zf j  wj(f   1Zf)j  jw(1Y1[Y2f   1Yjf)j (j = 1; 2) i.e. by triangle
inequality "  kw1Y1f   w1Y2fk. Thus fw1Y fgY nite is a Cauchy net in E. Hence for some h 2 E2,
w1Y f ! h. But h(x) = hh; 1xi = limY hw1Y f; 1xi = w(x)f(x) 8 x.
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For the sake of simplicity we shall write
B = B(E) ; 1! :=

E 3 f 7! f(!)
Let Y := fy1; : : : ; yng be an arbitrary nite subset of 
 and let a : E ! E be a holomorphic
map such that a(z)@=@z 2 aut(B). Since the mapping P : f 7! 1Y f is a band projection
of E onto
nP
j=1
C1yj , the projection principle establishes ea(z)@=@z 2 aut(PB) where ea :=
PajPE. Thus by 2.4.7,
Reh;ea(f)i = 0( h; fi = kfk kk (f 2 PE; 2 (PE)): (2.4.11)
Introduce the function
p(%1; : : : ; %n) :=
 nX
j=1
%j1yj
 (%1; : : : ; %n  0)
on and set C :=

% 2 Rn+ : gradj%p does not exist
	
. Since we have a lattice norm, p is an
increasing positive-homogeneous convex function and C is a cone of Lebesgue measure 0.
Let us x arbitrary vectors % 2 Rn+nC, # 2 Rn and set
 := gradj%p; f0 :=
nX
j=1
%je
i#j1yj ;  :=
nX
j=1
%je
i#j1yj :
Since the function p is increasing, ; : : : ; n  0. Since  is positive homogeneous and
convex,
nP
j=1
j%j = p(%1; : : : ; %n) i.e. hf0;i = kf0k. On the other hand, for any f 2 PE
jh; fij =
 nX
j=1
je
 #j(yj)
  nX
j=1
jjf(yj)  p(jf(y1)j; : : : ; jf(yn)j) = kfk
i.e. kk = 1. Hence 2.4.7 can be applied to f0 and . Thus
Re
D nX
j=1
je
 i#j1yj ; a
 nX
j=1
%je
i#j1yj
E
= 0: (2.4.12)
Since B is a bounded circular domain and a(z)@=@z 2 aut(B), in view of Section 1.10
we have a(z) = a   fzazgB + `z with suitable a 2 E and ` 2 L(E). Since jaj =ei#1!a+ 1
nf!ga for any # 2 R and ! 2 
 it follows that a 2 Sym(E)) 1!a 2 Sym(E)
for any base space point ! 2 
. Hence, for some subset 
0  
, we have Sym(E) = ff 2
E : support(f)  
0g. Thus, without loss of generality, we need only to investigate the
cases a(z) = `z and a(z) = fz[1y1 ]zgB, respectively. By setting
jk := h`(1yj); 1yki; `jk := h1y` ;

[1yj ][1y1 ]
[1yk ]
	i;
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from 2.4.12 we obtain the equations
0 = Re
hX
j
%j
@p
@%j
jj +
X
j 6=k

%j
@p
@%k
jk + %k
@p
@%j
kj)zjz
 1
k
i
0 = p2
@p
@%1
z1 +
X
j;k;`
`jk%j%k
@p
@%`
zjzkz
 1
`

whenever z1; : : : ; zn 2 T and % 2 Rn+ nC. Hence we deduced the following ([79] Thm.3.16).
Theorem 2.4.12. Assume E is a Banach lattice of functions 
 ! C with the min. B-
lattice property 2.4.9. Then, the relation !1  !2 : () h`(1!1); 1!2i 6= 0 for some linear
vector eld `(z)@=@z 2 aut B(E) is an equivalence on 
. By writing 
 = Si2I 
i for
the partition by its equivalence classes, the bands Hi := Span
!2
i
1! are Hilbert spaces with
complete orthonormed frames f1! : ! 2 
ig. Moreover the linear members of aut
 
B(E)

map B(Hi) onto themselves for all i 2 I, and conversely, if Ui is an Hi-unitary operator
for any index i 2 I, then i2IUijB(E) 2 Aut
 
B(E)

. There exists a matrix (ij)i;j 2 I
along with a subfamily I0  I of indices such that
(i) Sym(E)
 
=

a(0) : a(z)@=@z 2 aut B(E)	) = (c0)i2I0Hi ;
(ii) 0ij  1 (i; j2I); ii= 12 (i2I0) and ij=0 if i; j 62I0 or if i 6=j with i; j2I0;
(iii) a mapping g : B(E) ! E belongs to the identity component of Aut B(E) if and
only if, by denoting the band projection onto Hi by Pi, we have
Pig(f) = Ui
n
M%i
 hPif je0i ie0i +M?%i hPif je0i iPif   hPif je0i ie0i o (i2I0);
Pjg(f) =
n
exp
Z 1
0
X
i2I0
ij%iM%i (hPif je0i i) d
o
UjPjf (j2InI0)
for suitable Hi-unitary operators Ui (i 2 I), unit vectors e0j 2 Hj (j 2 I0) and a
function [I0 3 j 7! %j] assuming values in R+ and vanishing at innity, respectively,
with the Mobius- and co-Mobius transformations
M () :=
 + tanh()
1 +  tanh()
; M? () :=
f1  (tanh())2g1=2
1 +  tanh()
( 2R; jj<1):
Example 2.4.13. Recently considerable interest is payed [8] by researchers of Banach
space geometry to the structure of strongly continuous one-parameter groups of isometries
of spaces of multilinear functionals E1      En ! C. In particular it is a question of
fundamental importance in which case are they always of the form

U t1
   
U tn : t 2 R

with suitable strongly continuous one parameter groups

U tk : t 2 R

on the respective
components. The perhaps rst complete result of this kind was achieved in my work
[89] concerning the classical case of Hilbert spaces. As an application of the Projection
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Principle, here we establish the linear tensor product form of the automorphisms of the
unit ball for more than two components with dimension> 1 and then devote the next
chapter to the details of [89].
Henceforth let H;H(1); : : : ;H(N) with N > 2 denote arbitrarily xed complex Hilbert
spaces of dimensions 2 and consider the holomorphic automorphisms of the unit ball
B := B(E) of the space
E := B = B H(1); : : : ;H(N)
of all bounded N -linear functionals H(1)     H(N) ! C equipped with the usual oper-
ator norm kk := supkx1k==kxNk=1 j(x1; : : : ;xN)j where, conveniently, we shall use the
customary tensor product notations ([74] Sec.1.3).2
Proposition 2.4.14. For N  3, all the elements of Aut(B) are linear.
Proof. Observe that the family P := P1
: : :
PN : all Pj-s are orthogonalH(j)-projections
with dimPjH
(j) = [2 if j  3 and 1 if j > 3]	 consists of contractive E-projections
and
S
P2P kerP = f0g. Since for arbitrary P 2 P , the subspace PE is isometrically
isomorphic to B(C2;C2;C2) (C2 is endowed with its usual Euclidean norm), by Corollary
2.4.4 it suces to see only that the elements of the group Aut
 
B(B(C2;C2;C2) are linear
which we establish below by Lemma 2.4.15.
Lemma 2.4.15. Span

exp(`) : ` linear2aut(B)	 = E if 2Enf0g and dim(E)<1.
Proof. Let  6= 0 and consider any family fj 2 H(j) (j = 1; : : : ; N) of unit vectors. To prove
2.4.15 it suces to show that f1 
    fN 2 S := Span

exp(`) : ` linear2aut(B)	. Since
 6= 0, we may x unit vectors ej 2 H(j)(j = 1; : : : ; N) such that  := (e1; : : : ; eN) = 1.
For each index j, let Pj denote the orthogonal projection of H
(j) onto Cej and and let Vj
be an H(j)-unitary operator with Vjej = fj (notice: the unitary group is transitive on the
unit sphere of a Hilbert space). Dene U
(#)
j := exp(i#Pj)V

j and let
#1;:::;#N := [U
(#1)
1 
 : : :
 U (#NN )] (#j 2 R; j = 1; : : : ; N):
Since the operators U
#j
j are H
(j)-unitary, they can be written in the form exp(iAj) with
suitableH(j)-self-adjoint operators, we have U#11 
  
U#NN = exp(`#1;:::;#N ) with `#1;:::;#N :=
i
NP
j=1
N
k=1

id (k 6=j); Aj (k=j)
 2 aut(B). Hence f1
  
fN= i N @N@#1:::@#N 0#1;:::;#N 2S.
2Without danger of confusion, in each of the spaces H;H(1); : : : ;H(N), we shall write h:j:i and k:k for
the inner product and the norm, respectively. The products h:j:i are supposed to be linear in their rst and
conjugate-linear in their second variables. With this convention, h will denote the linear functional x 7!
hxjhi. Given a family h1 2 H(1); : : : ;hN 2 H(N) of vectors, we shall write h1
  
hN for the elementary
functionals h1
  
hN : (x1; : : : ;xN ) 7!
QN
k=1 h

k(xk) =
QN
k=1hxkjhki: Also we shall write A1
  
AN
for the composition operators [A1 
    
 AN ] :=
h
(x1; : : : ;xN ) 7! 
 
A1x1; : : : ; ANxN
i  
 2 B if
Ak 2L(H(k)) :=

bounded linear operators H(k)!H(k)	. Notice that [A1 
    
 AN ]h1 
    
 hN =
[A1h1]
 
    
 [ANhN ]:
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Returning to the proof of 2.4.14, we may assume N = 3 and H(j) = C2 (j = 1; 2; 3).
Thus let E := B(C2;C2;C2). Proceeding by contradiction, assume Sym(E) 6= 0. Now
Lemma 2.4.15 establishes Sym(E) = E, that is E is an 8-dimensional JB*-triple with the
triple product f:::gB. It is well-known that nite-dimensional JB*-triples are isometrically
isomorphic to `1-direct sums of Cartan factors where the factors are preserved by the maps
in exp aut of the unit ball [59]. Thus, by Lemma 2.4.15, the space E = B(C2;C2;C2) would
be isometrically isomorphic to an 8-dimensional Cartan factor. The list of Cartan factors
is also well-known and hence we would have either E ' C8 (with is Hilbert norm) or
E ' B(C2;C4) or E ' Spin(C8). The mentioned factor are of rank 2 that is they do not
admit three elements 	1;	2;	3 with
k	j + 	kk = maxfjj ; jjg (j 6= k; ;  2 C): (2.4.16)
However, with the canonical unit vectors e1 := (1; 0), e2 := (0; 1) in C2, the functionals
	1 := e1 
 e2 
 e2; 	2 := e2 
 e1 
 e2; 	3 := e2 
 e2 
 e1
in E satisfy 2.4.16. The contradiction obtained establishes the proposition.
Theorem 2.4.17. The linear E
 
= B(H(1); : : : ;H(N))-unitary operators are exactly those
operators F for which there exists a permutation  of the index set f1; : : : ; Ng and there
are surjective linear isometries Uk : H
(k) ! H((k)) (k = 1; : : : ; n) such that
F () =

(f1; : : : ; fN) 7! (U 11 f(1); : : : ; U 1N f(N))

: (2.4.18)
A linear vector eld V is complete in B(E) if and only if it is of the form
V = i 
NX
k=1
idH(1) 
 : : :
 idH(k 1) 
 Ak 
 idH(k+1) 
 : : :
 idH(N) (2.4.19)
where the terms Ak are arbitrary self-adjoint Hk-operators.
Proof. The present approach can be divided into four steps:
(1) based on elementary compactness arguments, in a separate appendix (A.1) we estab-
lish independently the validity of 2.4.18 if the spaces H(k) are all nite dimensional;
(2) next in Chapter 3.6 we establish a Stone-type theorem stating that any strongly
continuous one-parameter group

U t1
  
U tN : t 2 R

with H(k)-unitary operators
is of the form

exp(itA1)
    exp(itAN) : t 2 R

with suitable possibly unbounded
H(k)-self-adjoint operators Ak, whence 2.4.19 is immediate for nite dimensional E;
(3) by the aid of the Projection principle, we extend 2.4.19 to innite dimensions;
(4) by 2.4.19 we see E-Hermitian projections have the form
N
j<m
idH(j) 
 Pm 

N
j>m
idH(j)
whence we deduce 2.4.18 in full generality.
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Step (3). Let V linear2 aut(B) and x e1 2 @B(H(1)); : : : ; eN 2 @B(H(N)) arbitrarily.
Consider the operator3 eV := V   
e1;:::;eN ; V (e1 
    
 eN)idE. Since i  idE 2 aut(B),
we have also eV 2 aut(B) with eV (e1 
 : : :
 en) = 0. Introduce the family of mappings
P := P1 
    
 PN : Pk=P k =P 2k 2L(H(k)); dimPkH(k)<1; ek2PkH(k)	:
Any element P := P1 
    
 PN of P is a contractive linear projection of the space
E onto its subspace B(P1H(1); : : : ; PnH(N))( f 2 E : P1 
   PN = g). By the
Projection Principle, P eV 
PE
2 aut B(PE) for all P 2 P . Hence (applying 2.4.19 to the
nite dimensional B(P1H(1); : : : ; PNH(N))), for each P 2 P , there exists a unique choice
of self-adjoint operators AP1 2 L(H(1)); : : : ; APN 2 L(H(N)) such that
APkH
(k)  PkH(k) (i:e: PkAPk = APk ) and hAPk ekjeki = 0 (k = 1; : : : ; N);
P eV P = NX
k=1
i  idH(1) 
    
 idH(k 1) 
 Ak 
 idH(k+1) 
 : : :
 idH(N) :
Introduce the following partial ordering  in P : if P = P1
: : :
PN and Q = Q1
: : :
QN
then let P  Q def() PkHk  QkHk (i.e. Pk  Qk) (k = 1; : : : ; N). From the relation
P  Q) P eV P = PQeV QP we see immediately
APk = PkA
Q
k Pk (k = 1; : : : ; N) whenever P  Q: (2.4.19)
Observe that for any xed P 2 P and index k,
jhAPk ejfij =

(P eV )(e1 
    
 ek 1 
 e 
 ek+1 
    
 eN); e1;:::;ek 1;f ;ek+1;:::;eN 
 kP eV k  ke1 
    
 e 
 : : :
 eNk  ke1;:::;f ;:::;eNk = kP eV k  keV k
for all unit vectors e; f 2 H(k), that is
kAPk k  keV k (k = 1; : : : ; N ; P 2 P): (2.4.20)
Since obviously for all couples P;Q 2 P there exists R 2 P with P;Q  R and since, by
2.4.19 and 2.4.20, the relation P  Q entails
jhAQk ejfi  hAPk ejfij = jhAQk (e Pke)jfi+ hAQk Pkejf  Pkfij  keV k(ke Pkek+ kf  Pkfk)
for all e; f 2 @B(Hk), the denitions
ak(e; f) := lim
P2P
hApkejfi (e; f 2 H(k); k = 1; : : : ; N)
make sense and determine bounded sesquilinear functionals. Therefore there exist self-
adjoint operators A1 2 L(H(k)) (k = 1; : : : ; N) such that ak(e; f) = hAkejfi and hence
hAPk ejfi = hAPk (Pke)jPkfi = hAkPkejPkfi = hAkPkejPkfi = hPkAkPkejfi
3As usually, the symbols x stand for the evaluation functionals (Dirac deltas) x : ' 7! hx; 'i = '(x).
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for all e; f 2 H(k) i.e. APk = PkAkPk (P 2 P ; k = 1; : : : ; N). Now for arbitrary
 2 E; x1 2 H(1); : : : ;xN 2 H()N , the projections Pk := ProjSpanfxk;Akxk;ekg satisfy
[eV ](x1; : : : ;xn) = [eV ](P1x1; : : : ; PNxN) = [P eV ](x1; : : : ;xN) =
=
NX
k=1
(x1; : : : ; PkAkxk; : : : ;xN) =
NX
k=1
(x1; : : : ; Akxk; : : : ;xN):
Thus we can write V (x1; : : : ;xN) =
NP
k=1
(x1; : : : ; Bkxk; : : : ;xN) where Bj := Aj for
j = 1; : : : ; N 1 and BN := AN+hV (e1; : : : ; eN), e1;:::;eN iidE, proving (2.4.19) in general.
Step (4). To prove (2.4.18), let F be an arbitrarily given linear E-unitary operator
and, for k = 1; : : : ; N , introduce the families
Pk :=

P1 
    
 Pn : Pk = P k = P 2k 2 L(H(k)); Pj = idH(j) for j 6= k
	
:
From 2.4.19 we see iPk  aut(B) and hence for every P 2 Pk, the mapping Q := FPF 1
also has the properties iQ 2 aut(B) and Q2 = Q (since P 2 = P ). By (2.4.19), this is
possible only if Q 2 P`k(P ) for some index `k(P ) (k = 1; : : : ; N).
Let k 2 f1; : : : ; Ng be xed. We show that `k(P1) = `k(P2) for P1, P2 2 Pk n fidEg.
Indeed, if `k(R1) 6= `k(R2) then the operators Qj := FRjF 1 (j = 1; 2) commute (i.e.
[Q1; Q2] := Q1Q2   Q2Q1 = 0) whence we would have [R1; R2] = 0. Observe that
8P1;P22PknfidEg 9P32Pk [P1;P3];[P2;P3] 6=0, thus (by taking R1 := Pj and R2 := P3),
we have `k(Pj) = `k(P3) for j = 1; 2. Therefore there exists a permutation  with
FPkF 1 = P(k) (k = 1; : : : ; N): (2.4.21)
Since the nite linear combinations of orthogonal projections form a dense submanifold
of the algebra of linear operators in any Hilbert space, it directly follows the existence of
surjective linear isometries Sk : L(H(k))! L(H((k))) such that
F (idH1 
 : : :
 idHk 1 
 Ak 
 idHk+1 
 : : :
 idHn)F 1 =
= idH1 
 : : :
 idH(k) 1 
 Sk(Ak)
 idH(k)+1 
 : : :
 idHn
whenever Ak 2 L(H(k)) k = 1; : : : ; N). As a consequence of the relations 2.4.21, the
mappings Sk send orthogonal projections into orthogonal projections and therefore they
constitute -isomorphisms between the C-algebras L(H(k)) and L(H((k))). It is well-
known that now we can write Sk : Ak 7! UkAkU 1k (k = 1; : : : ; N) for some surjective
linear isometries Uk : Hk 7! H(k). Thus if we denote by  the inverse of the permutation
, for any linear E-operator A of the form A := A1 
 : : :
An with Ak 2 L(H(k)) we have
(FAF 1) =

(f1; : : : ; fn) 7! (U(1)A(1)U 1(1)f ; : : : ; U(n)A(n)U 1(n)fN)

( 2 E):
This means that FAF 1 = UAU 1 (A 2 L(E)) holds for the E-unitary operator U
dened by
U() := [(f1; : : : ; fN) 7! (U 11 f(1); : : : ; U 1N f(N))] ( 2 E):
Easily seen this is possible only if F = ei#U for some # 2 R which completes the proof.
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Chapter 3
Stone-type theorem on
automorphisms of multilinear
functionals
Throughout this chapter, as introduced in Example 2.4.13, let H;H(1); : : : ;H(N) be arbi-
trarily xed complex Hilbert spaces. Our chief aim will be to study the structure of the
strongly continuous one-parameter automorphism groups of the space B=B(H(1); : : : ;H(N))
of all bounded N -linear functionals H(1)     H(N) ! C that is the maps
U : R! A := surjective linear isometries B ! B	
with the group property U(t+h) = U(t)U(h) (t; h 2 R) and being such that the func-
tions t 7! U(t) are continuous for all xed  2 B. The case N = 1 is covered by
Stone's classical theorem [73, 114]: given a strongly continuous one-parameter subgroup
U : R! U(H) :=funitary operatorsH! Hg ' A, there exists a possibly unbounded self-
adjoint linear operator A on some dense linear submanifold ofH such thatU(t) = exp(itA)
(t 2 R). In the case N = 2, as a simple consequence of the theory of unbounded C-
algebra derivations [9], in L(H) ' B(H;H) we have a precise abstract description of
the special one-parameter isometry groups of the form U(t)X = exp(itA)X exp( itA)
with a suitable possibly unbounded self-adjoint operator A. Our problems with N = 2
and B(H(1);H(2)) ' L(H(1);H(2)) are naturally associated with Jordan triple derivations
[49, 102], and may have far reaching importance even for the description of all strongly
continuous one-parameter automorphism groups of general JB*-triples (complex Banach
spaces with symmetric unit ball). Namely, by the Hille-Yosida theorem [19, 114] the in-
nitesimal generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter group of automorphisms of a
JB*-triple is a possibly unbounded Jordan triple derivation. As far as we know, the bounded
JB*-triple derivations are well-understood [3]. However, no results seem to be concerned
with the unbounded case even for Cartan factors. From a Jordan theoretical view point,
L(H(1);H(2)) is a typical Cartan factor of type I where the connected component of the
automorphism group containing the identity consists of mappings of the form X 7! UXV
with suitable unitary operators U2U(H(2)) and V2U(H(1)) [38, 105]. Hence the structure
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of all norm-continuous one parameter groups W : R ! Aut(L(H(1);H(2))) ' A is im-
mediate: in this case W(t)X = [exp(itA2)]X[exp(itA1)] for a suitable couple of bounded
self-adjoint operators A1 2 L(H(1)); B 2 L(H(2)). Our main result below is a natural gen-
eralization of Stone's Theorem on strongly continuous one-parameter unitary groups. Its
simple (but non-trivial) nite-dimensional special case along with the Projection Principle
is used in Step (2) of the proof of Theorem 2.4.17, which settles the structure description of
the group of holomorphic automorphisms of the unit ball of B(H(1); : : : ;H(N)) for N  3.
Theorem 3.1.1. Let U : R ! A(H(1); : : : ;H(N)) be a strongly continuous one-parameter
group such that
U(t) = U1;t 
    
 UN;t (t 2 R)
with suitable unitary operators Uk;t 2 U(H(k)). Then there are possibly unbounded self-
adjoint operators Ak : dom(Ak) ! H(k) (k = 1; : : : ; N) dened on dense linear submani-
folds in the respective spaces such that that
U(t)=

exp(itA1)

    
  exp(itAN) (t 2 R):
Corollary 3.1.2. If W : R! Aut L(H(1);H(2)) is a strongly continuous one-parameter
group then W(t)X = exp(tA1)X exp(tA2) for a suitable couple of possibly unbounded
self-adjoint operators Ak : dom(Ak)! H(k).
The main technical obstacle for the proof arises from the fact that an operator U1
  
UN
admits alternative representations as

(1U1)

    
 (NUN) with 1; : : : ; N 2 T :=
f 2 C : jj = 1g and QNk=1 k = 1. Our considerations, which rely heavily upon complex
Hilbert space structure, can be divided into three main steps. First we establish that,
under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1.1, there are multiplier functions k : R ! T withQN
k=1 k(t) = 1 (t 2 R) such that each component t 7! k(t)Uk;t is strongly continuous;
that is, all the functions t 7! k(t)Uk;thk (hk 2 H(k); k = 1; : : : ; n) are continuous from
R into H(k) with norm topology. Assuming then without loss of generality the strong
continuity of the components t 7! Uk;t, we show that the families

Uk;t : t 2 R
	
are
Abelian and then, by means of their Gelfand representations we can choose the multipliers
k : R!T even in a manner such that we have Uk;t = k(t)U tk with some not necessarily
strongly continuous one-parameter groups t 7! U tk. We nish the proof after a series of
probabilistic arguments where we establish that this representations can be improved to the
form Uk;t = k(t)eU tk with strongly continuous one-parameter groups t 7! eU tk and continuous
functions k : R! T, respectively.
3.2 Adjusted strong continuity
We shall use the tensorial notations established in 2.4.13. Notice that the factorization of
non-trivial composition operators is unique up to constant coecients: if A1; : : : ; AN 6= 0
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we have A1 
    
 AN = B1 
    
 BN if and only if Bk = kAk for constants withQN
k=1 k = 1.
1 In particular for unitary operators Uk; Vk 2 U(H(k)),
U1 
    
 UN = V1 
    
 VN () Vk = kUk; k 2 T with
NY
k=1
k = 1:
Lemma 3.2.1. Assume
  	  " where  := g1 
    
 gN and 	 := h1 
    
 hN
with unit vectors gk;hk 2 H(k). Then
dist(Tgk;Thk) := min
;2T
kgk   hkk  2N 1" (k = 1; : : : ; N):
Proof. Fix any 1  k  N . Dene k :=
Q
`:` 6=k ` where for ` 6= k we set ` :=
hg`jh`i=jhg`jh`ij if g` 6? h` and ` := 1 if g` ? h`. With this choice
1; : : : ; N 2 T;
NY
m=1
m = 1 and hg`j`h`i = jhg`jh`ij  0 (` 6= k):
Observe that for the vectors x` := g` + `h` with the values %` := 1 + jhh`jg`ij we have
hx`jg`i=hx`j`h`i=%`2 [1; 2]; kx`k=hx`jx`i1=2=(2%`)1=22 [
p
2; 2] (` 6=k):
Thus, since also 	 = [1h1]
 
    
 [NhN ], for any x 2 H(k) we can write
 	(x1; : : : ;xk 1;x;xk+1; : : : ;xN) = 
x gk   khk Y
`:` 6=k
%` :
Therefore we have the norm estimate
x gk   khk Y
`:` 6=k
%` 
 	 kxk Y
`:` 6=k
jx`k :
Since here k   	k  ", 1  %` and kx`k  2, it follows jhx jgk   khkij  2N 1" for all
vectors x 2 H(k). Hence dist(Tgk;Thk)  kgk   khkk  2N 1".
In particular, with " := 0 we see that g1 
    
 gN = h1
    
 hN implies hk = kgk
for suitable q; : : : ; N 2 T with
QN
k=1 k = 1 whenever the vectors gk;hk have norm 1.
For later use, notice also that if g;h 2 H are unit vectors in a Hilbert space then
dist(Tg;Th)= dist(g;Th) = min
jj=1

2  2Rehgjhi1=2 =
=
p
2

1  jhgjhij1=2:
(3.2.2)
1Indeed, evaluated at y1
  
yN , the relation A1
  
AN = B1
  
BN entails
QN
k=1hAkxkjyki =QN
k=1hBkxkjyki for any x1; : : :xN . Given any index k, if x`;y` 2 H(`) (` 6= k) are so chosen that
hB`xj jy`i = 1 then for any x;y 2 H(k) we have hBkxjyi = khAkxjyi (x;y 2 H(k)) with k :=Q
`: 6`=khA`x`jy`i. The converse implication is trivial.
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Lemma 3.2.3. Suppose F : R ! P(H) := fTg : hgjgi = 1g is a continuous mapping
with respect to the distance 3:2:2. Then F(t) = Tht (t 2 R) for some continuous function
t 7! ht 2 @Ball(H) := fg : hgjgi = 1g.
Proof. Since the real line R is -compact, it suces to establish the local version of the
statement: for every s 2 R there is an open interval Is around s where the set valued
function F admits a continuous section say Is 3 t 7! h[s]t 2 f(t).

Proof. In this case
there is a strictly increasing double sequence
 
Tn
1
n= 1 such that R =
S
n[Tn; Tn+1] and
each interval [Tn; Tn+1] is contained in some Isn . Since h
[sn 1]
Tn
;h
[sn]
Tn
2 F(Tn), for each
n 2 f0;1;2; : : :g, there is a (unique) constant n 2 T such that h[sn]Tn = nh[sn 1]Tn . Then
the function assembled as ht := nh
[sn]
t for Tn  t  Tn where 0 := 1, p :=
Qp
k=1 k and
 p :=
Q0
k= p+1 k (p = 1; 2; : : :) suits our requirements.

To prove the local statement, we may assume s = 0 without loss of generality. The
continuity of F entails the continuity of function (t; u) 7! dist F(t);F(u). Hence we can
choose I0 to be an open interval around 0 such that
p
2 > dist
 
F(t);F(u)

(t; u 2 I0) that
is
jhvjwij > 0 whenever v 2 F(t);w 2 F(u) and t; u 2 I0:
Fix any vector f0 2 F(0). Since, by 3:2:2.
dist
 
F(t);F(0)

=
p
2

1  max
v2F(t)
Rehf0jvij
1=2
;
for every t 2 I0 there is a unique unit vector ft such that
ft 2 F(t) and hf0jfti = max
v2F(t)
Rehf0jvi = 1  1
2
dist
 
F(0);F(t)
2
> 0:
In particular, with suitable unit vectors ut ? f0 and with suitable angle parameters 0 
't < =2 we can write
ft = cos't f0 + sin't ut (t 2 I0):
Given any convergent sequence tn ! t in I0, the continuity of F means that jhftnjftij =
1  2 1dist F(tn);F(t)2 ! 1, that is cos'tn cos't + sin'tn sin'thutnjuti  ! 1 :
Since 'tn; 't2 [0; =2], we have 1cos('tn 't)=cos'tncos't+sin'tnsin't
cos'tn cos't+
sin'tn sin'thutnjuti
 ! 1. Thus necessarily 'tn ! 't. Hence, for any cluster point  of
the sequence
 hutnjuti1n=1, it follows  cos2 't +  sin2 't = 1 that is  = 1 unless 't = 0.
In any case we must have
hftnjfti = cos'tn cos't + sin'tn sin'thutnjuti ! 1
which implies kftn ftk=

2 2Rehftnjfti
1=2!0 for any sequence tn! t in I0.
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Proposition 3.2.4. Assume 	 : R ! B is a continuous function of the form 	(t) =
h1;t
  
hN;t with suitable unit vectors hk;t 2 H(k). Then there are functions 1; : : : ; N :
R! T such that QNk=1 k(t)  1 and the modied components t 7! k(t)hk;t are continuous
(as mappings R! [H(k); norm topology]).
Proof. According to Lemma 3.2.1, the functions Fk : t 7! Thk;t are continuous from R
into the metric space
P(H(k)); dist in the sense of 3:2:2. Thus, by Lemma 3.2.3, we can
nd functions 1; : : : ; N : R ! T such that the sections t 7! fk;t := k(t)hk;t 2 Fk(t)
(k = 1; : : : ; N) are continuous. Then their product t 7! e	(t) := f1;t 
    
 fN;t is also
a continuous map R ! B. Observe that e	(t) = (t)	(t) (t 2 R) with the scalar valued
function (t) :=
QN
k=1 k(t). From the continuity of both 	 and
e	 we infer the continuity
of  : R ! T.2 Hence also the functions t 7! efk;t := (t)fk;t are continuous. Sinceefk;t =Q`:` 6=k `(t)hk;t and since 	(t) = (t)e	(t) = ef1;t
 f2;t
   
 fN;t, the choice 1(t) :=QN
j=2 j(t) along with k(t) := k(t) for k > 1 suits our requirements.
Conventions 3.2.5. To simplify notations for the proof of Theorem 3.1.1, henceforth let
U : R! A = A(H(1); : : : ;H(N)) be a one-parameter subgroup of operators of the form
U(t) = U1;t 
    
 UN;t ; Uk;t 2 U(H(k)) :
An application of Proposition 3.2.4 to functions of the formU(t)[h1
  
hN ] = [U1;th1]

   
 [UN;thN ] yields immediately the following.
Corollary 3.2.6. Given any family hk 2 H(k) (k = 1; : : : ; N) of unit vectors, there are
functions k : R ! T such that
QN
k=1 k = 1 and the functions t 7! k(t)Uk;thk are
continuous.
As usual, we say that a net
 
V

2A of bounded linear operators B ! B is strongly
convergent to V (notation: V
s ! V ) if k(V   V )k ! 0 for all  2 B. Accordingly, a
function V : R! L(B) is strongly continuous, if V(t) s ! V(t) whenever t ! t in R.
Proposition 3.2.7. For some functions 1; : : : ; N : R! T, the operator-valued functions
t 7! k(t)Uk;t are strongly continuous.
Proof. Fix any family h1 2 H(1); : : : ;hN 2 H(N) of unit vectors along with a family
1; : : : ; N : R ! T of scalar functions with
QN
j=1 j(t) = 1 such that the functions
t 7! k(t)Uk;thk are continuous. This is guaranteed by Corollary 3.2.6. Consider any index
k 2 f1; : : : ; Ng and let 0 6= x 2 H(k) be any vector. It suces to see that the function
t 7! k(t)Uk;tx is continuous.
2In general, if v ! v 6= 0 and v ! v are convergent nets in a locally convex Hausdor vector space
V, then necessarily  !  for the scalar coecients. Proof: there exists a continuous linear functional
 on V such that (v) = 1. Beyond some index 0 we have (v) 6= 0 and  = (v)=(v) !
(v)=(v) = .
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Applying Corollary 3.2.6 with the vectors h1; : : : ;hk 1;x=kxk;hk+1; : : : ;hN , we see the
existence of functions e1; : : : ; eN : R ! T with QN`=1 e`(t) = 1 such that the functions
t 7! ek(t)Uk;tx, t 7! e`(t)U`;th` (` 6= k) are continuous. Given any index ` 6= k,
it is a consequence of the continuity of both the functions t 7! e`(t)U`;th` and t 7!
`(t)U`;th` that the coecient ratio t 7! e`(t)`(t) is also continuous (see footnote 2).
Hence we deduce the continuity of t 7! Q`:` 6=k e`(t)`(t)ek(t)Uk;tx. However, here we
have
Q
`: 6`=k e`(t)`(t)ek(t) = QNm=1 em(t)Q`:` 6=k `(t) = k(t).
Corollary 3.2.8. In the setting of 3.2.7, the functions t 7! k(t)Uk;t are also strongly
continuous.
Proof. It is a well-known elementary fact [27] that the adjoints of the elements of a strongly
convergent net of unitary operators in a Hilbert space form a strongly convergent net.
3.3 Separate commutativity
In view of 3.2.7 and 3.2.8, we may use symmetric strongly continuous factors in the one-
parameter group U by passing from Uk;t to k(t)Uk;t if t  0 and k( t)Uk; t for t  0
with suitable functions 1; : : : ; N : R+ ! T.
Conventions 3.3.1. In addition to 3.2.5, henceforth we assume without loss of generality
that, for k = 1; : : : ; N ,
1) t 7! Uk;t is strongly continuous;
2) Uk;0 = Id; Uk; t = Uk;t (t 2 R):
Proposition 3.3.2. The families fUk;t : t 2 Rg (k = 1; : : : ; N) are Abelian.
Proof. Consider any t > 0. We can see by induction on n = 1; 2; : : : that
Uk;nt = 
(n)
k [Uk;t]
n (1  k  N);
NY
k=1

(n)
k = 1 (3.3.3)
for some family


(n)
k : 1  k  N; n = 1; 2; : : :
	  T of constants. Indeed, for n = 1 the
choice 
(1)
k := 1 suits trivially. Assume 3:3:3 for some n  1. We have then
U
 
(n+ 1)t

=

U1;(n+1)t 
    
 UN;(n+1)t

;
U(t) U(nt) =

U1;t 
    
 UN;t
 h

(n)
1
 
U1;t
n
    
 (n)N  UN;tni=
=
h

(n)
1
 
U1;t
n+1
    
 (n)N  UN;tn+1i
Since factorizations of composition operators are unique up to constants, it follows
Uk;(n+1)t = 
(n)
k 
(n)
k U
n+1
k;t (1  k  N);
NY
k=1

(n)
k = 1
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for some 
(n)
1 ; : : : ; 
(n)
N 2 T. Thus 3:3:3 holds with n+1 in place of n for (n+1)k := (n)k (n)k ,
which completes the induction step. As a consequence of 3:3:3, the families
Uk;t :=

Uk;nt : n = 0;1;2; : : :
	
are Abelian because Uk; nt = U 1k;nt = U

k;nt (t  0; 1  k  N) and the powers of Uk;t
commute. Since
Uk;1  Uk;1=2!  Uk;1=3!    
each family fUk;q : q 2 Qg =
S1
n=0 Uk;1=n! where Q := frational numbersg is Abelian.
Given any couple s; t 2 R, choose sequences  pn;  qn in Q converging to s and t, respec-
tively. Then the commutator [Uk;s; Uk;t](:= Uk;sUk;t   Uk;tUk;s) is the strong limit of the
commutators [Uk;pn ; Uk;qn ] = 0 because the product of two bounded strongly convergent
sequences of normed space operators converges strongly to the product of their limits.
Theorem 3.3.4. Given a strongly continuous one-parameter group U : R ! A of the
form 3:2:5, there are functions 1; : : : ; N : R!T and there are (not necessarily strongly
continuous) one-parameter groups t 7! U tk 2 U(H(k)) such that
Uk;t = k(t)U
t
k; k(0) = 1 (t 2 R; 1  k  N):
Proof. By Proposition 3.3.2, the families Uk := fUk;t : t 2 Rg are necessarily Abelian.
Thus, given any index k, the complex norm-span Ak of Uk is a commutative unital C-
subalgebra in L(H(k)). In particular, for some compact topological space 
k, Ak is isomet-
rically isomorphic to the algebra C(
k) of all continuous functions 
k ! C equipped with
the spectral norm, and there is a surjective linear isometry Tk : C(
k)$ Ak along with a
family of continuous functions uk;t : 
k ! T (t 2 R) such that
Tkuk;t = Uk;t (t 2 R):
Similarly as in the proof of (3.3), the relations U(s)U(t) = U(s+ t) (s; t 2 R) imply that
Uk;sUk;t = k(s; t)Uk;s+t (s; t 2 R)
with suitable functions 1; : : : ; N : R2 ! T satisfying
QN
k=1 k(s; t) = 1. Fix any index
k 2 f1; : : : ; Ng along with an element !0 2 
k and dene
k(t) := uk;t(!0); U
t
k := k(t)Uk;t (t 2 R):
By convention 3.3.1(2), Uk;0 = IdH(k) whence uk;0  1 and k(0) = 1. Since k(s; t)uk;s+t =
T 1k [k(s; t)Uk;s+t] = T
 1
k [Uk;sUk;t] = uk;suk;t, we have
k(s; t) = uk;s(!0)uk;t(!0)uk;s+t(!0):
It follows
U skU
t
k = uk;s(!0)uk;t(!0)Uk;sUk;t = uk;s(!0)uk;t(!0)k(s; t)Uk;s+t =
= uk;s+t(!0)Uk;s+t = U
s+t
k (s; t 2 R):
Remark 3.3.5. In contrast with previous constructions, the product of the functions
1; : : : ; N in Theorem 3.3.4 may dier from 1 in general.
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3.4 Local Gelfand-Neumark representations
Conventions 3.4.1. Throughout this section let k 2 f1; : : : ; Ng be an arbitrarily xed
index and write H := H(k) for short. We shall consider a one-parameter group t 7! U t 2
U(H) of operators along with a function  : R! T such that
1) t 7! Ut := (t)U t is strongly continuous;
2) ( t) = (t) (t 2 R); (0) = 1:
For motivation recall the decomposition k(t)U
t
k = Uk;t of the strongly continuous factor
t 7! Uk;t of U() in Theorem 3.3.4. As further standard notations, dene
A := the C-subalgebra of L(H) generated by fU t : t 2 Rg	;
T : C(
)$ A the Gelfand representation of A;
ut := T 1U t (t 2 R):
Representation 3.4.2. Modifying slightly a familiar construction [27], for any unit vector
x 2 H, let
Hx := SpanfAx : A 2 Ag
be the closed (necessarily separable) subspace of H spanned by the range of the continuous
function t 7! (t)U tx. Since A is spanned by its self-adjoint elements and since the
orthocomplement of any eigensubspace of a self-adjoint operator is also an eigensubspace,
we have a complete orthogonal decomposition
H = Lj2J Hxj (3.4.3)
with any maximal family

Hxj : j 2 J
	
such that Hxj ?Hxk (j 6= k 2 J) guaranteed by
the Zorn Lemma. For later use we x a decomposition 3:4:3. Given any index j 2 J , the
mapping
j(') :=


[T']xj
 xj  (' 2 C(
))
is a positive linear functional with j
 
1


= 1. By the Riesz-Kakutani Representation
Theorem, there is a unique probability Radon measure j on 
 such thatZ
!2

'(!) j(d!) = j(')
 
' 2 C(
):
Since D
U t

T'

xj
 T xjE = DT U tT'xj xjE = Z
!2

 (!)ut(!)'(!) j(d!);
the representation T extends to an isometric isomorphism
Tj : L
2(
; j)$ Hxj
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with the propertyD
U tTjf
 Tjg E = Z
!2

ut(!)f(!)g(!) j(d!)
 
t2R; f; g2L2(
; j)

:
Notice that the restricted operator U tjHxj 2 U(Hxj) is unitarily equivalent to the multi-
plication operator
M
(j)
ut f := u
tf
 
f 2 L2(
; j)

:
Namely we have M
(j)
ut = T
 1
j U
t
jTj.
Remark 3.4.4. According to the usual convention, the space L2(
; j) consists of equiva-
lence classes of functions modulo zero sets with respect to j. Actually such zero sets may
be rather "large" in the sense that j
 
supp(k)

= 0 (j 6= k) in general.
Example 3.4.5. Let H = `2
 
=

[n]
1
n=1 :
P
n jnj2 < 1
	
and U t[n]
1
n=1 := [e
intn]
1
n=1.
We can take J = 
 = f1; 2; : : :g, xj = [jn]1n=1. In this case, each measure j is supported
by the single point fjg, and j(
 n fjg) = 0.
Remark 3.4.6. Recall the following simple fact concerning the strong convergence of
bounded sequences (or even nets) of operators: Given an orthogonal decomposition H =L
j2J Hj, a sequence A1; A2; : : : 2 L(H) with supn kAnk <1 converges strongly to 0 if and
only if it converges to 0 strongly componentwise that is if limn kAnxk = 0 (j 2 J; x 2 Hj).
In terms of the representation 3.4.2, we can interpret Remark 3.4.6 as follows.
Lemma 3.4.7. Given a mapping t 7! wt from R into C(
) such that max jwtj  1 (t 2 R)
the statements below are equivalent:
(i) the operator valued function t 7! Wt := Twt is strongly continuous;
(ii) all the restrictions t 7! WtjHxj (j 2 J) are strongly continuous;
(iii) all the multiplication operator valued functions t 7!M(j)w(t) (j 2 J) with M(j)w(t) :=
[f 7! w(t)f ] 2 L(L2(
; j)) are strongly continuous.
Remark 3.4.8. The main step in our proof of Theorem 3.1.1 will be to show that, given
any index j 2 J , we have
(t)U tjHxj = j(t)eU tj (t 2 R)
with a suitable continuous function j : R ! T and a strongly continuous one-parameter
subgroup t 7! eU tj of U(Hxj).
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3.5 Probabilistic arguments
We are going to carry out the program of Remark 3.4.8.
Conventions 3.5.1. Throughout this section let 
 denote a compact topological space
and let  be a probability Radon measure on it (i.e. (
) = 1). Given any bounded
-measurable function a : 
 ! C, we shall write Ma for the multiplication operator
Ma : f 7! af on L2(
; ). Furthermore let [ut : t 2 R] be a one-parameter family of
continuous functions 
 ! T in the sense that ut+h(!) = ut(!)uh(!) for all t; h 2 R and
! 2 
. Finally we assume that  : R! T is a function such that
(0) = 1; ( t) = (t) (t 2 R)
and the mapping t 7! (t)Ma is strongly continuous that is
lim
h!0
(t+ h)Mut+h   (t)Mutfk2 = (3.5.2)
= lim
h!0
Z
!2

(t+ h)ut+h(!)f(!)  (t)ut(!)]f(!)2 (d!) = 0
for any t 2 R and f 2 L2(
; ).
In terms of the representation 3.4.2, given any index j 2 J and, by taking  := j, for
the existence of a decomposition required in Remark 4.5 we have to prove that (t)ut =
(t)eut (t 2 R) with some continuous function  : 
 ! T and a suitable one-parameter
group [eut : t 2 R] of continuous functions 
 ! T such that the operator valued function
t 7!Meut be strongly continuous.
Lemma 3.5.3. Given a sequence a1; a2; : : : : 
 ! C of -measurable functions such
that supn sup janj <1, the multiplication operatorsMa1 ;Ma2 ; : : : 2 L
 
L2(
; )

converge
strongly to 0 if and only if the functions an converge stochastically to 0 with respect to the
measure ; that is, if
lim
n
f! 2 
 : jan(!)j > "g = 0 (" > 0): (3.5.4)
Proof. If an 6! 0 stochastically then lim infn f! : jan(!)j > "g > 0. Since kMan1
k2 =R janj2 (d:)  "2f! : jan(!)j > "g, in this case we have lim infn kMan1
k2 > 0 that is
Man1
 6! 0 in L2(
; ).
Assume 3:5:4 and let M := supn sup janj. Let " > 0 and a function f 2 L2(
; )
be given. By the Markov inequality, f! : jf(!)j > yg  R jf j2 (d:)=y (y > 0).
Thus we can choose a value y > 1 such that
R
!2S jMf(!)j2 (d!) < "=3 with the set
S := f! : jf(!)j > yg. As a consequence of 3:5:4, there exists an index N such that,
with the sets 
n := f! : jan(!)yj2 > "=3g we have y2(
n) < "=3 whenever n > N .
Then, for any n > N ,
R
S
janf j2 (d:)  "=3 and also
R

n
janf j2 (d:)  "=3. For the
remaining points ! 2 
 n (
n [S) we have jan(!)j2  "=(3y2) and jf(!)j2  y2. Therefore
kManfk2 =
R janf j2 (d:)  " for the indices n > N . Thus 3:5:4 entails kManfk ! 0
(f 2 L2(
; )).
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Proposition 3.5.5. We have
lim
h!0
Z
!1;!22

uh(!1)  uh(!2)2 (d!1)(d!2) = 0:
Proof. By assumption u0 = 1
 is the unit element in [u
t : t 2 R]. Also (0) = 1. Thus,
according to Lemma 3.5.3,
lim
h!0
f! : j(h)uh(!)  1j > "g = 0 (" > 0): (3.5.40)
Notice that uh(!1)  uh(!2) = (h) uh(!1)  uh(!2) 
 (h)uh(!1)  1+ (h)uh(!2)  1:
Hence, with the product measure 
 , from (3.5.40) it follows
lim
h!0

 (!1; !2) 2 
2 : uh(!1)  uh(!2) > "	 = 0 (" > 0): (3.5.400)
Since always
uh(!1)  uh(!2)  diameter(T) = 2, given any " > 0, with the abbreviation
Sh;" :=

(!1; !2) 2 
2 :
uh(!1)  uh(!2) > "	 we have the estimateZ
!1;!22

uh(!1)  uh(!2)2 (d!1)(d!2) 
 "21  
  Sh;"+ 22
  Sh;":
Then (3.5.400) implies lim sup
h!0
R
!1;!22

uh(!1) uh(!2)2(d!1)(d!2)  "2 for any " > 0.
Remark 3.5.6. By the aid of Euler's identity 2i sin kx = (eix)k   (e ix)k and the closed
formula for sums of geometric sequences, we get
nX
k=1
sin2 kx =
2n+ 1
4
  1
4
sin(2n+ 1)x
sin x
:
In the standard reference [26] p.36 we nd
nP
k=1
sin2 kx =
n
2
  cos(n+ 1)x sinnx
2 sin x
. The form
above is obtained hence by the aid of the identity cos +
2
sin  
2
= 1
2
(sin   sin ) with
 := (2n+ 1)x and  := x.
Notation 3.5.7. Henceforth we write
n(x) :=
1
n
nX
k=1
sin2 kx:
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Lemma 3.5.8. For any index n = 1; 2; : : : we have
n(x)  4
2
(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)
6
x2  4n
2
32
sin2 x for 0  x  
2n
;
n(x)  1
4
for

2n
 x  
2
:
Proof. Recall that y  sin y  2y= for 0  y  =2. Hence
0 < x  
2n
=) 1
n
nX
k=1
sin2 kx  1
n
nX
k=1
 2

kx
2
=
4
2
(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)
6
x2  4n
2
32
x2 :
On the other hand, in case of

2n
 x  
2
we have 4n sinx  8n

x  8n


2n
= 4 entailing
1
n
nX
k=1
sin2 kx =
2n+ 1
4n
  sin(2n+ 1)x
4n sinx
 2n+ 1
4n
  1
4
 1
4
.
Denition 3.5.9. On T we introduce the arc length distance
d(1; 2) := 2 arcsin
j1   2j
2
(1; 2 2 T):
Furthermore we dene
() := sup
jtj
Z
!1;!22

jut(!1)  ut(!2)j2 (d!1)(d!2) ;


(2)
t;r :=

(!1; !2) 2 
2 : d
 
ut(!1); u
t(!2)

< r
	
:
Remark 3.5.10. 1) From Proposition 3.5.5 we know already that ()& ( & 0).
2) It is a simple fact from elementary geometry that
d(1; 2)  
n
=) d(k1; k2) = kd(1; 2) (k = 1; : : : ; n):
3) Since ut+s = utus (s; t 2 R), for any pair of positive integers m;n and for any t 2 R we
have umnt = [unt]m and hence


(2)
t=(mn);=(mn)  
(2)t=n;=n :
4) In terms of the principal branch of the complex logarithm
log(re
i') := log r + i' (r > 0;   < ' < );
in case of  2 T with d(; 1) < =n we have log(k; 1) = k log(; 1) = kd(; 1) for
k = 1; : : : ; n. Hence
(!1; !2) 2 
(2)t=n;=n =)
log

ukt=n(!1)=u
kt=n(!2)

=
k
n
log

ut(!1)=u
t(!2)

(k =  n; : : : ; n);
ukt=n(!1)=u
kt=n(!2) = exp
k
n
log

ut(!1)=u
t(!2)

(k 2 Z):
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Proposition 3.5.11. For any t 2 R we have

 
 1\
n=1


(2)
t=n!;=n!

 1 (jtj) :
Proof. Let t 2 R be arbitrarily xed and write " := (jtj). According to Remark 5.10(3),


(2)
t;  
(2)t=2;=2  
(2)t=3!;=3!    
that is the sets 

(2)
t=n!;=n! form a shrinking sequence. Thus it suces to establish that

  
(2)t=n;=n  1  " (n = 1; 2; : : :). Fix also n > 0 arbitrarily. ThenZ
!1;!22

jukt=n(!1)  ukt=n(!2)j2 (d!1)(d!2)  " (k = 1; : : : ; n):
It follows
"  1
n
nX
k=1
Z
!1;!22

jukt=n(!1)  ukt=n(!2)j2 (d!1)(d!2) =
=
1
n
nX
k=1
Z
!1;!22

4 sin2
1
2
d
 
ukt=n(!1); u
kt=n(!2)

(d!1)(d!2) =
= 4
Z
!1;!22

n
1
2
d
 
ut=n(!1); u
t=n(!2)

(d!1)(d!2) :
By Lemma 3.5.8 we have n
 
1
2
d
 
ut=n(!1); u
t=n(!2)
  1=4 for all (!1; !2) 2 
2n
(2)t=n;=n.
Therefore
"
4

Z
(!1;!2)2 
2n
(2)t=n;=n
n

d
 1
2
ut=n(!1); u
t=n(!2)

(d!1)(d!2) 
 1
4

 


2 n 
(2)t=n;=n

=
1
4
h
1  
 



(2)
t=n;=n
i
whence the statement is immediate.
Corollary 3.5.12. There is a 
 -measurable function  : 
2 ! R such that we have
uq(!1)=u
q(!2) = exp
 
i q (!1; !2)

(q 2 Q := frational numbersg)
for 
 -almost every (!1; !2) 2 
2.
Proof. Let tm := 1=m and consider the pairwise disjoint 
 -measurable sets
D` := S` n
[`
m=1
Sm (` = 1; 2; : : :) where Sm :=
1\
n=1


(2)
tm=n!;=n!
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Since (t) & 0 for t & 0, we have  
  Sm`=1D`   
  Sm  1   (tm) % 1
(m ! 1). Thus the set 
2 n S1N=1DN has  
 -measure zero. Let (!1; !2) 2 D` and
q 2 Q be any rational number. For some pair of integers k and n with n > 0 we can write
q = k=(`n!) = (k=n!)t`. Thus, according to Remark 3.5.10(4),
(!1; !2) 2 D` =) (!1; !2) 2 
(2)t`=n!;=n! =)
uq(!1)
uq(!2)
=
u(k=n!)t`(!1)
u(k=n!)t`(!2)
= exp
 k
n!
log

ut`(!1)=u
t`(!2)

=
= exp
 q
t`
log

ut`(!1)=u
t`(!2)

:
Therefore the real-valued function
(!1; !2) :=
1
i t`
log

ut`(!1)=u
t`(!2)
  
(!1; !2) 2 D`; ` = 1; 2; : : :

is well-dened 
 -almost everywhere and suits the requirements of 3.5.12.
Theorem 3.5.13. In the setting of 3:5:1, there is a continuous function  : R! T along
with a -measurable function e : 
! R such that for all t 2 R and -almost every ! 2 
,
(t)ut(!) = (t) exp
 
ite(!):
Proof. With the function  : 
2 ! R constructed above,

 
n
(!1; !2) : u
q(!1)=u
q(!2) = exp
 
iq(!1; !2)

(q 2 Q)
o
= 1:
Thus, since  is a probability measure, there is a point !0 2 
 (moreover !0 can be chosen
-almost everywhere in 
) such that


! 2 
 : uq(!) = uq(!0) exp
 
iq(!; !0)

(q 2 Q)	 = 1:
Fix !0 with this property. Recall that there is a function  : R ! T such that the map-
ping t 7! (t)ut is continuous from R into C(
) equipped with the topology of stochastic
convergence. Then there is a (unique) function 0 : Q! T such that
0(q) exp
 
iq(!; !0)

= (q)uq(!) for all q2Q and -almost every !.
Dene e(!) := (!; !0) (! 2 
):
Observe that the mapping t 7! exp  ite(!) is continuous from R into the space S(
; ) of
all -measurable functions 
 ! C equipped with the topology of stochastic convergence
(because tn ! t implies the convergence exp
 
itne(!) ! exp  ite(!) -almost every-
where in !2
). It is well-known that the product of bounded stochastically continuous
maps is stochastically continuous. Hence t 7! ut exp( iqe) as a mapping R ! S(
; ) is
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stochastically continuous. However, the functions (t)ut exp( iqe) (t 2 R) are constant
-almost everywhere. Therefore the function
q 7! 0(q) =

-almost everywhere value of (q)uq exp( iqe)
ranging in T must admit a continuous extension  from Q to R.
Corollary 3.5.14. There is a point !0 2 
 such that for all q 2 Q and for -almost
every ! 2 
 we have uq(!) = uq(!0) exp
 
iq(!; !0)

and the function q 7!(q)uq(!0)
admits a continuous extension from Q to R.
3.6 Proof of Theorem 3.1.1
Remark 3.6.1. According to Theorem 3.5.13 and in view of Remark 4.7, we can represent
each operator valued function t 7! Uk;t = k(t)U tk in Theorem 3.3.4 in the form
Uk;t =
L
j2Jk

(k)
j (t) exp
 
itA
(k)
j

(t 2 R) (3.6.2)
with suitable families [
(k)
j : j 2 Jk] of continuous functions R ! T, respectively not
necessarily bounded self-adjoint operators
A
(k)
j : D
(k)
j ! H(k)j ; D(k)j dense linear submanifold  H(k)j
for some orthogonal decompositions
H(k) = L
j2Jk
H
(k)
j (k = 1; : : : ; N):
Thus, with the operators M
(k)
t :=
L
j2Jk

(k)
j (t)idH(k)j
; eU tk := L
j2Jk
exp
 
itA
(k)
j

we can repre-
sent our object the semigroup U() in Theorem 3.1.1 in the form
U(t) = BtCt where Bt :=
eU t1 
    
 eU tN; Ct := M (1)t  
    
 M (N)t :
According to Lemma 3.4.7, the Hilbert space operator-valued functions t 7! M (k)t respec-
tively t 7! eU tk are strongly continuous. Recalling the elementary fact [27] that the product
of bounded strongly convergent nets of linear operators is strongly convergent, we see that
both the operator-valued functions t 7! Bt, t 7! Ct are also strongly continuous. Since
the restrictions of the operators M
(k)
t are multiples of the identity on the subspaces H
(k)
j
(j 2 Jk), the family

U(t);Bt;Ct : t 2 R	 is Abelian. Consequently, for all t; h 2 R,
Ct+h = U(t+ h)B t h = U(t)U(h)B tB h = U(t)B tU(h)B h = CtCh:
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Lemma 3.6.3. Assume (as in the setting described in 3:6:1) that we have the orthogonal
decompositions H(k) =
L
j2Jk H
(k)
j , and the operators
Ct :=
hL
j2J1 
(1)
j (t)idH(1)j
i

    

hL
j2JN 
(N)
j (t)idH(N)j
i
(t 2 R)
form a strongly continuous one-parameter group R ! A(H(1); : : : ;H(N)) with some (not
necessarily continuous) functions 
(k)
j : R! T (j 2 Jk; k = 1; : : : ; N). Then, with suitable
real constants a
(k)
j (j 2 Jk; k = 1; : : : ; N), we can write
Ct =
hL
j2J1 exp
 
ia
(1)
j t

id
H
(1)
j
i

    

hL
j2JN exp
 
ia
(N)
j t

id
H
(N)
j
i
(t 2 R):
Proof. Given any index 1 kN , for any j 2Jk choose a unit vector h(k)j 2H(k)j . Notice
that
Ct
 
[h
(1)
j1
]
    
 h(N)jN ]

=
NY
k=1

(k)
jk
(t)

h
(1)
j1
 
    
 h(N)jN  (3.6.4)
for all t2R, and j12J1; : : : ; jN 2JN . Since t 7! Ct is a strongly continuous one-parameter
group R! A(H(1); : : : ;H(N)), each coecient function
 j1;:::;jN (t) :=
NY
k=1

(k)
jk
(t)
in (3.6.4) must be a continuous homomorphism (R;+)! (T; ). Therefore
 j1;:::;jN (t) = exp
 
i cj1;:::;jN t

(t2R; j12J1; : : : ; jN 2JN)
with suitable constants cj1;:::;jN 2 R. Fix any tuple (j1 ; : : : ; jN) 2 J1      JN of indices.
We can write

(k)
jk
(t) =
 j1 ;:::;jk 1;jk;jk+1;:::;jN (t)
 j1 ;:::;jN (t)

(k)
jk
(t) =
= 
(k)
jk
(t) exp

i

cj1 ;:::;jk 1;jk;jk+1;:::;jN   cj1 ;:::;jN

t

:
Thus the statement of the lemma is fullled with the choice
a
(k)
jk
:= cj1 ;:::;jk 1;jk;jk+1;:::;jN   cj1 ;:::;jN (k < N ; j1 2 J1; : : : ; jN 1 2 JN 1);
a
(N)
jN
:= cj1 ;:::;jk 1;jk;jk+1;:::;jN (jN 2 JN) :
6.5. Finish of the proof of Theorem 3.1.1
In the setting established in 3.6.1, it suces to see that in 3.6.2 we can also write Uk;t =L
j2Jk
exp
 
it bA(k)j  with suitable unbounded self-adjoint operators bA(k)j : D(k)j !H(k)j (j2Jk; 1
kN). In view of Lemma 3.6.3, this is possible with the choices bA(k)j := A(k)j +a(k)j idH(k)j :
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Chapter 4
Algebraic classication of bounded
circular domains
Throughout this chapter let D be a bounded circular domain in a complex Banach space
E. In contrast with the fact that the complete holomorphic classication of bounded
domains of general type seems to be hopeless, in 1976 Kaup-Upmeier [54] proved that for
bounded circular domains holomorphic equivalence is the same as linear equivalence. They
achieved this result by a systematic study of the group G := Aut(D) of all biholomorphic
automorphisms of D, which makes it possible to give further renements of this statement:
they showed E can be equipped with a partial J*-structure (E;ED; f:::gD) (for denitions
see Section 1.10) such that, by writing GL(D) := f inverible 2 L(E) : (D) = Dg,
G = GL(D)  fexp[(a  fxaxgD)@=@x] : a 2 EDg; G(0) = D \ ED:
It would be a remarkable step, also with a possible independent interest in theoretical
physics, characterizing algebraically those partial J*-triples which arise canonically from
the biholomorphic automorphism group of some bounded circular domain. This will be
our next aim to which rst we introduce the following concepts.
Denition 4.1.1. We say that a partial J*-triple (E;E0; f:::g) is
geometric if all the vector elds (a fxaxg)@=@x (a 2 E0) are complete in some bounded
circular domain in E that is if E0ED and f:::g=f:::gD
EE0E for some DE;
hermitian if all the operators a a(= [E3x 7!faaxg]) are hermitian that is if
a a 2 Her(E; k:k) := A 2 L(E) : kexp(iA)k = 1 ( 2 R)	 (a 2 E0);
weakly commutative if ffxaxgbxg = fxafxbxgg (a; b2E0; x2E);
positive if Sp(a a)  0 (a 2 E0) for the spectra of the box-operators;
JB*-based if the J*-triple (E0; f:::gjE30) is a JB*triple satisfying axioms 1.10(JB*1-4).
Remark 4.1.2. It is well known [48],[70],[38] Prop.7.10.(c) that given a bounded cir-
cular domain D  E, by taking the innitesimal Carateodory norm kvk = kvkD :=
sup
 j'0(0)vj : ' 2 Hol(D;D); '(0) = 0	 on E, the triple (E;ED; f:::gD) becomes a
weakly commutative Hermitian partial J*-triple. Furthermore, if we have E = E0 then
the weak commutativity is an algebraic consequence of the Jordan identity 1.10(J) (see
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[10]). In view of the fact that the piece Sym(D) = D\ED is a symmetric bounded circular
domain, the considerations in Kaup's fundamental paper [51] establishing the equivalence
between the categories of JB*-triples and the Banach spaces with symmetric unit ball
along with convexity of the Harish-Chandra realization of bounded symmetric domains,
it readily follows that (E;ED; f:::g)D with the norm k:kD is JB*-based as well. Thus
any geometric partial J*-triple is linearly equivalent (just by renorming the space E) to a
JB*-based weakly commutative hermitian partial J*-triple.
The crucial argument in [51] leading to the convexity of a bounded circular symmetric
domain and hence giving rise to the category of JB*-triples is the following observation:
in a geometric partial J*-triple we have inf a2E0
kak=1
k faaag k 6= 0 and
0  Sp(a ajE0)  1
2

a +
1
2

a (a 2 E0) (4.1.3)
where 
a := f0g[Sp(a ajC0(a)) and C0(a) is the smallest a a-invariant subspace con-
taining a. The J*-triple (C0(a); f:::gjC0(a)) is isomorphic to that of the function space
C
(0)
0 (
a) :=f'2C0(
a) : '(0)=0g with max-norm and the triple product f' g=' .
Denition 4.1.4. Positive JB*-based weakly commutative hermitian partial J*-triples
will be called partial JB*-triples. Thus a continuous operation f:::g : E  E0  E ! E
with a closed complex subspace E0 is a partial JB*-triple product if for all a; b 2 E0 and
x; y 2 E we have
(P1) fxayg is symmetric bilinear in x; y and conjugate-linear in a,
(P2) ia a 2 Der(E; f:::g),
(P3) ffxaxgbxg = fxafxbxgg;
(P4) faaag 2 E0 with kfaaagk = kak3,
(P5) a a 2 Her(E; k:k)+ := fA 2 Her(E; k:k) : Sp(A)  0g.
Notice that, by polarization in a, axiom (P2) is equivalent to the Jordan identity 1.10(J).
Furthermore the family Her(E; k:k)+ in (P5) can be characterized by the norm estimate
A 2 Her(E; k:k)+ () kexp(A)k  1 whenever Re()  0:
Our main result, whose proof along with some independently interesting considerations
will occupy the rest of the chapter, is the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1.5. Up to linear Banach space isomorphisms, geometric partial J*-triples
and partial JB*-triples are the same. Namely
(i) geometric partial J*-triples are positive;
(ii) given a partial JB*-triple (E;E0; f:::g), there exists a neighborhood of the origin in
E such that, for any bounded circular domain B contained in it and left invariant by
the operators exp(ia a) (a 2 E0), the gure
D :=
[
c2E0

exp
 
(c  fxcxg)@=@x(B) (4.1.6)
is a bounded circular domain with (c  fxcxg)@=@x 2 aut(D) (c 2 E0).
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Remark 4.1.7. Theorem 4.1.5 is new even for nite dimensions. Though there is no proof
in the literature, the conjecture that the category of all partial JB*-triples coincides with
that of the partial J*-triples of the form (E;ED; f:::gD), seems very likely on the basis of
the construction in Theorem 4.1.5(ii). In genaral, for the domain D in 4.1.5(ii) we trivially
have ED = C Sym(D)  E0. However, given any partial JB*-triple (E;E0; f:::g), one
can expect that, with some holomorphically rigid admissible gure B, (4.1.6) furnishes a
domain D with C Sym(D) = E0.
Example 4.1.8. Let E := C3 with its canonical scalar product hxjyi :=P3k=1 xkyk. Dene
fxayg := 1
2
hxjaiy+ 1
2
hyjaix for x; y 2 E and a 2 E0 := Cf(1; 0; 0)g. Then, in 4.1.6, the
gures B = Bp :=

x 2 C3 : jx1j2 + (jx2jp + jx3jp)2=p < 1
	
with 2 6= p 2 [1;1), give rise
to pairwise linearly non-isomorphic bounded circular domains Dp such that ED = E0. On
the other hand, for p = 2, we get the symmetric Hilbert ball D2 = B(E) = fx : hxjxi < 1g
with ED2 = E.
The idea of the proof of part (i) of Theorem 4.1.5 is the observation that a suitable
ultrapower extension [15] of the abelian family fb b : b 2 C0(a)g admits convenient joint
eigenvectors and its span is linearly homeomorphic to C0(
0) by a mapping which can be
factorized through the tensor square of the Gelfand representation of C0(a). With this
method we give also a new and Jordan theoretically very simple proof for Kaup's spectral
estimate (4.1.3) for geometric J-triples.
Remark 4.1.9. The analog of (4.1.3) for arbitrary geometric partial J-triples is false:
to every p > 0 the space C2 endowed with the triple product f(1; 1)(; 0)(2; 2)g :=
(12(12 + 21)  p) dened on C2  (C  f0g)  C2 is a geometric partial J-triple
corresponding to the 2-dimensional Reinhardt domain f; ) : jj2 + jj2=p < 1g (cf. [76],
[5] p.162). Here we have 
(1;0) = f0; 1g and Sp((1; 0) (1; 0)) = f1; pg.
We begin the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 4.1.5 with some considerations that may
have independent interest: We prove that in a weakly commutative partial JB-triple
(E;E0; f:::g) the germs around the unit ball of E0 of the mappings exp[(a fzazg)@=@z]
with a 2 E0 generate a Banach-Lie group G. This implies a Cartan-type uniqueness
theorem and hence a semidirect product decomposition into a linear and an exponential
quadratic part for G | a germ analog of a result of Vigue and Isidro [111]. With the
aid of this decomposition we show that, given a connected circular neighborhood B of the
origin that is invariant under the Jordan automorphisms of E with the property that the
integral curves through B are complete in E for all the vector elds (a fzazg)@=@z, the
orbit [a2E0 exp[a fxaxg @=@x](B) is the integral manifold through B of the Banach-Lie
algebra of vector elds f(a + iL   fxaxg)@=@x : a 2 E0; L 2 Der(E)g. This shape
estimate is a circular generalization of a similar theorem of Panou [70] for bicircular partial
JB-triples. This is our main geometrical tool in proving the equivalence of geometric
partial J-triples and weakly commutative partial JB-triples.
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4.2 Joint eigenvectors of box operators
Throughout this section let (EE0; f:::g) be a geometric partial J-triple and assume thatD
is a bounded circular domain in E in which the vectors elds (b fzbzg)@=@z are complete
for all b 2 E0. Let us also x a 2 E0 arbitrarily. We denote by T the Gelfand representation
[51], [[38] Th.10.38] of C0(a), i.e. TC0(
0(a) ! C0(a) is a topological isomorphism such
that
T (' ) = fT (')T ()T ( )g ('; ;  2 C0(
a)); T () = a
where (!) :=
p
! (! 2 
0) and C0(
a) := f' 2 C(
a) : '(0) = 0g. Recall [51] that

a  0 and that fb b : b 2 C0(a)g is a commutative family of bounded E-hermitian
operators. Dene L(a) := Spanfb b : b 2 C0(a)g.
Lemma 4.2.1. L(a)=C0(a) C0(a) and there exists a linear homeomorphism L : C0(
a)!
L(a) such that
L(' ) = T (') T ( ) (';  2 C0(
a)): (4.2.2)
Proof. Fix a 2 E0 arbitrarily and let
D :=  2 C0(
a) :  vanishes in a neighborhood of 0 2 
a	:
We may dene L0() := T (=) T ()
 ( 2 D). It is well-known [11] that
T (p) T (q) = T (pq=) T () for p; q 2 P := fodd polynomials of ):
Given ';  2 D, we can nd sequences (pn), (qn) in P tending uniformly to '=2 and  =2,
respectively. Then
L0(' ) = T (' ) T ()
 = lim
n
T (3pnqn) T ()
 = lim
n
T (2pn T (
2qn)
 =
= T (') T ( )
Hence kL0(')k=kT (1=2) T (1=2)kMkk (2D+) where M := supfkT (') T ( )k :
k'k = k k = 1g < 1. Decomposing the functions of D into linear combinations from
D+, it follows kL0k  M . By the density of D in C0(
a) there is a unique continuous
linear extension L : C0(
0) ! L(a) of L0 satisfying (4.2.2). On the other hand every
 2 C0(
a) can be written in the form  = ' for some ';  2 C0(
a). Hence with
d := maxfkTk; kT 1kg we get
d  kL()k  sup
kk=1
kL()T ()k =
= sup
kk=1
kT (')T ( )T ()gk  sup
kk=1
1
d
k' k = 1
d
kk:
Thus L is a linear homeomorphism. In particular the range of L is a closed subspace of
L(a) and ran(L) = Lf : ';  2 C0(
a)g = T (C0(
a)) T (C0(
a)) = C0(a) C0(a).
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Lemma 4.2.3. Let F be a Banach space and A a separable linear subspace of L(F ) con-
sisting of commuting operators and let 0 2 A. Then, to every approximate eigenvalue 0
of 0, there exist a sequence (xn) in F and a continuous linear functional  on A such
that 0 = (0) and
kxnk ! 1; kxn   ()xnk ! 0 (n!1;  2 A):
Proof. Every 2A acts on `1(N; F ) by (xn) 7! (xn) and hence also on eF := `1(N; F )=M
where M := f(xn) 2 `1(N; F ) : limn xn = 0g: Denote this operator by e. Then eA := fe :
 2 Ag is a commutative subspace of L( eF ). It suces to show that the operators in eA
admit a joint eigenvector in the 0-eigenspace of e0.
It is clear that eF0 := fex 2 eF : e0ex = 0exg 6= 0 and that eF0 is left invariant by alle 2 eA. Let (n) be a dense sequence in A and for each n 2 N dene an eA-invariant
subspace eFn and n 2 C recursively in the following way: Let n be an approximate
eigenvalue of the operator nj eFn 1 and let eFn := fex 2 eFn 1 : enex = nexg. This is possible
since the approximate point spectrum of every bounded linear operator on a Banach space
is not empty [76] p.310. The only thing we have to verify is that\
m
eFm 6= 0:
First we show by induction that eFn 6= 0 (n = 0; 1; : : :). Assume eFn 1 6= 0. By the denition
of n there is a sequence (exk) in eFn 1 with kexkk = 1 (k 2 N) and enexk ! 0 (k ! 1).
Since eF0  : : :  eFn, we also have ejexk = jexk (0  j < n) for all k 2 N. For any k chose
a representing sequence (ykm : m 2 N) in F for exk. It follows that for each ` 2 N we can
nd k(`) such that, by setting zn;` := y
k(`)
m(`), we have
j kzn;`k   1j < ` 1 and kejzn;`   jzn;`k < ` 1 (0  j  n):
Hence the relation eFn 6= 0 is immediate. We complete the proof by observing that the
vector ez 2 eF which is represented by the diagonal (zn;n) of the double sequence (zn;`)
constructed above satises kezk = 1 and ejez = jez (j 2 N).
Let U be a non-trivial ultralter on N and EU the U -ultrapower of E that is `1(N; E)=N
where N := f(xn) 2 `1(N; E) : limU xn = 0g. The elements of EU are the cosets (xn)U :=
(xn)+N with the norm k(xn)Uk := limU kxnk((xn) 2 `1(N; E)). We regard E as a subspace
of EU by the embedding x 7! (x; x; : : :)U . Taking EU0 := f(an)U : (an) 2 `1(N; E0)g, the
canonical extension
f(xn)U(an)U(yn)Ug := (fxnanyngU ((xn); (yn)`1(N; E); (an) 2 `1(N; E0))
of the triple product makes (EU ; EU0 ; fgU) into a partial J-triple. We denote it also by
EU and write simply f:::g instead of f:::gU . Note that the vector elds (eb   nezebezo)@ez
are complete in the closed set eD := f(zn)U : z1; z2; : : : 2 Dg (the arguments of [15] Th.9
apply with straightforward modications). Since these vector elds are locally bounded it
follows that they are complete also in the interior of eD.
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Since the spectrum of any hermitian operator is real [6], by [76] p.310 it coincides with the
approximate point spectrum. Therefore we can summarize the previous results as follows.
Proposition 4.2.4. Let E be a geometric partial J-triple and U a non-trivial ultralter
on N. Then EU is also a geometric partial J-triple. Given a 2 E0 and  2 Sp(a a) there
exists a complex Radon measure  of bounded variation on 
a and 0 6= ex 2 EU such that
0 =
Z
!d(!) (4.2.5)
fT (')T ( )exg = Z ' d  ex (';  2 C0(
a)): (4.2.6)
4.3 Proof of Theorem 4.1.5(i)
As in the previous section, assume D is a bounded circular domain in E in which the
vector elds (b   fzbzg)@=@z are complete for all b 2 E0. Let us x a 2 E0 arbitrarily
and denote by T the Gelfand representation of C0(a). Let U be a non-trivial ultralter on
N and regard E as a subtriple of EU . Set 0 := Sp(a a).
Suppose that 0 < 0. According to Proposition 2.3, choose 0 6= ex 2 EU and a Radon
measure  of bounded variation on 
a satisfying (4.2.5) and (4.2.6). We shall establish
that in this case necessarily
fexC0(
a)exg = 0: (4.3.1)
Supposing (4.3.1) for the moment, we nish the proof as follows. We may assume ex 2 eD
(dened in the proof of Lemma 4.2.1). Then given any ' 2 C0(0a), the solution ez' : R!
EU of the initial value problem
d
dt
ez'(t) = T (')  fez'(t)T (')ez'(t)g ; ez'(0) = ex
must stay in eD for all time. One veries directly (cf. [11]) that for '  0 we have
ez'(t) = T (tanh(t')) + exp h  2Z log cosh(t')diex:
It follows supfexp[ 2 R log cosh( )d] :  2C0(
a)+g=supfexp[  R  d] : 2C0(
a)+g
<1 since eD is bounded. Hence R  d  0 ( 2 C0(
a)+) which contradicts (4.2.5).
Proof of (4.3.1): Choose  > 0 such that kT (') T (')   aak <  0=3 for all
' 2 C0(
a) with k'   k   where  :=
p
id on 
a. Since C0(
a) = Spanf 2 C0(
a) :
diamsupp < g, it suces to see that fexT ( )exg = 0 whenever the support of  2 C0(
a)
has diameter  . Let I : (;  + 2)  R+ be an interval of length 2 and  2 C0(
a)
such that supp  I. Let ' denote the function '(!) := length([0; !]nI)1=2 (! 2 
a) and
dene b := T (', e := T ( ). We have '(I) =
p
 and hence (b b)e = T ('2 ) =   e. On
the other hand, (b b)ex = ex where  := R j'j2d and j0   j = k(a a   b b)exk=kex 
ka a   b bk < 0=3 since k'  k  . In particular  < 20=3. Observe that, by (J2),
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the eigensubspaces S() := fby 2 EU : (b b)ey = eyg, S0() := fey 2 EU0 : (b b)ey = eyg
satisfy
fS(1)S0(2)S(3)g fS(1)S0(2)S(3)g  S(1   2 + 3) (01023 2 R):
In particular fexeexg 2 fS()S0()S()g  S(2   ). According to Sinclair's Theorem
ka a   v  idk = radSp(a a   v  id) = v  min Sp(a a) and similarly kb b   v  id =
v   min Sp(b b) whenever v  ka ak; kb bk. By the triangle inequality if follows
jmin Sp(a a) min Sp(b b)j  ka a  b bk <  0=3. Hence 2   < 2 < 40=3 <
min Sp(b b). Thus S(2   ) = 0 which completes the proof. 
4.4 New proof of Kaup's spectral estimate (4.1.3)
Let (E;E0; f:::g) with E0 = E be a geometric J-triple and x a 2 E, 0 2 Sp(a a)
arbitrarily. Choosing any non-trivial ultralter U on N, from Proposition 2.3 we see that
there exists a Radon measure of bounded variation on 
a and 0 6= ex 2 EU satisfying (2.4)
and (2.5) where T is the Gelfand representation of C0(a).
Consider any ' 2 C0(
a)+ and set e := T ('). Since EU equipped with the binary
product u  v := fuevg is a commutative Jordan algebra, by [10] p.145(3.3) (or for an
elementary proof see [38] Prop.10.42)
fffeeegeegeexg = 3 feeeeeeexg   2(e e)3ex
T ('5)T')ex	 = 3T ('3)T (')fT (')T (')exg	  2T (')T ('))3ex
Hence from (4.2.6) we obtainZ
'6d = 3
Z
'4d
Z
'2d  2
Z
'2d

3 (' 2 C0(
a)+):
Given a compact subset S  
a, we can nd a bounded sequence '1; '2; : : : 2 C0(
a)+
converging pointwise to 1s. Therefore
(S) = 3(S)2  2(S)3
(S) 2 f0; 1
2
; 1g (S compact  
a): (4.4.1)
This is possible only if the support of  consists of at most 2 points, and hence (4.4.1) and
(4.2.5) entail 0 2 12
a + 12
a. 
4.5 Automorphism germs in partial JB*-triples
For the proof of Theorem 4.1.5(ii), throughout this section let (E;E0; f:::g) denote a
partial JB*-triple. We shall denote by D0 the unit ball of E0. It is well known [51] that
D0 is the integral manifold through 0 of the family of vector elds
P := Za : a 2 E0	 where Za :=  a  fzazg @=@z : (4.5.1)
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We regard P as a real-linear submanifold of the topological Lie algebraH of all holomorphic
vector elds on E endowed with the topology of local uniform convergence and the usual
Poisson product (see 1.10). In particular (see e.g. [38] Prop.10.4,10.10), by setting
Lb := i  b b(z) @
@z
(b 2 E0);
for any a; b 2 E0
[Za; Zb] = La+ib   La ib + (ffzazgbzg   ffzbzgazg)@=@z; (4.5.2)
[La; Zb] = ZLab; (4.5.3)
[La; Lb] =

(fbbag a   a fbbag)z@=@z:
Henceforth let L denote the closed real-linear hull
L := SpanRfLa : a 2 E0g [
n
i  z@=@z
o
in H. It is easy to see that the sum P + L is topologically direct in H. Moreover,
kZa + l(z)@=@zk := kak+ klk

a 2 E0; l(z) @
@z
2 L

is a Banach norm on P +L, determining its relative topology from H. Since (E;E0; f:::g)
is a partial JB*-triple, by its weak commutativity (P3) we have the following observation.
Lemma 4.5.4. P + L is a Banach-Lie subalgebra of H.
Recall that given a vector eld h(z)@=@z 2 H, its exponential can be dened in terms
of the maximal solutions zh;x() of the initial value problems
d
dt
z(t) = h(z(t)) z(0) = x
as follows
exp

t  h(z)@=@z

(x) := zh;x(t)
whenever zh;x is dened on some neighborhood of [0; t] in R
We know that every vector eld Z 2 P+L is complete in D0, i.e. for any t 2 R, exp(tZ)
is dened on D0 and exp(tZ)(D0) = D0. Since the elements of P + L are of polynomial
type, it follows from the Picard-Lindelof theorem that for each Z 2 P + L, exp(Z) is a
holomorphic mapping dened on some neighborhood of D0.
Henceforth let us denote by F the family of all holomorphic mappings with stable
subset D0 dened on some neighborhood of D0 and having values in E. Notice that F is
a semigroup with respect to composition. Furthermore let G be the subsemigroup of F
generated by the family fexp(Z) : Z 2 P + Lg. Given  2 F , we shall write  for the
germ of  around D0, i.e.
 :=

 2 F : jU =  jU for some neighbourhood U of D0
	
:
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Observe that 1 =  

1 and 

2 =  

2 imply (1  2) = ( 1   2) in F . Thus the family
F := f :  2 Fg carries a natural composition semigroup structure. Since the range of
exp(Z) coincides with the domain of exp( Z) and exp( Z)  exp(Z) = id on dom exp(Z)
for Z 2 P + L, the germ image
G :=

 :  2 G	 with operation 1 2 := (1  2) (1; 2 2 G)
is a subgroup of F.
Denition 4.5.5. We call G the group of automorphism germs in (E;E0; f:::g). This
terminology is motivated by our purpose of looking for a bounded circular neighborhood
D ofD0 in E where any element ofG is the germ of some holomorphic automorphism ofD.
Theorem 4.5.6. The group G can be equipped with a connected Banach-Lie group struc-
ture whose Lie algebra is isomorphic to P + L.
Proof. We modify slightly Upmeier's arguments [101] as follows. Identify the vector eld
Z := h(z)@=@z with the dierential operator f 7! [df(z)h(z) : z 2 dom(f)] as usual. Then
f  exp(Z)jU2e=M =
1X
n=0
1
n!
Zn(f jU2e=M) where M := sup
z2U
kh(z)k (4.5.7)
whenever U  E is an open set, f : U ! E is a bounded holomorphic function and Ur
is the inner parallel set Ur := fz 2 U := fz 2 U : infx 62U kz   xk > rg (cf. [38] (4.7) and
Lemma 6.45). By writing C for the Campbell-Hausdor series in the Banach-Lie algebra
P + L, it follows that
exp(Z1) exp(Z2)jB =
1X
k=0
1
k!
Zk1
1X
l=0
1
l!
Z l1(idB) (4.5.8)
=
1X
n=0
1
n!
C(Z1; Z2)
n(idB) = exp(C(Z1; Z2))jB
whenever B is the unit ball of E and Zk = hk(z)@=@z (k = 1; 2) have such small norms
that (Z1; Z2) 2 dom(C) and supkzk2e+1 khk(z)k < 1 (k = 1; 2). Finally notice that
Z 7! exp(Z)jD0 is injective on some neighborhood of 0 in P + L (see e.g. [38] Lemma
6.47). Hence the theorem is a consequence of the following proposition.
Proposition 4.5.9. Let L be a Banach-Lie algebra and let G be a group. Suppose  is a
bijective mapping of some neighborhood U of 0 in L into G such that
(i) (U) generates G and
(ii)  1((Z1), (Z2)) = C(Z1; Z2) for Z1; Z2 in some neighborhood V of 0 in L.
Then there is a (unique) Hausdor group topology T on G such that for any g 2 G,
fg(2 U) : "U) : " > 0g is a lter base for the T -neighborhoods around g. Moreover,
there is a complex manifold structure M on G compatible with the topology T such that
for a suitable a neighborhood W of 0 the mappings g := gjW (g 2 G) form a complete
system of local charts for M.
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Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that U is the unit ball of L and V = U
for some  > 0. Then f(") : " > 0g is a lter base shrinking to the unit e of G (Indeed,
\">0("U) = f(0)g and (0)(Z) = (C(0; Z)) = (Z) (Z 2 L) whence (0) = e.) By
(ii), ( Z) = (Z) 1 for Z 2 V . Thus ("U) = ( "U) = (U) 1 whenever 0 < "  .
To establish the existence of the topology T with the required properties, by the arguments
of the proof of [5, theorem 6.52] we have to show that given " > 0 and g 2 G
(U)(U)  g("U)g 1 for some  > 0: (4.5.10)
By assumption (i), we may write g = (Zn)(Zn 1) : : :(Z1) with a suitable sequence
Z1; : : : ; Zn 2 V . It is well-known1 that, for xed k,
C(Zk; C(Z; Zk)) =
1X
n=0
1
n!
(ad(Zk))
nZ (Z 2 L)
where ad(Zk) is the adjoint Z 7! [Zk; Z]. Hence Z !  1((Zk)(Z)  (Zk) 1) is well
dened on some neighborhood of 0. Moreover, it is the restriction of some invertible linear
operator. Therefore Z 7!  1(g(Z)g 1) is also well dened on some neighborhood of 0
as the restriction of an invertible linear operator. Hence (Y1; Y2) 7!  1(g 1(Y1)(Y2)g)
is well dened and continuous in some neighborhood of 0 2 L L, proving (4.5.10).
Let us choose the neighborhoodW of 0 so that C(W; W )  V . From the construction
of T it is immediate that g is a local homeomorphism for any g 2 G. It only remains to
verify that  1g1 g2 is holomorphic for any g1, g2 2 G. Let g 2 g1(W )\g2(W ); i.e., g =
g1(Z1) = g2(Z2) for some Z1; Z2 2 W . Thus g 11 g2 = (Z2)(Z1) 1 = (C(Z2; Z1)).
Hence for any Z 2 V we have
 1g1 (g2(Z)) = (
 1(g 11 g2(Z)) = 
 1((C(Z2); Z1))(z))
= C(C(Z2; Z1); Z)
which is a holomorphic mapping of Z.
1For example, this is an easy consequence of the formulation of C in terms of non-commutative formal
power series. The series of log(eAeZe A) is
P
k 1=kA
kZ
P
m( 1)m=m!Am (because [d=dteAetZe A] =
(eAZe A)[eAetZe A] whence eAeZe A = exp[eAZe A], cf. [103]). According to [17] Section 3, by writing
[X0; : : : ; Xn] := [: : : [[X0; X1]; X2]; : : : ; Xn] = ( 1)1(adXn) : : : (adX1)X0, we have
C(C(A;Z); A) = C(A;C(Z; A)) =
X
k;m
( 1)m
k!m!
1
k +m+ 1
[A; : : : ; A| {z }
k
; Z;A; : : : ; A| {z }
m
] =
=
X
m
( 1)n
m!
n 1
m+ 1
[Z;A; : : : ; A| {z }
m
] +
1
m+ 2
[A;Z;A; : : : ; A| {z }
m
] +
o
=
X
m
1
m!
(adA)ZZ:
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4.6 Canonical decomposition of automorphism germs
Throughout this section let again (E;E0; f:::g) be a partial JB-triple and use the nota-
tions of the previous section. According to the construction 4.5.9 of the Banach-Lie group
G of automorphism germs, the continuous one-parameter subgroups of G have the form
t 7! exp(tZ) (Z 2 P + L):
Thus given any g 2 G, the tangent space Tg(G) consists of the vectors
g(Z) : ' 7! d
dt

0
'(exp(tZ)g) (Z 2 P + L): (4.6.1)
Remark, furthermore, that we may dene the derivatives of the automorphism germs at
the points of D0 (the unit ball of E0) by the formula
()(n)x := d
n
x ( 2 G; x 2 D0)
because  =   implies the coincidence of  with  in some neighbourhood of D0 for
any couple ;  2 G. (The symbol dnx means the n-th Frechet derivative at the point x.)
Since G is generated by the family fexp(Z) : Z 2 P + Lg, it readily follows from (4.5.7)
that the mappings (x; g) 7! g(n)x (n = 0; 1; : : :) are real analytic from D0  G into Lns (E),
the space of all symmetric n-linear operations En ! E.
Denition 4.6.2. Henceforth we denote by L the subgroup of G generated by the family
fexp(L) : L 2 Lg. Since L  f`(z)@=@z : i` 2 Her(E; k:k)g, every element of L is the
germ around D0 of some linear E-unitary mapping.
Theorem 4.6.3. For any g 2 G there exists a unique couple a 2 E0, u 2 L such that
g = exp(Za)
u.
Proof. Let  : U ! G be the local chart around 0 of G constructed in Theorem 4.5.6.
Thus U is some neighborhood of 0 in P + L and  : Z 7! exp(Z). Let P0 denote the
projection of P + L onto L along P and let P1 be its complement. By Proposition 4.5.9
(ii) we have
exp(P1Z)
 exp(P0Z) = exp(C(P1Z; P0Z)) (Z 2 V ) (4.6.4)
in some neighborhood V  U of 0 where C denotes the Campbell-Hausdor series in P+L.
Observe that
d10[Z 7! C(P1Z; P0Z)] = P1 + P0 = idP+L: (4.6.5)
Therefore, by the inverse mapping theorem, V1 := Z \ fC(P1Z; P0Z) : Z 2 V g is a
neighborhood of 0 in P + L. Thus, by (4.6.5), every g 2 (V ) admits the decomposition
g = exp(P1Z)
 exp(P0Z) for a unique Z 2 V . By the denition of P0 and P1 this means
g 2 fexp(Za) exp(L) : a 2 E0; L 2 Lg (g 2 V1): (4.6.6)
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Recall [49],[111],[38]Cor.10.37 that
  : b 7!
1X
n=0
1
2n+ 1
(b b)nb (b 2 E0)
is a real-bianalytic mapping of D0 onto E0 whose inverse is a 7! exp(Z0)(0). Since 0 =
u(0)(: u
(0)
0 ) for all u 2 L, it follows that
a =  (g(0)); u = exp( Z (g(0)))g whenever g = exp(Za)u; u 2 L: (4.6.7)
(We write again simply g(0) for the value g
(0)
0 and note that g(0) 2 D0 for all g 2 G.)
For each g 2 G dene
ag :=  (g(0)) and ug := exp( Z (g(0)))g:
Since h = exp(Zah)
uh for any h 2 G, by (4.6.7) it only remains to verify that
uh 2 L (h 2 G): (4.6.8)
Proof of (4.6.8). It is clear that g 7! ug is a real-analytic mapping G ! G. Let us rst
study the behavior of its derivative on the tangent manifold T (G) of G. We check that,
with the charts ( 4.6.1) of T (G),
d[g 7! ug]vh(Z) 2 vuh(L) (h 2 G); (4.6.9)
Indeed, the mapping (Z; g) 7! uexp(Z)g u 1g is real-analytic on (P + L)  G. Hence
(Z; g) 7!  1(uexp(Z)g u 1g ) is well dened and real-analytic on some neighborhood of
f0g G. Therefore
 : (Z; g) 7! d
dt

0
 1(uexp(tZ)g u
 1
g )
is also well dened and real-analytic on the whole (P + L)G. Observe that by (4.6.1)
d[g 7! ug]vh(Z) = vah((Z; g)) (Z 2 P + L; h 2 G): (4.6.10)
Consider the mapping
L(Z) :=  1(uexp(tZ)) (Z 2 V1):
By Proposition 4.5.9 (ii), for some neighborhood V2  V1 of 0 in P + L we have
 1(uexp(tZ) exp(Y )u 1exp(Y )) = 
 1((L(C(tZ; Y )))(L(Y )))
= C(L(tZ; Y )) if tZ; Y 2 V2:
Since L has values in the Banach-Lie algebra L, ((P + L)  V2)  L. Thus, by real-
analyticity, ran  L, which proves (4.6.9).
Now we return to the proof of (4.6.8). The key observation is that the construction of
Proposition 4.5.9 applies also to L. Thus L is a Banach-Lie group when endowed with the
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group topology where f(L \ "U) : " > 0g is a basis for the lter of e-neighborhoods and
when we equip L with the manifold structure of local charts uj(L \ U) (u 2 L). Now we
may view the tangent manifold T (L) as submanifold of T (G) in the usual way. For g 2 L
and Z 2 L we identify the vector
wg(L) :=
h
C1(g(L \ U)) 3  7! d
dt
(exp(tZ)g)i
with vg(L) dened by (4.6.1) for functions ' 2 C1(g(U)). Let us x h 2 G arbitrarily.
Since G is a connected Banach-Lie group, we may choose a C1-smooth curve t 7! g(t)
parametrized on some open interval I  [0; 1] and taking values in G such that g(0) = e
and g(1) = h. By (4.6.10) there exists a C1-smooth curve L : I ! L such that
d
dt
ug(t) = d[g 7! ug] d
dt
g(t) = vug(t)(L(t)):
Since L is a Banach-Lie group whose tangent manifold is [g2Lvg(L), the initial value
problem in L
d
dt
y(t) = vy(t)(L(t)) y(0) = e (4.6.11)
admits a solution k : I ! L. Thus both k() and ug() solve (4.6.11) on the interval I.
By uniqueness, they must coincide. In particular uh = ug(1) = k(1) 2 L which proves
(4.6.8).
Corollary 4.6.12. Given Z1; Z2; : : : ; Zn2P+L, there exists (a unique) a2E0 and a linear
E-unitary operator W such that exp(Z1)  exp(Zn) coincides with exp(Za)W on some
neighborhood of D0. The operatorW belongs to the subgroup of GL(E) generated by exp(L).
Corollary 4.6.13. Every g 2 G is determined uniquely by g(0) and g(1)0 . Indeed, g =
exp(Z (g(0)))
[dg(0) exp( Z (g(0))]g(1)0 . In particular L = fg 2 G : g(0) = 0g.
Proof. From (4.6.6) we know that ug = exp( Z (g(0))g is the germ around D0 of some
linear operator. Thus ug = u
(1)
g0 = exp( Z (g(0)))(1)g(0) g(1)0 .
Corollary 4.6.14. L is a closed topological subgroup of G.
Proof. Since (L\"U) = ("U)\L if " 2 (0; 1), the topology of L is ner than the topology
of G restricted to L. On the other hand, from (4.6.5) we see that for some neighborhood
V2  U of 0 in P + L, the mapping 	 : Z 7! exp(P1Z) exp(P0Z) is real-bianalytic. In
particular, 	(V2) is a neighborhood of e in G and, by Corollary 4.6.13,
	(V2) \ L = fexp(P1Z) exp(P0Z) : Z 2 V2; exp(P1Z)(0) = 0g
= fexp(P0Z) : Z 2 V2; P1Z = 0g
= fexp(Z) : Z 2 V2 \ Lg:
Thus if U1 is any open subset of 	(V2) in G then U1 \ L = (	 1(U1) \ L), which proves
that the topology of G restricted to L is ner than that of L.
Since the topology of a Banach-Lie group has countable bases for the neighborhoods
of the unit, G is metrizable with a complete left-invariant metric (cf. [38] 6.22). Since
complete subspaces of metric spaces are closed, L is necessarily a closed subset of G.
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4.7 The structure of complete orbits
Theorem 4.7.1. Let (E;E0; fg) be a partial JB-triple. Assume there exists a neighbor-
hood B of 0 in E such that B  dom exp(Za) for all a 2 E0 and the gure
S
a2E0 exp(Za)(B)
is bounded. Then (E;E0; f:::g) is a geometric partial JB-triple, i.e. there exists a bounded
circular domain D  E such that the vector elds Za := (a   fzazg)@=@z (a 2 E0) are
complete in D.
Proof. With the notations of Section 4.6, dene
DB := fu^ exp(Za)(x) : a2E0; u2L; x2Bg (4.7.2)
where we denote by u^ the linear operator whose germ around D0 is u 2 L. Notice
that L^(:= fu^ : u 2 Lg) is the subgroup of GL(E) generated by the family fexp(l) :
` 2 Lg. Since L  iHer(E; k:k), the group L^ consists of E-unitary operators. Hence
DB = L
^Ua2E0 exp(Za)(B) is a bounded connected L
^-invariant open neighborhood of 0.
In particular, since feitid : t2RgL^, the domain DB is circular. Thus the holomorphic
envelope D of DB is a bounded circular domain (see [11]). Therefore the theorem is an
immediate consequence of the proposition below.
Proposition 4.7.3. Let x 2 E be a point such that the integral curve of any of the vector
elds Za(a 2 E0) through x is complete in E, i.e. x 2 dom exp(Za) for all a 2 E0. Then
the gure
M : fU exp(Za)(x) : U 2 L^; a 2 E0g
is the integral manifold through x of the Lie algebra of vector elds P + L and P + L is
complete in M . (Here we write again P := fZa : a 2 E0g, cf. Lemma 4.5.4.)
Proof. From (4.5.2) it readily follows that
exp(L) exp(Za) exp( L) = exp(exp(adL)Za)
= exp(Zexp(L)(a))
for any a 2 E0 and L 2 L. Thus
U(exp(Za)) = exp(Zu(a))  U (U 2 L^; a 2 E0):
Since U(E0) = E0 for any U 2 L^, this means that
M0 := fUx : U 2 L^g  dom exp(Zb) (b 2 E0):
Thus the integral curves of the elds Zb through the points of M0 are complete in E and
M = [a2E0 exp(Za)(M0): (4.7.4)
Let us now x Z 2 P + L arbitrarily and dene
c(t; b) := exp(tZ) exp(Zb)(0) (t 2 Re; b 2 E0):
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From Theorem 4.6.3 we know that
exp(tZ) exp(Zb) = [exp(Zc(t;b))  Ut;b] (t 2 Re; b 2 E0) (4.7.5)
for some (uniquely determined) Ut;b 2 L^. By (4.7.4) the mappings
t;b := exp(Zc(t;b))  Ut;b (t 2 Re; b 2 E0)
are well dened on M0 and for any xed z 2 M0 the map (t; b) 7! t;b(z) is real-analytic
Re  E0 ! E and ranges in M . To complete the proof of the proposition it suces to
verify that if Z = (a+ `(z)  fzazg)@=@z then
@
@t
t;b(z) = a+ `(t;b(z))  ft;b(z)at;b(z)g (z 2M0): (4.7.6)
Indeed, once we have established (4.7.6) we can argue as follows. Consider any y0 2 M .
By (4.7.3), for some z0 2M0 and b 2 E0 we can write y = exp(Zb)(z0). Dene
y(t) := t;b(z0) (t 2 Re):
We have y(0) = y0, y(t) 2M (t 2 Re) and, assuming (4.7.6),
d
dt
y(t) =
@
@t
t;b(z0) = a+ `(y(t))  fy(t)ay(t)g :
This shows that y(t) = exp(tZ)(y0) 2 M (t 2 Re). Thus by the arbitrariness of g0, the
vector eld Z is complete in M .
Proof. Ad (4.7.6). Let Wm := fz 2 E : kzk < kxk+m+1g (m = 0; 1; 2) and choose  > 0
such that supfkd + k(z)   fzdzgk : kdk + kkk < , z 2 W2g < 1. It is elementary that
the initial value problem
d
dt
z(t) = d+ k(z)  fz(t)dz(t)g z(0) = w0
has a solution dened in a neighborhood of [0; 1] and ranging in Wm whenever w0 2 Wm 1
and kzd + k(z)@=@zk := kdk+ kkk <  (m = 1; 2). Hence
dom[exp(tZ)(exp(Zb)]  W0 if ktZk ; kbk < :
By (4.7.5) it follows that
t;bjW0 = exp(tZ) exp(Zb)jW0 if kc(t; b)k ; ktZk ; kbk < :
From the denition of the exponential of vector elds we see that (4.7.6) holds whenever
kc(t; b)k, ktZk, kbk < . Hence, by the real analyticity of both sides of (4.7.6) we obtain
(4.7.5) for all t 2 Re, b  E0.
Corollary 4.7.7. If B  \a2E0dom exp(Z0), then the gure DB dened by (4:7:1) satises
DB  \Z2P+Ldom exp(Z):
Moreover, DB is the smallest exp(P + L)-invariant subset of E containing B. If B is
exp(L)-invariant then DB =
S
a2E0 exp(Za)(B).
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4.8 Integration of the vector elds Za
Keeping the notations of the previos section, x a real-analytic curve a : I ! E0 on some
open interval I  R containing 0. Let us rst study the power series of the automorphism
germs gt (t 2 I) dened by the solution of the initial value problem.
d
dt
gt := Za(t)(g
t); g0 = id:
From the Picard-Lindelof theorem concerning the existence and continuity properties of
solutions of ordinary dierential equations it easily follows
gt = (F t) (t 2 I)
where (t; x) 7! F t(x) is the maximal solution of @=@t y(t; x) = Za(t)(y(t; x)) with boundary
condition y(0; x) = x. Let us write
ptk(x) :=
1
k!
dk0F
t(x; : : : ; x) (k = 0; 1; : : :)
where dk0F
t is the Frechet derivative (h1; : : : ; hk) 7! @k=@1 : : : @kj0F t(
Pk
j=1 jh1j). Since
each F t is holomorphic
F t(x) =
1X
k=0
ptk(x) for (t; x) 2 D (4.8.1)
where D := f(t; x) : t 2 I, x 2 domF tg. Notice that D is a neighborhood of I  f0g in
Re E. By the denition of the curve t 7! gt (see Section 4.5)
d
dt
F t(x) = a(t)  F t(x)a(t)F t(x)	 ((t; x) 2 D): (4.8.2)
Since the k-homogeneous polynomials ptk can also be obtained by means of a suitable
contour integral operator applied to F t, it follows that for each k the operation t 7! ptk is
real-analytic on the whole of I. Hence (4.8.1) and (4.8.2) imply
d
dt
pt0 = a(t) 

pt0a(t)
pt0
	
p00 = 0 (4.8.3)
d
dt
pt1 =  2[pt0 a(t)]pt1 p01 = id (4.8.4)
d
dt
ptk(x) =  2[pt0 a(t)]ptk(x) 
 
k 1X
l=1
fptl(x)a(t)ptk l(x)g p0k = 0 (k>1; x2E): (4.8.5)
Henceforth we focus our attention on the case when the curve t 7! a(t) has values in
a subtriple generated by a single element c 2 E0. Recall that, given c 2 E0, by [87]
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Lemma 2.1 there exists a topological Jordan-homomorphism T : C(
) ! E0, where 
 is
some bounded relatively closed subset of (0;1) and there also exists a continuous linear
operator L : C0(
)! L(E) such that, by writing  := id
 we have T () = c and
L(' ) = T (') T ( ) (';  2 C0(
)):
We assume in the sequel that
a(t) 2 T (Re C0(
)) (t 2 I):
It is immediate from (4.8.3) that also pt0 2 T (Re C0(
)) for all t 2 I. By setting
t := T
 1(a(t)); t := T 1(pt0) (t 2 I)
we have
d
dt
t = t   t2t 0 = 0: (4.8.6)
It follows that the solution of (4.8.4) can be written as
pt1 = exp
h
  2L
Z t
0
d
i
(t 2 I): (4.8.7)
In particular pt1 2 GL(E) for all t 2 I. Therefore we may dene
Ctk(x) := (p
t
1)
 1ptk(x) (k1; t2R; x2E):
Applying this denition to the left-hand side of (4.8.5) we obtain
pt1
d
dt
Ctk(x) =  
k 1X
`=1

pt`(x)a(t)
ptk `(x)
	g (k>1; t2R; x2E): (4.8.8)
Lemma 4.8.9. Let A be a real at subspace of E0 (i.e. b c
 = c b for all b; c 2 A) and
let A denote the closed real linear hull of the family of operators A A in L(E). Then for
all 2A, x; y2E and c 2 E0
 fxcyg = f(x)cygg   fx(c)yg+ fxc(yg (4.8.10)
exp() fxcyg = f[exp()x][exp( )c][exp()y]g : (4.8.11)
Proof. If b1; b2 2 A then, by the Jordan identity,
b1 b

2 fxcyg = (fb1 b2x)cyg   fx(b2 b1c)yg+ fxc(b1 b2y)g :
Thus, since b1 b

2 = b2 b

1, (4.8.10) holds for  2 A A. By passing to real linear
combinations and then to limits in L(E), we obtain (4.8.10) for all a 2 A. To prove
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(4.8.11), x ; x; y and C arbitrarily. Dene "t := exp(t) (t2R). Then using Leibniz's
rule and then (4.8.10),
d
dt

("tx)(" tc)("ty)
	
=
=

("tx)(" tc)("ty)
	  ("tx)(" tc)("ty)	+ ("tx)(" tc)("ty)	 =
= 

("tx)(" tc)("ty)
	
(t 2 R):
Since "0 = id, hence (4.8.11) is immediate. In order to express the right-hand side of (4.8.8)
in terms of the homogeneous polynomials Ctl , we apply Lemma 4.8.9 to
A := SpanReL(Re C0(
));  :=  2L
Z t
0
rd

:
Since pt1 = exp(), from (4.8.11) we see that
pt`(x)a(t)
ptm(x)
	
=

[pt1C
t
`(x)][(p
t
1)
 1(pt1a(t))]

[pt1C
t
m(x)]
	
=
= pt1

Ct`(x)(p
t
1a(t))

Ctm(x)
	
(`;m  1; t 2 R):
Thus we can write (4.8.8) in the form
d
dt
Ctk(x) =  
k 1X
l=1
fCtl (x)(pt1a(t))Ctk l(x)g: (4.8.12)
Remark 4.8.13. We may apply the previous considerations to the constant curve t 7! c
in order to get formulas for the Taylor coecients of exp(tZc). However, in this trivial
way, one only obtains rather complicated recursive expressions for the Ctk that are hard to
simplify directly with the identity of weak commutativity.
The rst two coecients can be calculated in this manner. Solving (4.8.6) and (4.8.7)
for t :=  (t 2 R) we get
exp(tZc)(0) = T (t) = T (tanh(t)) = (4.8.14)
=
1X
n=0
t2n+1
(2n+ 1)!
 d2n+1
d 2n+1

0
tanh 

(c c)nc (4.8.15)
d10 exp(tZc) = exp
  2L(log cosh(t)): (4.8.16)
Denition 4.8.17. Let b 2 E0. In the sequel we shall write
e(b) := exp(Zb)(0); l(b) := d
1
0 exp(Zb)
and for k = 1; 2; : : : we dene recursively
B1(b; x) := x; Bk(b; x) :=   1
k   1
k 1X
`=1
fb`(b; x)bBk `(b; x)g (x 2 E):
Remark that exp( fzbzg @=@z) = P1k=1Bk(b; z) in some neighborhood of 0 in E (see
proof of (4.9.4) later).
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Proposition 4.8.18. Given c 2 E0, we have
dk0 exp(Zc)(x; : : : ; x) = k!`(c)Bk(e(c); x) (k = 1; 2; : : :):
Proof. Let us apply the previous considerations to the curve t 7! T (t) where
t :=
tanh()
1  [t  tanh()]2
on some open interval I containing [0; 1]. By (4.8.6)
d
dt
areath(t) = t =
d
dt
areath(t  tanh())
whence
pt0 = T (i) = T (t  tanh()) = t  e(c) (t 2 I): (4.8.19)
Substituting into (4.8.7), for all t 2 I
pt1 = exp
h
  2L

log
1p
1  [t  tanh()]2
i
: (4.8.20)
Thus p10 = exp(Zc)(0) and p
1
1 = exp[ 2L(log cosh()] = d10 exp(Zc) by (4.8.15) and (4.8.16).
From Corollary 4.6.13 it follows that
g1 = exp(Zc)
:
Therefore it suces to check that
Ctk(x) = t
k 1Bk(e(c); x) (t2I; x2E; k=1; 2; : : : ; ): (4.8.21)
This is trivial for k = 1. To perform the induction step, calculate pt1a(t) in terms of the
representation T . It is easily seen that
L()T ( ) = T ( )
 
;  2 C0(
)

:
Hence, by (4.8.20)
pt1a(t) = T

exp
h
  2 log 1
[
p
1  [t  tanh()]2
i tanh()
1  t  tanh()]2

=
= T (tanh()) = e(c)
independently of t 2 I. Thus, by (4.8.12), if we assume (4.8.21) for all indices  k,
Ctk+1 =  
kX
`=1
Z t
0
 k 1d fBl(e(c)e(c)Bk `+1(e(c); x)g =
= tkBk+1(e(c); x):
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Remark 4.8.22. In [51] Kaup proved that
exp(Zc)(b) = e(c) + l(c)[id + b e(c)
] 1b for b 2 D0
where D0 is the unit ball of E0. Comparing this result with Proposition 4.8.18, we obtain
Bk(e(c); b) = ( b e(c))k 1 if b 2 E0 (4.8.23)
for k = 2; 3; : : :. It is a natural question, whether we have Bk(e(c); x) = ( x e(c))k 1x
for all x in a partial JB-triple. The answer is negative even in very simple cases.
Example 4.8.24. Let E = C3, fe1; e2; e3g be the canonical basis in E, and let E0 := Ce1.
We dene the triple product f:::g on E  E0  E by sesquilinear extension from the
following relations:
fe1e1ejg = feje1e1g = ej (j = 1; 2; 3)
fe2e1e2g = e3
fe2e1e3g = fe3e1e2g = e2
fe3e1e3g = 0:
Then (E;E0; f:::g) is a partial JB-triple. However,   e2 [exp(tZe1)]03e2 =  (tanh t)3 6=
6= B4
 
[exp(tZe1)]0); e2

=  2
3
(tanh t)3e3:
4.9 Proof of Theorem 4.1.5(ii)
Lemma 4.9.1. The linear operator l(c) in Def. 4.8.17 is non-expansive for any c 2 E0.
Proof. Fix c 2 E0, set 
 := f! > 0 : !2 2 Sp(c c)g,  := id
 and apply the represen-
tations T : C0(
) ! E0, L : C0(
) ! L(E) used in (4.8.15) and (4.8.16). By (4.8.16) we
have
l(c) = exp[ 2L(log cosh())] =
= exp[ 2b b]
with
b := T (
p
log cosh()):
Hence the statement follows by axiom (P5).
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According to Theorem 4.7.1, we have to see the existence of a bounded neighborhood
B of 0 such that exp(Zc) is well dened on B for any c 2 E0 and
sup
c2E0;x2B
kexp(Zc)(x)k <1:
For this it suces to establish that for some % > 0,
1X
k=0
1
k!
sup
c2E0
sup
kxk%
dk0(zc)(x; : : : ; x) <1: (4.9.2)
Notice that d00 exp(Zc) = exp(Zc)(0) = e(c) lies in D0, the open unit ball of E0, indepen-
dently of the choice of C 2 E0. Let us write
M := supfkfxcygk : x; y 2 E; c 2 E0; kxk ; kyk ; kck  1g:
We prove by induction on k that
kBk(e(c); x)k Mk 1 (c 2 E0; kxk  1; k = 1; 2; : : :): (4.9.3)
Indeed, B1(e(c); x) = x (c 2 E0; x 2 E) and by the recursive Denition 4.8.17,
kBn+1(e(c); x)k  1
n
nX
`=1
kfB`(e(c); x)e(c)Bn `+1(e(c); x)gk 
 1
n
nX
`=1
M M ` 1 Mn ` =Mn
for all c 2 E0, x 2 E with kxk  1 whenever (4.9.3) holds for k = 1; : : : ; n. In view of
Proposition 4.8.18 and Lemma 4.9.1,dk0 exp(Zc)(x; : : : ; x)  k!Mk 1 kxkk (c 2 E0; x 2 E)
for k = 1; 2; : : :. Hence (4.9.2) is fullled for any % < M 1. 
Corollary 4.9.4. In a partial JB-triple we have
exp(Zc)(x) = e(C) + `(c) exp

fze(c)zg @
@z

(x) (kxk M 1):
Proof. According to Def. 4.8.17 and (4.9.3), the expression F (t; e; x) :=
1P
k=0
tkBk+1(e; x)
satises
@
@t
F (t; e; x) = fF (t; e; x)eF (t; e; x)g (kek < 1; kxk < M 1):
Therefore
P1
k=1Bk(e; x) is the power series of exp(fzezg @=@z) around 0 and this series
converges uniformly on the domains f(e; x) : kek < 1; kxk < (1  ")M 1g for any " > 0.
Thus the statement is immediate from Proposition 4.8.18.
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Chapter 5
Extension of inner derivations from
the base in partial J*-triples
Throughout this chapter E := (E;E0; f:::g) will stand for an arbitrarily xed partial JB*-
triple. Recall that, by axiom 4.1.4(P2), the operators ia a (a2E0) are derivations of E.
Their nite real linear combinations are called inner derivations. In the sequel we shall
call the space E0 the base of the partial Jordan-triple E and we write E0 for the JB*-trple
(E0; f:::g jE30). We shall also use the notation Der0(E) := finner derivations of Eg.
In 1990, Panou [71] axiomatized the J*-triples
 
CK CM ;CK  f0g; f:::g  admitting
a bicircular domain D such that (x; y) 2 D ) (eix; ei#y) 2 D (; # 2 R) in which all the
vector elds Za = (a  fzazg)@=@z (a 2 CK  f0g) are complete. Actually he reobtained
4.1.4(P1-5) with hermitian operators with respect to a suitable Hilbert norm along with
the property fE1E0E1g = 0 for E0 := CK  f0g and E1 := f0g  CM . His main tool
was the following fact [71] Prop.1.6: every inner derivation of the base of a partial Jordan-
triple associated a nite dimensional bounded circular (not only bicircular) domain admits
a unique inner derivative extension to the whole space.
As described in Chapter 4, in 1991, we gave [81] the complete algebraic axiomatics
for the so-called geometric partial J*-triples which can be associated with some bounded
circular domain in a Banach space. To obtain ner results concerning the structure of such
partial Jordan-triples, it seems to be useful to look for innite dimensional generalizations
of [71] Prop.1.6. Notice that Panou's proof relies heavily upon the fact that, in a nite di-
mensional partial JB*-triple E, the norm closure K of the group generated by exp(Der0(E))
is a compact subgroup of the unitary group with Lie-algebra Der0(E). In innite dimen-
sions, even if the base of the geometric partial Jordan-triple is nite dimensional, the group
K may be non-compact.
In this chapter rst we prove the analog of [71] Prop.1.6 to innite dimensional partial
J*-triples where the base is a nite dimensional Cartan factor. Our arguments are com-
pletely Jordan-theoretical and require no further assumptions beyond the Jordan identity
1.10(J) and requiring only a ajE0 2 Her+(E0; k:k jE0) (a 2 E0). Then, by introducing
the concept of quasigrids and using norm-density considerations, we generalize the result to
partial J*-triples whose base spaces are c0-direct sums of elementary JB
-triples. In partic-
ular we get that the restriction mapping  7! jE0 is a Lie-algebra isomorphism between
Der0(E) and Der0(E0) whenever the base space E0 is a so called compact JB
-triple.
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5.1 The case of nite dimensional factor base
Lemma 5.1.1. Given a derivation  of a partial J*-triple E and an element a 2 E0 in
the base E0 of E, we have
[; a a] = (a) a + a (a):
Proof. For any x 2 E, by axiom (J2) we have
[; aa]x = fa; a; xg   fa; a; (x)g = f(a); a; xg+ fa; (a); xg
= ((a)a + a(a))x:
Corollary 5.1.2. A derivation E 2 Der(E) vanishing on the base E0 commutes with every
inner derivation of E.
Proposition 5.1.3. Suppose the base E0 of the partial J*-triple E is a nite dimensional
Cartan factor. Then for any inner derivation 0 of E0 there is a unique inner derivation
 of E with 0 = jE0.
Proof. Let 0 2 Der(E0). Using spectral decomposition [59], we can write
0 = i
nX
j=1
jaj a

j jE0
for some minimal tripotents a1; : : : ; an 2 E0 and 1; : : : ; n 2 R. Now the operator
i
Pn
j=1 jaj a

j is an inner derivation extending 0 to the whole E. Since real linear
combinations of inner derivations are inner derivations, if suces to show that
nX
j=1
jaj a

j = 0 whenever
nX
j=1
j fajajcg = 0 (c 2 E0)
and a0; : : : ; an are minimal tripotents in E0. Since dim(E0) < 1, the group of all linear
isometries of E0 is a compact nite dimensional Lie group whose Lie algebra is Der(E0).
Consider its identity component U . That is, U is the closed subgroup of L(E0) generated
by the operators exp(ia a) (a 2 E0). Then
Span(Ua) = E0 (0 6= a 2 E0):
Indeed, the subspace Span(Ua) is Der(E0)-invariant. It is well-known [5] that Der-invariant
subspaces are ideals in JB-triples, and the only ideals in the factor E0 are f0g and E0.
By writing simply
R
dU for the integration with respect to the normalized Haar measure1
on U , Z
(Ue) (Ue)dU =
Z
(Uf) (Uf)dU (e; f minimal tripotents in E0)
1For Borel-measurable functions  : U ! L(E) with nite range, R  dU := PL2ran dU( 1(L))  L.
For continuous  : U ! L(E), the Cauchy-type denition makes sense: R dU := limn R ndU whenever
(n)
1
n=1 is a sequence of Borel functions of nite range tending uniformly to .
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because the group U is transitive (i.e. f = Ue for some U 2 U above) on the manifold of
minimal tripotents in factors [59].
Let us x 1; : : : ; n 2 R along with minimal tripotents a1; : : : ; an 2 E0 such that
c = 0; (c 2 E0) where  :=
nX
j=1
jaj a

j :
Since jE0 = 0, by 5.1.2,  commutes with any inner derivation of E. Hence
 = exp ad(ia a) = exp(ia a) exp(ia a) 1 (a 2 E0);
 = UU 1 (U 2 U);
 =
Z
UU 1dU =
nX
j=1
jU(aj a

j)U
 1dU =
nX
j=1
j(Uaj) (Uaj)
dU
=
nX
j=1
jZ
where
Z :=
h Z
(Ue) (Ue)dU : e min:trip: 2 E0
i
:
By Schur's lemma, the operator Z is a multiple of the identity when restricted to E0 (since
ZjE0 commutes with U). Moreover
ZjE0 = idE0 with some  > 0;
because e e 6= 0 is a positive E-Hermitian operator whenever 0 6= e 2 E0. Consequently,
from the assumption jE0 it follows
P
j j = 0 whence also  =
P
j jZ = 0.
Corollary 5.1.4. If the base E0 of E is a nite dimensional Cartan factor then the restric-
tion map  7! jE0 of the complex operator Lie algebra D := SpanCE0 E0 is injective.
The center Z of D is 1-dimensional. The mapping
P :
X
j
jej e

j 7!
X
j
jZ (j 2 C; ej min:trip: 2 E0)
is a well-dened contractive projection of D onto Z.
Proof. To prove the rst statement, we only need to notice that any operator  2 D has
the form
 = A+ iB; A =
nX
j=1
jaj a

j ; B =
nX
j=1
jbj b

j
with 1; 1; : : : ; n; n 2 R. Since the operators AjE0, BjE0 are E0-Hermitian, jE0
vanishes if and only if AjE0 = BjE0 = 0. By Proposition 5.1.3, the latter is equivalent to
A = B = 0.
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To see that the mapping P is a projection, observe that if a 2 E0 and U := bU jE0 wherebU := exp(ia a) and with  2 R and a 2 E0 then (Ue) (Ue) = bU(e e)bU 1 (e 2 E0).
Therefore every operator U 2 U admits a (not necessarily unique) surjective isomorphic
extension bU from E0 to E such that (Ue) (Ue) = bU(e e)bU 1 (e 2 E0). With such an
extension operation
P =
Z bUbU 1dU ( 2 D):
Since
bUbU 1 = kk k for all U 2 U , the mapping P is contractive.
Remark 5.1.5. Although the closed subgroup U of L(E0) generated by the family
fexp(ia a)jE0 : a 2 E0g of operators is a nite dimensional compact Lie group if
dim(E0) < 1, the closed subgroup eU of L(E) generated by fexp(ia a) : a 2 E0g
need not be a nite dimensional compact Lie group if the partial J*-triple E is innite
dimensional. The proof by Panou [71] using Levi-Malcev decomposition for the special
case dim(E) < 1 of the proposition relies heavily upon the compactness of the group of
surjective linear isometries of E.
5.2 Extendibility of derivations of c0-direct sums
Denition 5.2.1. A partial JB*-triple E := (E;E0; fg) has the inner derivation exten-
sion property (IDEP for short) if for every inner derivation 0 2 Der0(E0) of the base E0
there is only a unique inner derivation  2 Der0(E) with 0 = jE0.
Proposition 5.2.2. Suppose the base E0 of E is the c0-direct sum of a family F of closed
ideals such that the subtriples (E;F; f:::g) have IDEP for all F 2 F . Then E has IDEP.
Proof. It suces to see that
 :=
nX
k=1
kak a

k = 0 whenever 0 := jE0 = 0
where 1; : : : ; n 2 R and a1; : : : ; an 2 E0. For any subfamily Z  F , let PZ denote the
projection of E0 onto the closed ideal 
c0Z along the complementer ideal 
c0(FnZ). By
the denition of c0-direct sums, limZ niteF ka  PZak = 0 for any a 2 E0). Therefore
lim
Z niteF
k(PZa) (PZa)   a ak = 0 (a 2 E0):
On the other hand, the operators a a act componentwise on E0, i.e.
(PZa) (PZa)jE0 = E0 = PZ(a a)jE0 (a2E0; ZF):
By passing to nite linear combinations, it follows
 = lim
Z niteF
nX
k=1
k(PZak) (PZak) = limZ niteF
nX
k=1
k
X
F2Z
(PfFgak) (PfFgak):
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Here we have
0 = PfFg0jE0 =
nX
k=1
k(PfFgak) (PfFgak)jE0 (F 2 F):
Hence, by assumption, for the inner derivative extension of 0jF to (E;F; fg) we get
0 =
X
k
k(PfFgak) (PfFgak) (F 2 F):
Thus
 = lim
Z niteF
nX
k=1
k
X
F2Z
(PfFgak) (PfFgak):
Remark 5.2.3. By a result of Bunce-Chu [12], the c0-direct sums of nite dimensional
Cartan factors are the so-called compact JB-triples i.e. JB-triples whose inner derivations
are compact operators. Thus in view of Proposition 5.1.3 we have the following.
Corollary 5.2.4. A partial J*-triple whose base is a compact JB-triple, has IDEP. In
particular, partial J*-triples with nite dimensional base have IDEP.
5.3 Quasigrids
Denition 5.3.1. A subset Q of the base E0 of a partial JB*-triple E = (E;E0; f:::g) is
a quasigrid if every nite subset of Q generates a nite dimensional subtriple of E0.
Remark 5.3.2. A family G of tripotents in E0 is called [10] a grid if (e e
)f 2 f0; 1
2
; 1gf
(e; f 2 G) and some further rigidity axioms are fullled entailing the quasigrid property.
A further important example of quasigrids is given by the following two lemmas.
Lemma 5.3.3. Let H;K be Hilbert spaces. Then the family r(H;K) of all operators
with nite rank s a quasigrid in L(H;K) (as JB*-triple with the canonical triple product
fabcg := 1
2
abc+ 1
2
cba).
Proof. Any nite rank operator is a nite linear combination of 1-rank operators of the
form e
 f : h 7! hh; fie (e 2 K, f 2 H). If e1; : : : ; eN 2 K and f1; : : : ; fN 2 H then
fei 
 f j ; (ek 
 f` ); em 
 f ng 2 S := Spanfep 
 f q : p; q = 1; : : : ; Ng:
Thus if the nite family F 2 r(H;K) consists of nite linear combinations of the operators
e1
 f 1 ; : : : ; eN 
 f N then the subtriple generated by F is contained in the N2-dimensional
subtriple S of L(H;K).
Corollary 5.3.4. If dim(H) <1 or dim(K) <1 then L(H;K) is a quasigrid itself. In
particular H(' L(C; H)) is a quasigrid itself.
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Lemma 5.3.5. A spin factor is a quasigrid itself.
Proof. According to [50] (4.11), in general, JB*-triples of nite rank are quasi-grids in our
terminology. A direct proof giving more insight is also very simple:
A spin factor can be viewed as a Hilbert space H endowed with the triple product
fabcg := 1
2
ha; bic+ 1
2
hc; bia  1
2
ha; cib
where the operation : :
P
i iei 7!
P
i iei is a conjugation with respect to a given
orthonormed bases feigi2I . It is immediate that the subtriple generated by the family
fa1; : : : ; ang is contained in Spanfa1; a1; : : : ; an; ang.
Denition 5.3.6. Given a partial JB*-triple E := (E;E0; f:::g) and a quasigrid Q  E0,
the nite real linear combinations of derivations from fia ajE0 : a 2 Qg (respectively
fia a : a 2 Qg) will be called Q-derivations of E0 (respectively Q-derivations of E).
Theorem 5.3.7. If Q is a quasigrid in the base E0 of E = (E;E0; f:::g) then every
inner Q-derivation A of E0 admits a unique extension eA 2 Der0(E).
Proof. Suppose
iA =
nX
j=1
jaj a

j jE0 =
mX
k=1
kbk b

kjE0
where a1; : : : ; an, b1; : : : ; bm 2 Q and 1; : : : ; n, 1; : : : ; m 2 R. Let F0 denote the
subtriple of E0 generated by the family fa1; : : : ; an; b1; : : : ; bmg. Since Q is a quasigrid,
dim(F0) < 1. On the other hand the mapping A0 := AjF0 is an inner derivation of
F0. Thus we may apply Proposition 5.1.3 to the partial J*-triple (E;F0; f:::g) and the
derivation A0 of F0 to conclude that
Pn
j=1 jaj a

j =
Pm
k=1 kbk b

k on the whole E.
Corollary 5.3.8. If the base E0 is isomorphic to L(H;K) and one of the Hilbert spaces
H;K is nite dimensional then the partial JB*-triple (E;E0; f:::g) has IDEP.
5.4 Elementary triples in the base
In [12] one has introduced the concept of elementary JB-triples as the smallest innite
dimensional analogues of the classical nite dimensional Cartan factors. Namely, an el-
ementary JB-triple of Type I is an isometric copy of a space c0(H;K) of all compact
operators acting between two Hilbert spaces H;K (regarded as a subtriple of L(H;K)
with the mentioned operator triple product). An elementary JB-triple of Type II is an
isometric copy of the subtriple cB+0 (H) of some c0(H;H) consisting of the operators with
symmetric matrix with respect to some given orthonormed bases B in H. Similarly, an
elementary JB-triple of Type III is a copy of some space cB 0 (H) (the subtriple of c0(H;H)
consisting of the operators with antisymmetric matrix with respect to some orthonormed
basis B). Elementary JB-triples of Type IV are spin factors (possibly innite dimensional)
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and those of Type V and VI are the 18- and 27-dimensional exceptional Cartan factors.
Thus, in terms of quasigrids, one can characterize elementary JB-triples and irreducible
JB-triples admitting a norm-dense quasigrid. Indeed, if we consider an elementary JB-
triple F of Type I, II or III as a subtriple of a c0(H;K)-space as described above then
F \ r(H;K) is a norm-dense quasigrid in F . (Triples of Types IV, V, VI are quasigrids).
Our next aim will be to extend the result of the proposition to elementary JB-triples
of Type I, II, III.
Remark 5.4.1. Recall that if H0; K0 are nite dimensional Hilbert spaces then the inner
derivations of the typical factor F1 := c0(H0; K0) of Type I are the mappings of the form
x 7! iBx + ixA with any couple of self-adjoint operators A 2 L(K0; K0), B 2 L(H0; H0)
such that trace(A) = trace(B). The inner derivations of the triples of Type II, resp. III
F2 := c
B+
0 (H0) and F3 := c
B 
0 (H0)] are the mappings of the form x 7! iAx+ ixAT (dened
on F2 and F3, resp.) with any self-adjoint A 2 L(H0) where AT is the operator whose
matrix is the transpose of that of A with respect to the basis B.
It follows immediately that for the norm closure of the inner derivations of the innite
dimensional analogues of the factors F1; F2; F3 (i.e. the spaces c0(H;K), c
B
0 with innite
dimensional Hilbert spaces H;K) are the mappings of the form x 7! iBx+ ixA resp. x 7!
iAx+ ixAT (with arbitrary self-adjoint compact operators A : H ! H and B : K ! K).
Lemma 5.4.2. Given a self-adjoint operator A with nite rank on a Hilbert space H, there
exists a nite sequence 1; : : : ; m 2 Re, and there are orthogonal projections P1; : : : ; Pm
with nite rank such that
A =
mX
k=1
kPk;
mX
k=1
jkj  2 kAk :
Proof. We can write
A =
nX
j=1
(jRj + jSj) 12  n = 0 = nn 1  1
with projections R1; S1; : : : ; Rn, Sn to pairwise orthogonal nite dimensional subspaces.
Here kAk = 1   1. Thus be choice m := 2n  2,
k := k   k+1; Pk :=
X
jk
Qj;
k+n 1 := k   k+1; Pk+n 1 :=
X
jk
Sj (k = 1; : : : ; n  1)
suits our requirements.
Denition 5.4.3. Given a Q-derivation  of the base E0, we call the unique Q-derivatione of E with  = ejE0 the Q-extension of .
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Lemma 5.4.4. Let H;K be innite dimensional Hilbert spaces with an orthonormed basis
B in H. For k = 1; 2; 3 let Ek be a partial JB*-triple with base
E10 := c0(H;K); E
2
0 := c
B+
0 (H); E
3
0 := c
B 
0 (H);
respectively, and in each case let Qk be the quasigrid of all nite rank operators in Ek0 .
Suppose A 2 r(H;H) is a self-adjoint operator with trace (A) = 0. Then the Qk-extensionsek of the derivations
1 : E
1
0 3 a 7! iaA; 2 : E20 3 a 7! iAa+ iaAT ; 2 : E30 3 a 7! iAa+ iaAT ;
where T denotes operator transposition with respect to B, satisfy the norm-estimateek  4M kAk
whenever kfxaxgk M kxk2 kak (a2Ek0 ; x2Ek; k = 1; 2; 3).
Proof. Let us write the operator A in the form
A =
mX
j=1
jPj;
mX
j=1
jjj  2 kAk
with orthogonal projections Pj 2 r(H;H) and coecients j 2 R. Choose a nite dimen-
sional subspace H0 in H such that N := dim(H0)  rank(Pj) (j = 1; : : : ; n) and let P0
denote the orthogonal projection of H onto H0. Consider the derivations
1;j : E
1
0 3 a 7! ia
 
Pj   rank(Pj)
N
P0

;
2;j : E
2
0 3 a 7! iPja+ iaP Tj ;
3;j : E
3
0 3 a 7! i

Pj +
rank(Pj)
N
P0

a+ ia

Pj +
rank(Pj)
N
P0
T
for any index j. Observe that
k =
nX
j=1
ijk;j (k = 1; 2; 3)
due to the assumption trace(A) =
Pn
j=1 jrankPj = 0. Thus, by the previous lemma, it
suces to check that each k;j is a Q
k-derivation of Ek0 whose Q
k-extension ek;j to Ek
satises the norm estimate ek;j  4M:
Let us x an index j arbitrarily and write
P := Pj; r := rank(P ):
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Remark that r  N . Let us also x orthonormed bases fe1; : : : ; erg and ff1; : : : ; fNg in
PH and P0H, respectively.
Case of E1. Choose also an orthonormed set fg1; : : : ; gNg in the space K and write
R0 for the orthogonal projection of K onto the span of fg1; : : : ; gNg. For any system
1  i1 < i2 < : : : < ir  N , the operators
Ii1;:::;ir :=
rX
s=1
gis 
 es; I :=
NX
t=1
gt 
 ft
are partial isometries belonging to the quasigrid Q1. Indeed, an immediate calculation
shows that Ii1;:::;irI

i1;:::;ir
Ii1;:::;ir = Ii1;:::;ir . For any a 2 E10 we have
2
X
1i1<:::<irN
 
Ii1;:::;ir I

i1;:::;ir

a =
=
X
1i1<:::<irN
 
Ii1;:::;irI

i1;:::;ir
a+ aIi1;:::;ir

=
=
 X
1i1<:::<irN
rX
s=1
gis 
 gis

a+ a
 X
1i1<:::<irN
rX
s=1
es 
 es

=
=

N 1
r 1
 NX
t=1
gt 
 gt

a+ a

N
r
 rX
s=1
es 
 es =
=

N 1
r 1

R0a+ a

N
r

P;
2(I I)a = IIa+ aII = R0a+ aP0:
Hence
1;ja = 2i

N
r
 1 X
1i1<i2<:::<irN
(Ii1;:::;ir I

i1;:::;ir
)a  2ir
N
(I I)a (a 2 E10):
Therefore for the Q1-extension of 1 to E
1 we get
e1;j = 2iNr  1 X
1i1<i2<:::<irN
Ii1;:::;ir I

i1;:::;ir
  2ir
N
I I:
Since kb bk M for any b 2 E10 with kbk = 1, it followse1;j  2Nr  1 X
1i1<i2<:::<irN
M +
2r
N
M  4M:
Case of E2. Now we have simply
2;ja = 2i(J J
)a (a 2 E20)
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with the partial isometry J :=
nP
s=1
es 
 es. Hence the Q2-extension of 2; j to E2 ise2;j = 2iJ J with e2  2M .
Case of E3. For any system of indices 1  i1 < i2 < : : : < ir  N set
Ji1;:::;ir :=
rX
s=1
(es 
 f is   fis 
 es):
Since the set fe1; : : : ; er; f1; : : : ; fNg is orthonormed in H, Ji1;:::;ir = Ji1;:::;irJi1;:::;ir ; Ji1;:::;ir ,
that is the operators Ji1;:::;ir 2 Q3 are partial isometries. Observe that, for any a 2 E30 ,
2
X
1i1<:::<irN
 
Ji1;:::;ir J

i1;:::;ir

a =
=
X
ii1<:::<irN
 
Ji1;:::;irJ

i1;:::;ir
a+ aJi1;:::;irJi1;:::;ir) =
=
X
1i1<:::<irN
rX
s=1
(es 
 es + fis 
 f is)a+
+ a
X
1i1<:::<irN
rX
s=1
 
es 
 es + f is 
 f

is

=
=

N
r
 rX
s=1
(es 
 es)a+ a
rX
s=1
(es 
 es)T

+
+

N 1
r 1
 NX
t=1
(ft 
 ft )a+ a
NX
t=1
(ft 
 ft )T

=
=

N
r

(Pa+ aP T ) +

N 1
r 1

(P0a+ aP
T
0 ):
Thus
3;ja = 2i

N
r
 1 X
1i1<i2<:::<irN
(Ji1;:::;ir J

i1;:::;ir
)a (a 2 E30)
whence for the Q3-extension to E3 we obtain
e3;j = 2iNr  1 X
1i1<:::<irN
Ji1;:::;ir J

i1;:::;ir
;
e3;j  2Nr  1 X
1i1<:::<irN
M = 2M:
Remark 5.4.5. By changing the roles of the spaces K and H in the treatment of the case
of E1 above, we can see that also that the Q1-extension e01 of a Q1-derivation
01 : E
1
0 3 a 7! iBa (B self-adjoint 2 r(K;K); trace(B) = 0)
satises the norm estimate
e01  4M kBk .
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Lemma 5.4.6. With the notations of Lemma 5:4:4 and Remark 5:4:5, we have the norm
estimates
4M(kAk+ kBk)  k1 +01k  maxfkAk ; kBkg;
4M kAk  k2k  kAk ;
4M kAk  k3k  kAk
even if trace(A); trace(B) 6= 0.2
Proof. For the cases trace(A); trace(B) = 0, the upper estimates are already established.
Each of the quasigrids cB0 (H)\ r(H;H), r(H;K) contains partial isometries of arbitrarily
large rank whenever the underlying Hilbert spaces H;K are innite dimensional. Hence,
for k = 1; 2; 3, any Qk-derivation of Ek can be perturbed by a Qk-derivation of the form
"I I of arbitrarily small norm in a manner such that the perturbed derivation have the
form a 7! iB0a+ iaA0 with trace(A0) = trace(B0) = 0. Therefore the upper norm estimates
extend also to the case. Next we proceed to the lower estimates.
Case of E1. Given a couple of unit vectors u 2 H and v 2 K, we have  i(1 + 01)
(v
u) = v
 (Au)+(Bv)
u, kv 
 uk = 1. Choosing rst u to be an eigenvector of A
with eigenvalue of highest module and v from the kernel of B (by assumption A;B have
nite rank), we have k(1 +01)(v 
 u)k = k(Au)
 vk = kAuk  kvk = kAk. Therefore
k1 +01k  kAk. Choosing v to be an eigenvector of B with eigenvalue of highest module
and u from the kernel of A, similarly we get k1 +01k  kBk.
Case of E2. If u; v 2 H are unit vectors and u is an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue
 2 fkAkg and v belongs to the kernel of A then
2(u
 v + v 
 u) = i(u
 v + v 
 u):
Hence immediately k2k  kAk.
Case of E3. A similar argument to the one used for E2 with u 
 v   v 
 u instead
of u
 v + v 
 u.
Proposition 5.4.7. A partial J*-triple E := (E;E0; f:::g) whose base E0 is an elementary
JB-triple has IDEP.
Proof. If E0 itself is a quasigrid, the statement is already contained in Proposition 5.1.3.
If E0 is not a quasigrid then E0 is isometrically isomorphic to some space of the form
c0(H;K) or c
B
0 (H) with innite dimensional underlying Hilbert spaces H;K. Thus we
may assume that E0 coincides with one of the mentioned operator spaces. These cases are
considered in Lemmas 5.4.4, 5.4.6. In any case, let Q denote the quasigrid of all nite rank
elements of E0. Furthermore, let D resp. D0 be the families of all Q-derivations of E resp.
the base space E0. According to the norm estimates in 5.4.6, the Q-extension
T () :=
e 2 D : ejE0 =  (T 2 D0)
2For any operator c 2 r(H;K) we have trace(Cc) = trace(cc). Since (c c)a = cca + acc)=2
(a; c 2 c0(H;K)), it follows that the mapping [c0(H;K) 3 a 7! iBa+ iaA] with a 2 r(H;H), B 2 r(K;K)
is an r(H;K)-derivation if and only if trace(A) = trace(B).
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is a bijective linear operation D0  ! D such that kTk  4M and kT 1k  1, (The inverse
T 1 : e 7! ejE0 is obviously contractive). Therefore the operation T admits a unique
linear bicontinuous extension
T : D0  ! D
where D0 resp. D denote the closures of the linear submanifolds D0 resp. D in the spaces
Der(E0) resp. Der(E) with respect to operator norm. Since the quasigrid Q is norm dense
in E0, and since fia a : a 2 Qg  D0, by the continuity of the mapping a 7! a a we
have
a a = lim
Q3a1!a
aiai = lim
Q3ai!a
T (ai a
jE0) = T ( lim
Q3ai!a
aiajE0) =
= T (a ajE0) (a 2 E0):
Hence, by the linearity of the mapping T ,
nX
k=1
kak a

k = T
 nX
k=1
kak a

kjE0

= 0 whenever
nX
k=1
kak a

kjE0 = 0:
Thus inner derivations of E0 admit unique inner derivative extensions to E.
In view of Proposition 5.4.7 the main result of this section is immediate.
Theorem 5.4.8. A partial J*-triple whose base is a c0 direct sum of a family of elementary
JB-triples has IDEP.
Denition 5.4.9. Let us call a derivation of a partial JB*-triple a -inner derivation if it
is the norm limit of some sequence of inner derivations.
As a by-product of the proof of Theorem 5.4.8, we also obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.4.10. Let (E;E0; f:::g) be a partial JB*-triple whose base E0 is an elemen-
tary JB-triple with innite rank or nite dimensions3. Then any -inner derivation of E0
admits a unique -inner derivative extension to E.
5.5 Pure algebraic extension with weighted grids
The aim of this section is a direct approach to the IDEP property in an elegant topology free
algebraic context. Henceforth K denotes a commutative eld of characteristics 0 with unit
1 and involution (called conjugation). As a natural extension of the complex case, given
a vector space F over K, a subspace F0 of F and a 3-variable operation (x; a; y) 7! fxayg
mapping F F0F to F such that fF0F0F0g  F0, the algebraic structure (F; F0; f:::g)
3In other words the elementary JB-triple E0 is not isomorphic to any innite dimensional spin factor
or to any c0(H;K) with nite dimensional H and innite dimensional K.
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is called a partial J*-triple (over K) with base space F0 if fxayg is symmetric bilinear in
x; y2E, conjugate linear in a2F and satises the Jordan identity (equivalent to 1.10(J))
(J0) [a b; c d] = fabcg d   c fdabg (a; b; c; d 2 F )
where, for any x 2 F and f 2 F0, the symbol x f  denotes the linear operator (x f)y :=
fxf yg (y 2 F ). In particular, the base space F0 with the restricted triple product f:::g jF 30
is a Jordan triple in the sense of Meyberg [65]. Notice that the vector elds
(V)

a+
P
k (bk c

k)z   fzazg

@=@z (a; b1; c1; : : : ; bn; cn 2 F0; n = 1; 2; : : :)
form a 3-graded Lie algebra if and only if the axiom
ffzazgbzg = fzafzbzgg (a; b2F0; z2F )
of weak commutativity holds. A natural but somewhat stronger version of the IDEP
property in this pure algebraic setting can be the following: the 3-graded Lie algebra of
vector elds of type (V) associated with a nite dimensional weakly commutative complex
partial J*-triple is unambiguously determined by its restriction to the base space, because
the operation R : L 7! LjF for L 2 Lin-hullKF0 F 0 is injective. The key tool of our
approach will be the concept of weighted grids motivating later Chapter 8.
Denition 5.5.1. By a weighted grid in a partial J*-triple (F; F0; f:::g (over the eld K)
we mean a linearly independent subset G := fgw : w 2 Wg of F0 indexed with a gure W
contained in some K-real vector space (that over the eld ReK := f 2 K :  = g) such
that
fgugvgwg 2 Kgu v+w (u; v; w 2 W )
with the convention gz := 0 for z 62 W . Notice: grids in Neher's sense [68] can be regarded
as weighted grids (see Chapter 8 for the case K = C). A typical example for a weighted
grid is the set of the real N N -matrices uk` :=

ikj`
N
i;j=1
with a unique non-vanishing
entry 1 which can be regarded as fgw : w 2 Wg with W := f(ek; e`) : 1  k; `  Ng and
g(ek;e`) := uk` with the unit vectors ek := [ik]
N
i=1.
We give a self-contained exposition on weighted grids over general elds in Appendix A.2.
Theorem 5.5.2. Let (F; F0; f:::g) be a partial J*-triple over K whose base F0 is spanned
by a nite weighted grid G := fgw : w 2 Wg of non-nil elements fgwgwgwg 6= 0 (w 2 W ).
Then the restriction
P
u;v2W uvgu g

v 7!
P
u;v2W uvgu g

v jF0 is injective.
Proof. It is well-known that a b = 0 whenever a; b are two orthogonal generalized non-nil
tripotents that is
a b = 0 () faabg = 0 () fbbag = 0 (0 6= faaag 2 Ka; 0 6= fbbbg 2 Kb):
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Notice: the proof in [71] stated for tripotents faaag = a; fbbbg = b in weakly commuta-
tive complex partial J*-triples applies in general. Dene
(W ) := fu  v : u; v 2 W; gu =? gvg; Ld :=
X
u v=d
K gu gv (d 2 (W )):
Observe that, for d 2 (W ) and u; v 2 W with u   v = d, either gu gv = 0 on the
whole space F with gu ? gv or the operator gu gv does not vanish on F0 (since gu =? gv )
fgugvgvg = [gv gv ]gu 6= 0) and maps each subspace K gw into K gw+d. Moreover, as a
deep consequence of the basic structure theory presented in the Appendix, by Corollary
A.2.13 we have the linear dependence
gu1 g

v1
 gu1 gv1  u1 v2=u2 v2=d2(W ); u1; v1; u2; v22W:
Actually one can also see that necessarily gu+d =? gu whenever u 6= u + d 2 W , but we do
not need this argument. Therefore the operator spaces are 1-dimensional for d 6= 0. That
is, by writing  for algebraic direct sum of subspaces, we have
Lin-hullK F0 F

0 =
X
u;v2W
K gu gv =
M
d2(W )
Ld = L0 
M
0 6=d2(W )
KLd
with suitable, on F0 non-vanishing operators Ld : Kgw ! Kgw+d (w 2 W ).
Let A :=
P
u;v2W uvgu g

v and suppose AjF0 = 0. Since the restricted operators LdjF0
(d 2 (W ) n f0g) form a linearly independent system (as weighted shifts into dierent
directions), necessarily A 2 L0 =
P
u2W K gu gu. By Corollary A.2.15 we may assume
that the grid gure W is the set of columns of the Peirce matrix

ij

i;j2I (see A.2.3 and
A.2.7) of a Cartan factor. Concerning Peirce matrices of Cartan factors, it is shown in [69]
(or see [90] Appendix) that there is a directed connected graph P in W (a path with at
most one junction) such that 0 := fu   v : (u; v) edge of Pg is a root base for (W )
in the sense that each d 2 (W ) is a positive or negative integer linear combination from
0. Hence the set of all vertices of P (denoted also by P ) is an Q-linear (rational) basis
in SpanQW and given any w 2 W and for any v; w 2 W there exists a nite sequence
u1; v1; : : : ; un; vn 2 P such that u  v =
P
k(uk  vk) where each term (uk; vk) or (vk; uk) is
an edge of P . According to Remark A.2.7, fgu; gv; gw; gzg is always a triangle, quadrangle
or diamond whenever u v+w z = 0 and u 6= v; z for u; v; w; z 2 W . Therefore given any
point w 2 W nP , there exists a nite sequence w0; u1; v1; : : : ; wn 1; un 1; vn 1; wn such that
w0 2 P , wn = w, ui; vi 2 P and fwi 1; ui; vi; wig is a triangle, quadrangle or diamond with
wi = wi 1 + (ui   vi) (i = 1; : : : ; n). By Proposition A.2.12 it follows that each operator
gw g

w (w 2 W ) is a linear combination from D0 := fgp gp : p 2 Pg. In particular
A =
P
p2P epgp gp with suitable constants ep 2 K. Since Cartan factors are Hermitian, 
uv

u;v2W = S
 
vu

u;v2WS
 1 for some diagonal matrix S (cf. [90] Lemma 3.7). Since
the columns fp : p 2 Pg are linearly independent, hence the rows fp : p 2 Pg and
consequently the operators fgp gpjF : p 2 Pg are also linearly independent. Therefore
AjF = 0 implies ep = 0 (p 2 P ).
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Chapter 6
Banach-Stone type theorem for
continuous Reinhardt domains
Given two locally compact topological Hausdor spaces 
 and e
, the classical Banach{
Stone theorem asserts that any surjective isometry U : C0(e
)! C0(
) with respect to the
spectral norms kfk1 = max jf j has the form Uf (!) = u(!)f(T!) (f 2 C0(
); ! 2 
)
with some bijection T : 
 $ e
 and a function u : 
 ! C with juj = 1. Our aim in this
chapter is to achieve an analogous description if we replace spectral norms with arbitrary
Banach lattice norms with respect to the natural pointwise ordering of the functions. We
conclude the following main results.
Theorem 6.1.1. Given a complex lattice norm k:k on C0(
), there is a (unique) partition
 of the space 
 into pairwise disjoint nite subsets such that ; ! 2 S for some S 2  if
and only if

exp(iA)f

(!) = !;f(!) (f 2C0(
)) for some k:k-hermitian operator A and
a constant !; and the restrictions to members of  of any k:k-hermitian operator have
the form
Af jS = aA(S)

f jS

(f 2C0(
); S2) (6.1.2)
with a (unique) family of linear maps aA(S) : C(S) ! C(S). Given any partition member
S 2 , there exists a (unique) inner product 
::
S
on the nite-dimensional function space
C(S) such that 
f jS : kfk  1
	
=

' 2 C(S) : 
''
S
 1	 (S2): (6.1.3)
Theorem 6.1.4. Let U : C0(e
)! C0(
) be a surjective linear isometry with respect to two
complex Banach lattice norms k:kand k:k. Write ; 
::
S
: S2 and e; 
::
Z
: Z2e
for the respective partitions and families of inner products associated with these norms by
Theorem 6:1:1. Then there exists a bijection T : $ e along with a family u(S) : S2
of surjective linear


:
:
T (S)
! 
::
S
unitary operators u(S) : C(T (S)) ! C(S) such that
the sets S and T (S) have always the same cardinalities and
Uef jS = u(S) ef jT (S) ( ef 2C0(e
); S2): (6.1.5)
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In course of the proofs we achieve a more detailed description of the partition  and
the inner products


:
:
S
in terms of some geometrical data of the unit ball of the norm
k:k. In several steps we follow a remarkably similar pattern to some arguments appearing
also in [1, 2, 20, 21, 47] and [79]. A heuristical reason for this fact is that Theorems 6.1.1
and 6.1.4 can be formulated in terms of the atomic part of the dual lattice. However, we
have to establish that dual hermitian operators preserve both the atomic and continuous
parts which requires new arguments in Section 6.2. It seems also (see Remark 6.3.5) that
even earlier results on generalized orthogonal systems [20, 47, 79] in atomic lattices cannot
reduce our treatment essentially.
Besides the independent interest for all researchers in Banach space geometry, we are
motivated by problems in innite-dimensional complex analysis concerning generalized
Reinhardt domains. A classical Reinhardt domain is an open connected 0-neighborhood in
the space CN of all complex N -tuples, being invariant under all coordinate multiplications
(z1; : : : ; zN) 7! (1z1; : : : ; nzN) with j1j ; : : : ; jN j  1. Regarding CN as a the complex
ordered space of the functions z : f1; : : : ; Ng!C, this property can be stated as
(CR) f 2 D and jgj = jf j ) g 2 D .
Postulating (CR) in terms of the order absolute value, we can speak of bounded com-
plete Reinhardt domains in complex Banach lattices in a natural manner. In particular
a bounded convex complete Reinhardt domain in a normed complex vector lattice is the
unit ball of some equivalent lattice norm (a norm with jf j  jgj ) kfk  kgk).
In 1974 Sunada [97],[98] investigated the structure of bounded classical Reinhardt do-
mains from the viewpoint of holomorphic equivalence. He established that holomorphically
equivalent bounded Reinhardt domains containing the origin in Cn admit linear equiva-
lences which preserve the positive cone Rn+. In the light of later developments, holomorphic
equivalence is nothing more than linear equivalence in the category of bounded convex
Reinhardt domains in Banach lattices. Indeed, since 1976 we know [54],[11],[107] that
holomorphically equivalent bounded circular domains in Banach spaces are linearly iso-
morphic. Sunada's Lie algebraic methods were peculiar to nite dimensions. Motivated
by this fact, several concepts of innite-dimensional Reinhardt domains appeared soon.
The results ranged in contexts of various sequence spaces, separable Banach spaces with
unconditional basis and atomic Banach lattices [20],[47],[79],[108],[2],[1] with the common
features that they entailed positive linear equivalence from holomorphic equivalence as a
consequence of a direct decomposability of the underlying space to so called Hilbert com-
ponents. In 2003, inspired by an interesting work of Vigue [110] on the possible lack of
symmetry of continuous products of discs with dierent radius, in [94] we introduced the
following concept which will play a chief role in this and the next chapter.
Denition 6.1.6. By a CRD (abbreviation for continuous Reinhardt domain) we mean a
bounded domain containing the origin and satisfying (CR) in the C*-algebra of all bounded
continuous functions over some locally compact topological space or which is the same, in
a commutative C*-algebra.
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It seems, as far only symmetric CRDs were intensively investigated: in [94] we achieved
a rather precise description for them by showing they are some topological mixture of
nite-dimensional Euclidean balls, essentially more involved than direct sums of topo-
logical products of balls. Later on [43] matrix representations were found for the linear
isomorphisms between two symmetric CRDs. To prove these results, we intensively used
the Jordan theory of the bidual embedding of symmetric domains. However, the main
points of both Sunada's and Vigue's papers concern the non-symmetric case which we
settle in Theorems 6.1.1 and 6.1.4 with completely dierent tools along with a disproof of
the seemingly plausible continuous analog of Sunada's theorem.
Theorem 6.1.7. There are linearly isomorphic CRDs without admitting a linear isomor-
phism which maps real valued functions to real valued functions.
6.2 Hermitian operators in the dual space
Henceforth let 
 be an arbitrarily xed locally compact topological Hausdor space and, as
usually, let C0(
); Cb(
) and B(
) denote the complex Banach spaces of all continuous func-
tions vanishing at innity, bounded continuous functions and bounded Borel-measurable
functions 
! C, respectively, equipped with the spectral norm kfk1 := sup jf j. We keep
xed the notations
E := C0(
); D for a CRD in E, k:k for a norm with co(D) = ff 2 E : kfk = 1g:
Notice that the convex hull of a CRD is a CRD again1 whose gauge function is necessarily
a lattice norm being equivalent to k:k1 (according to [76] Cor.4 of Thm.5.3). Since the
norms k:k and k:k1 are equivalent, their continuous linear functionals coincide and the
common dual space admits the Riesz representation
C0(
)0 = dM(
) =

d :  2M(
)	; d : C0(
) 3 f 7! R f d
whereM(
) denotes the family of all complex Radon measures with bounded total varia-
tion. For any Borel set S  
 we letM(S) :=  2M(
) : (U) = 0 for U Borel  
nS	.
In the sequel we shall use the notations
kdk := sup
f2D
jR f dj;  2M(
) and D := fd :  2M(
); kdk < 1g
for the dual norm of k:k and its open unit ball, respectively. To simplify formulas, in later
calculations we shall write
R
fLd instead of the operator form [Ld]f whenever L is any
1Proof. Assume C  C0(
) is an bounded open convex set satisfying (CR) and let f; g 2 C0(
) with
f 2 C and jgj  jf j. For k = 1; 2 dene fk := Tk(f; g) where T1; T2 :

(1; 2) 2 C2 : j1j  j2j
	 ! C
are the continuous transformations Tk(1; 2) := 2 + ( 1)ki[2= j1j]
q
j1j2   j2j2 for (1; 2) 6= (0; 0) and
Tk(0; 0) := 0. Then we have f1; f2 2 C0(
) and jf1j = jf2j = jf j. Property (CR) of C implies f1; f2 2 C.
On the other hand g = 12f1 +
1
2f2 2 12C + 12C = C.
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self-mapping of dM(
). Furthermore we write  instead ofM. With these conventions we
have the handsome formal identity [ d]f =
R
f d for any f 2 C0(
). Given a bounded
linear functional  on C0(
), we introduce the formal notations
R
S
 and supp() for the
value (S)(=
R
S
d) respectively the support of the unique measure  2 M(
) satisfying
 = d. Observe that ! 2 supp() if and only if for every neighborhood U of the point
! there is a function f 2 C0(
) vanishing outside U and such that (f) 6= 0. In particular
supp(g) = supp(g) \ supp() if g 2 Cb(
) where supp(g) := closuref! : g(!) 6= 0g.
We shall denote with ! the measure with unit mass supported on f!g and 1S stands for
the indicator function of a Borel subset S in 
 (that is
R
f d! = f(!) for f 2 B(
)
and 1S() =

1 if  2 S, 0 else). Notice that 1f!g = M1f!g = (Rf!g) d! for any
 2 C0(
)0. For later use we remark the following.
Lemma 6.2.1. Assume F is a subspace in C0(
)0 such that fF  F , f 2 C0(
). We have
dim(F )  n if and only if there are functionals 0 6= 1; : : : ;n 2 F with pairwise disjoint
support. If dim(F ) <1 then F = dM(S) for some set S  
 with #S = dim(F ).
Proof. Dene S :=
S
2F supp() and consider a sequence !1; : : : ; !m 2 S. There are
open sets U1; : : : ; Um  
 with pairwise disjoint closures such that !k 2 Uk. We can
choose 	1; : : : ;	m 2 F and g1; : : : ; gm 2 C0(
) with !k 2 supp(	k), gk(
 n Uk) = 0 andR
gk	k = 	k(gk) 6= 0. Then the functionals k := gk	k have pairwise disjoint supports
and hence they are are linearly independent. Thus dim(F )#Ssupm : 91; : : : ;m2
F n f0g supp(k)\ supp(`) (k 6= `)
	
: Suppose #S < 1. By choosing m to be maximal
with S = f!1; : : : ; !mg, we see that F  f : supp()  Sg = dM(S) =
Pm
k=1Cdk.
Denition 6.2.2. We extend slightly the concept of hermitian operators in Banach spaces.
Following the terminology established in [1], given a bounded domain G in a Banach space
E, we say that a continuous linear map A : E ! E is G-hermitian if exp(itA)G = G for
all t 2 R. We shall write Her(G) for the family of all G-hermitian operators. Though
this notation does not contain any explicit hint to space E and the underlying norm, the
domain G itself determines E up to norm equivalence unambiguously.
Lemma 6.2.3. Let L 2 Her(D), ! 2 
 and f : 
 ! R a bounded Borel function such
that f(!) = 0. Then the operator eL := fL1f!g + 1f!gLf is D-hermitian. We have eL = 0
if fLd! = 0. Otherwise the constant  :=
R
f!g Lf
2Ld! is strictly positive and
exp(iteL) d! = cos(1=2t)d! + i 1=2 sin(1=2t)fLd! (t 2 R):
Proof. The multiplication operators with the bounded real valued Borel functions f and
1f!g are D-hermitian. The commutator of two D-hermitian operators is i-times a D-
hermitian operator and hence eL =  [f; [1f!g; L]] 2 Her(D). By writing e for the unique
measure with de = fLd!, direct calculation yields that eLd! = de and eLde = d!.
In particular the two-dimensional subspace spanned by fd!; deg is eL-invariant and for
all t 2 R we have
exp(iteL)d! = ( d! + itde if  = 0;
cos(1=2t)d! + i
 1=2 sin(1=2t)de if  6= 0:
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Since eL 2 Her(D), the orbit fexp(iteL)d : t 2 Rg must be bounded. This is possible
only if  = 0 and fLd! = de = 0 or if  > 0.
Corollary 6.2.4. Given a D-hermitian operator L and a point ! 2 
, we have
kgLd!k2 =


g
g(L;!)  g 2 B(
)
in terms of the sesquilinear form


g
h(L;!) := Rf!g LghLd! kd!k2 on B(
).
Proof. For short, write


:
: instead of 
::(L;!). Consider any function g 2 B(
) and
dene f := 1
nf!gg. Thus g = g(!)1f!g + f and
gLd! = d! + fLd! where  := g(!)
R
f!g Ld!: (6.2.5)
According to [94], multiplication operators with Borel functions of module 1 are k:k-
isometries. In particular kgLd!k = kjgjLd!k. Thus we may assume without loss
of generality g = jgj  0 and f  0. Furthermore  2 R in (6.2.5) for the fol-
lowing reason. The functional 0 6= ! : d 7!
R
f!g d = f!g supports the unit
ball D of the norm k:k at the point d0! := kd!k 1 d! (that is kd0!k = 1 and
!(d
0
!) = supkdk1 j!(d)j = kd!k
 1
 ). Since L 2 Her(D), the numerical range
characterization [7] of hermitian operators establishes
R
f!g Ld! = !(Ld!) 2 R. Then
we can apply Lemma 6.2.3 with  :=


f
f kd!k 2 = Rf!g Lf 2Ld!. We have the only
alternatives>0 or=0:
If  > 0 then, with the choice t := 1p

arcos p
+2
, Lemma 6.2.3 implies exp(iteL)d! =
[+ 2] 1=2 d! + i 1=21=2[+ 2] 1=2fLd!. It follows
kgLd!k2 = kd! + fLd!k2 = kd! + ifLd!k2 = [+ 2] kd!k2 :
If  = 0 then fLd! = 0 and gLd! = d!. Thus in both cases we have
kgLd!k2 = [+ 2] kd!k2 =


f
f+ g(!)2Rf!gfLd!2 kd!k2 :
Since g = g(!)1f!g + f and 1f!gf = 0,


g
g = g(!)2
1f!g1f!g + 
f f. Hence we
complete the proof with the observation

1f!g
1f!g = kd!k2 Rf!g L1f!gLd! = kd!k2 Rf!g L Rf!g Ld!d! =
= kd!k2
 R
f!g Ld!
2
:
Recall that the unit ball D of the norm k:k is a bounded open neighborhood of the
origin with respect to the natural maximum-norm k:k1 in C0(
). Therefore we can x a
natural number ND such that
N 1D k:k1  k:k  NDk:k1: (6.2.6)
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Lemma 6.2.7. Given a D-hermitian operator L and a point ! 2 
, the support of the
measure  2M(
) with d = Ld! consists of at most N4D points.
Proof. Dene F := ffLd! : f 2 C0(
)g and consider a sequence k := fkLd!, k =
1; : : : n with functionals of pairwise disjoint non-empty support and such that kkk = 1.
In view of Lemma 6.2.1, we have to see only that n  N4D. Observe that the family
ff1; : : : ; fng is orthonormed with respect to the sesquilinear form


:
: := 
::(L;!): Indeed,
if k 6= ` we have supp(fkf`Ld!)=supp(fkf`)\supp(Ld!)
T
j=k;`
supp(fj)\supp(Ld!)=T
j=k;`
supp(j) = ; entailing fkf`Ld! = 0 and


fk
f` = Rf!g Lfkf`Ld! = 0. Also,
for any index,


fk
fk = kkk2 = 1. Therefore, for the functional  := Pnk=1k we
have kk =



1=2 = n1=2. On the other hand, the disjointness of the sets supp(k)
implies that the total variation norms kkk1 sum up in the sense that kk1 =
Pn
k=1 kkk1.
Furthermore from (6.2.6) it follows N 1D k:k1  k:k  NDk:k1. Hence we get the conclusion
n  N4D from the estimates
n1=2 = kk  N 1D kk1 = N 1D
Pn
k=1 kkk1  N 2D
Pn
k=1 kkk = nN 2D .
Recall that Radon measures with nite total variation admit a unique decomposition
into atomic and continuous part. That is M(
) = Mat(
) Mc(
) where Mat(
) :=P1
n=1 n!n :
P
n jnj < 1; !1; !2; : : : 2 

	
and Mc(
) :=

 2 M(
) : f!g =
0 8 ! 2 
	. For any  2 M(
), the set At() := ! 2 
 : f!g 6= 0	 is countable
with
P
!2At() jf!gj <1 and the measure at :=
P
!2At() f!g! is the unique element
 2Mat(
) with    2Mc(
).
Theorem 6.2.8. Any D-hermitian operator L preserves the subspaces dMat(
) and
dMc(
) of C0(
)0.
Proof. Assume L 2 Her(D). The relation L dMat(
)  dMat(
) is established by
Lemma 6.2.7. Let  2 Mc(
) and suppose indirectly that Ld 62 dMc(
). ThenR
f!g Ld 6= 0 for some point ! 2 
. By Lemma 6.2.7 we can write Ld! =
Pn
k=1 k d!k
with suitable nite systems f1; : : : ; ng  C and f!1; : : : ; !ng  
 such that !1 = ! and
k 6= 0, 1  k  n. Dene
S := 
 n f!1; : : : ; !ng; eL := 1SL1f!g + 1f!gL1SL:
Then eL 2 Her(D). Furthermore 1f!g d = 0, 1S d = d, 1S d!k = 0 andeLd = 1SL(1f!g d) + 1f!gL(1S d) =Pnk=1 k1f!g d!k = 1 d! 6= 0 ,eL2 d = 1eLd! = 11SLd! = 1Pnk=1 k1S d!k = 0.
Thus exp(iteL)d = d + it1 d!, t 2 R which contradicts the k:k-isometry of the
operators exp(iteL), t 2 R.
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Lemma 6.2.9. Given any operator L 2 Her(D), the matrix
a(L) =

a(L)!

;!2
 ; a
(L)
! :=
R
fg Ld! (6.2.10)
indexed with the points of the space 
 has at most N4D non-zero entries in every column
a
(L)
!

2
 respectively every row

a
(L)
!

!2
. Furthermore a
(L) is self-adjoint with respect to
the inner product 

'
  :=P!2
m(!)'(!) (!) ; m(!) = kd!k2 (6.2.11)
dened on F(
) := ffunctions 
! C with nite supportg in the sense that 
a(L)'  =

'
a(L)  with the identication a(L)'   7!P! a(L)! '(!).
Proof. We know already that, given any point ! 2 
, #supp(Ld!)  N4D and
a
(L)
! = 0 for  62 supp
 
Ld!

and Ld! =
P
2
 a
(L)
! d:
In particular #f : a(L)! 6= 0g  N4D. It follows also
L
X
!2

'(!)d! =
X
2

X
!2

'(!)

d =
X
2


a(L)'

()d
 
' 2 F(
):
Thus an application of Corollary 6.2.4 with the indicator function f := 1fg yields1fgLd!2 = Rf!g L1fgLd! kd!k2. That is a(L)! 2 kdk2 = Rf!g La(L)! d kd!k2
or equivalently
a(L)! 2 m() = a(L)! a(L)! m(!). With the change ! $  we get alsoa(L)! 2 m(!) = a(L)! a(L)! m(). Therefore
a
(L)
! m() = a
(L)
! m(!) (; ! 2 
): (6.2.12)
From (6.2.12) it immediately follows that #f! : a(L)! 6= 0g  N4D and the matrix a(L) is

:
:-selfadjoint.
Remark 6.2.13. By the Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem, the unit ball D of the dual norm
k:k is weak*-compact in C0(
)0 = dM(
). We have not applied this property during
the considerations in Section 3. Therefore the statements in 6.2.3-6.2.12 hold when k:k
denotes any lattice norm on dM(
) with respect to the natural ordering and D is the
unit ball of k:k. By [76] Cor.4 of Thm.5.3, the norm k:k is necessarily equivalent to k:k1
even in this more general setting and the constant ND in (6.2.6) can be replaced with some
N without reference to a ball in the predual.
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6.3 Proof of Theorems 6.1.1 and 6.1.4
Denition 6.3.1. We are now in a position of being able to specify the main objects 
and


:
:
S
: S 2  in Theorems 6.1.1 and 6.1.4. Henceforth let
 := f
! : !2
g where 
! :=f 2 
 : 9A2Her(D) 1fgA d! 6=0g;
m(!) := kd!k 2 for ! 2 
;

'
 
S
:=
X
!2S
m(!)'(!) (!) for S nite  
 and ';  2 C(S)
along with the dual norms


'
 
S
:=
P
!2S
m(!) 1'(!) (!) used in our arguments in the
dual space and arising from the form ' 7!
P2S '()d2 (see Proposition 6.3.3 below).
Lemma 6.3.2. Let Z  
 be a nite set. Then given any complex matrix a!;!2Z with
the symmetry property (6:2:12) and such that a! = 0 whenever  6= ! 62 
!, there exists
an operator A 2 Her(D) such that A d! =
P
2Z a! d, ! 2 Z.
Proof. Let Z = f!1; : : : ; !Ng and W := f(!k; !`) : k < `; !k 2 
!`g. For any couple
(; !) 2 W choose an operator B! 2 Her(D) such that ! :=
R
fgB

! d! 6= 0. DenebZ := Z [ S(;!)2W S2Z suppB! d . The set bZ is nite by Lemma 6.2.7. Therefore,
for any point  2 Z we can x a bounded continuous function f : 
 ! R such that
f() = 1 and f( bZ n fg) = 0. Observe that the operator C of the multiplication with f
on C0(
) belongs to Her(D) its adjoint C is the multiplication with f on C0(
)0 belonging
to Her(D). It is also well-known that iHer(D) with the usual commutator product is a
Lie subalgebra in L C0(
). Consider the operators
A! :=  [C; [C!; B!]]; eA! := i[C; A!] for (; !) 2 W:
Furthermore write A!! := C!, ! 2 Z. Thus all of them are D-hermitian and direct
calculation shows the following relations: A!! d! = d!, A

!! d = 0 if  2 Z n f!g
and, for all (; !) 2 W , A! d = 0 if  2 Z n f; !g and A! d! = ! d. By
Lemma 6.2.9, the matrix of the operator A! satises (6.2.12). Therefore A

! d =
m()m(!) 1! d! 6= 0. Hence we get eA! d = 0 for  2 Z n f; !g, eA! d! = i! d
and A! d =  im()m(!) 1! d. We complete the proof with the observation that
the real linear combination A :=
P
!2Z !A!! +
P
(;!)2W
 
!A! + e! eA! satisfying
the relations ! = a!! and (!+ie!)! = a!, suits the requirements of the lemma.
Proposition 6.3.3. The family  is a partition of 
 into sets of  N4D elements with a
constant ND satisfying (6.2.6). The subspaces dM(S) :=
P
2S Cd, S 2 of C0(
)0 are
the minimal nite-dimensional subspaces of C0(
)0 being invariant under the operators in
Her(D) := fA : A 2 Her(D)g and we haveP
2S '()d
2
 =


'
'
S
 
S 2 ; ' 2 C(S): (6.3.4)
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Proof. The space dMat(
) is an atomic Banach lattice when equipped with the norm
k:k. In [79] we have shown an analogous result on general atomic Banach lattices which
can be applied if we replace the sets 
! with the adjacency classes b
! := f 2 
 : !  g
of the relation !   :, 9 L 2 Her(Dat ) 1fgLd! 6= 0g where Dat := D \ dMat(
).
Hence the family b := fb
! : ! 2 
g is a partition of 
 and each subspace dMat(b
!)
is a Hilbert space with orthogonal basis fd :  2 b
!g. According to Theorem 6.2.8,
the restriction of each D-hermitian operator to dMat(
) is Dat -hermitian. Therefore
we have 
!  b
! (! 2
) and (6.3.4) holds. Thus, taking into account Lemma 6.2.1, it
remains to prove only that each set 
! consists of at most N
4
D points and the relation
!   :,  2 
!
 , 9 A 2 Her(D) 1fgA1fg d! 6= 0 is an equivalence.
In terms of supports of measures, we have 
! =
S
A2Her(D) supp(A
 d!). According
to Lemma 6.2.7, the sets supp(A d!) consist of at most N4D elements for any operator
A 2 Her(D) and each point ! 2 
. Since real linear combinations ofD-hermitian operators
are D-hermitian, it is just elementary linear algebra to conclude hence that also #
!  N4D
and there exists A! 2 Her(D) such that 
! = supp(A! d!).
The symmetry and reexivity of  is immediate from Lemma 6.3.2. To establish
its transitivity, assume !     for three distinct points in 
. Applying Lemma
6.3.2 with the set Z := f!; ; g, we can nd a couple of operators A;B 2 Her(D)
such that A : d! 7! d 7! m()m(!) 1 d!; d 7! 0 and B : d 7! d 7!
m()m() 1 d; d! 7! 0. By setting C :=  i[A;B], it follows C 2 Her(D) and
C d! = id 6= 0 entailing !  .
Remark 6.3.5. As soon as we know that the set 
! is nite, by the aid of Corollary 6.2.4
we can establish (6.3.4) in self-contained manner as follows. Let ! 2 
 and a function
' 2 C(
!) be arbitrarily given. An application of Lemma 6.3.2 with Z := 
! yields
the existence of an operator A 2 Her(D) such that A d! =
P
2
! d and Ad =
m()m(!) 1 d! for ! 6=  2 
!. Thus, with the function f :=
P
2
! '()1fg 2 B(
) we
have
P
2
! '()d = fA
 d!. By Corollary 6.2.4, we getP2
! '()d2 = 
f f(A;!) =P2
! j'()j2 
1fg1fg(A;!):
By denition,


1fg
1fg(A;!)= Rf!gA1fgA d! kd!k2. Since m(!) = kd!k 2 and
1fgA d! = d, on the right hand side above we can write

1fg
1fg(A;!)=Rf!gA dm(!) 1 = a(A)! m(!) 1 = m() 1m(!)m(!) 1 = m() 1:
6.3.6. End of the proof of Theorem 6.1.1.
Observe that, given a nite subset S in 
 and an operator A 2 Her(D), we have
Af jS = af jS
 
f 2C0(
)

with a suitable linear mapping a : C(S) ! C(S) if and only if
S =
S
!2S 
! and a1f!g =
P
g a
(A)
! 1fg (!2S). This fact is an immediate consequence
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of the relations
Af (!) = [A d!]f =
 X
2
!
a(A
)
! d

f;

af jS

(!) =
X
2S
f()! =
X
2S
! d

f
where ! := [a1fg](!). Therefore, taking int account Proposition 6.3.3, the partition
 has property (6.1.2). Moreover, since the exponentials of skew-hermitian operators in
Hilbert spaces (actually in any C(S) with 
::
S
) are transitive on the unit sphere, !;  2 S
for some S 2  if and only if exp(iA)d! 2 Cd 6= 0 for some A 2 Her(D). The fact
that (6.1.3) holds as well, follows directly from (6.3.4). 
6.3.7. End of the proof of Theorem 6.1.4.
Let us write eD and D for the unit balls of the norms k:k and k:k, respectively. Observe
that, in terms of the Lie adjoint U#X := U 1XU , X 2 L C0(
) of the surjective k:k !
k:k isometry U , we have A 2 Her(D) if and only if U#A 2 Her( eD). Therefore the operation
[U]# : Y 7! [U] 1Y U establishes a one-to-one correspondence Her( eD) $ Her(D)
and the Her( eD)-invariant subspaces of dM(e
) = C0(e
)0 are exactly the U-images of
the Her(D)-invariant subspaces of dM(
) = C0(
)0. In particular, since dim(F ) =
dim(UF ) for any subspace F  dM(
), eF is a minimal nite-dimensional Her( eD)-
invariant subspace if and only if eF = UF for some minimal nite-dimensional Her(D)-
invariant subspace. Thus by Proposition 6.3.3 we have
fU dM(S) : S 2 g = fdM(eS) : eS 2 eg: (6.3.8)
Then the invertibility of the operator U implies the existence of a (unique) bijection
T :  $ e such that U dM(S) = dM T (S), S 2 . Consider any partition member
S 2  and let eS := T (S). Clearly #S = dim M(S) = dim UM(S) = #eS. Given
any point ! 2 S, U d! 2 dM(eS). Hence, by introducing the eS  S-indexed matrix
u(S) :=

u
(S)e! e2eS;!2S with the entries u(S)e! := Rfeg U d!, we have
U ef (!) = U d! ef =Xe2eS u
(S)e! ef(e);   ef 2 C0(e
):
Thus (6.1.5) holds with the linear mapping u(S) : C(T (S)) ! C(S) dened by u(S)e' :=
S 3 ! 7! Pe2eS u(S)e! e'(e) for any function e' : T (S) = eS ! C. Since U is a k:k !
k:k isometry, from (6:3:4) applied to both of these norms, we see that the mapping
u(S) is a


:
:
T (S)
! 
::
S
isometry with respect to the inner products

e' e 
T (S)
:=Pe!2T (S)  kde!k  2e' e and 
' S :=P!2S kd!k 2 '(!) (!), respectively. 
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6.4 Counterexample to Sunada theorems with CRD
Let 
 and e
 be the following compact topological subspaces of C2:

 :=
S
k=1;2f!k;t : 0  t < 2g where !1;t := (1; eit); !2;t := ( 1; eit)e
 := Sk=1;2fe!k;t : 0  t < 2g where e!1;t := (eit=2; eit); e!2;t := ( eit=2; eit).
Consider the following (symmetric) continuous Reinhardt domains
D := ff 2 C(
) : jf(!1;t)j2 + jf(!2;t)j2 < 1; 0  t < 2g;eD := f ef 2 C(e
) : j ef(e!1;t)j2 + j ef(e!2;t)j2 < 1; 0  t < 2g:
Notice that 
 = f1g  T is the union of two disjoint circles and can be regarded as the
border of a cylindric band with middle circle f0g  T, while e
 = f(eit=2; eit) : t 2 Rg is
topologically equivalent to a circle and can be regarded as the border of a Mobius band
with the same middle circle f0g  T. Conveniently, we can identify the both the spaces
C(
) and C(e
) with simple subspaces of couples of continuous functions on the compact
interval [0; 2]. Namely, given '1; '2 2 C[0; 2], with the functions
f'1;'2(!k;t) := 'k(t);
ef'1;'2(e!k;t) := 'k(t); 0  t < 2
we have C(
) = ff'1;'2 : '1; '2 2 Fg and C(e
) = f ef'1;'2 : ('1; '2) 2 eFg where
F := f('1; '2) 2 (C[0; 2])2 : '1(0) = '1(2); '1(0) = '1(2)g;eF := f('1; '2) 2 (C[0; 2])2 : '1(0) = '2(2); '2(0) = '1(2)g:
Hence the mappingeUf'1;'2 := efcos(t=2)'1(t)+sin(t=2)'2(t);eit=2[  sin(t=2)'1(t)+cos(t=2)'2(t)] (f 2 F)
is a linear isomorphism C(
)$ C(e
) and UD = eD.
6.4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.8. There is no linear isomorphism W : C(
)$ C(e
) such
that WD = eD and WRe C(
) = Re C(e
).
Proof. Given a discrete complex measure  :=
P1
n=1(an!1;tn + bn!1;tn ) on 
, we have
j R f dj < 1 for all f 2 D if and only ifP1n=1(janj2+jbnj2)1=2  1. Hence, with the notation
of the previous section, D =
f!1;t; !2;tg : 0  t < 2	 for the partition associated with
the domain D. Similarly,  eD = fe!1;t; e!2;tg : 0  t < 2	. Suppose indirectly that
W : C(
)$ C(e
) is a linear isomorphism with WD = eD and WRe C(
) = Re C(e
). By
Theorem 6.3.8 (applied with the weight functions m = 1
 and em = 1e
), the operator W
must have the form
Wf(e!1;t) = w11(t)f(T e!1;t) + w12(t)f(T e!2;t);
Wf(e!2;t) = w21(t)f(T e!1;t) + w22(t)f(T e!2;t); 0  t < 2; f 2 C(
)
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where
 
w11w12
w21w22

is a unitary matrix for any t 2 [0; 2) and T : e
$ 
 is a mapping with the
eect
fT e!1;t; T e!2;tg : 0  t < 2	 = fT (eS) : eS 2  eDg = D = f!1; !2g : 0  t < 2	.
We can write without loss of generality T e!k;t = !k;T#(t), k = 1; 2, 0  t < 2 with a suitable
permutation T# : [0; 2)$ [0; 2). Thus given any couple ('1; '2) 2 F , we have
Wf'1;'2 = ef 1; 2 for some ( 1;  2) 2 eF with  k(t) =P2`=1wk`(t)'` T#(t)
if k = 1; 2 and 0  t < 2. The assumption WRe C(
) = Re C(e
) means that the
functions  1;  2 are real valued whenever '1; '2 are real valued in the above formula. By
considering the particular cases ('
(1)
1 ; '
(1)
2 ) := (1
; 0) and ('
(2)
1 ; '
(2)
2 ) := (0; 1
) we see that
there are continuous functions  k` : [0; 2]! R such that
 k`(t) = wk`(t); 0  t < 2; k; ` = 1; 2; ( 11;  21); ( 12;  22) 2 eF :
This is impossible for the following reasons. The matrices
 
 k`(t)
2
k;`=1
, 0  t  2 are
orthogonal with real entries. Thus necessarily
 21(t) = "(t) 12(t);  22(t) =  "(t) 11(t);  11(t)2 +  12(t)2 = 1; 0  t  2
for some function " : [0; 2] ! f1g. The connectedness of the interval [0; 2] along
with the continuity of the functions  k` entails that actually "(t)  const, say "(t)  "0.
However, since ( 11;  21); ( 12;  22) 2 eF , we also have the boundary conditions
 11(0) =  21(2);  21(0) =  11(2);  12(0) =  22(2);  22(0) =  12(2):
Hence  11(0) =  21(2) = "0 12(2) = "0 22(0). On the other hand  11(0) =  "0 22(0).
Thus necessarily  22 =  22(0) = 0. Similarly,  21(0) =  11(2) =  "0 22(2) =  "0 12(0)
and  21(0) = "0 12 implying  21(0) =  12(0) = 0. These conclusions contradict the fact
that
 
 k`(0)
2
k;`=1
6= 0.
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Chapter 7
Fine structure of partial JB*-triples
of continuous Reinhardt domains
In classical nite dimensional complex analysis, Reinhardt domains are popular test objects
for conjectures. The considerations of this chapter have two main aims:
(1) describe of all possible holomorphic equivalences of CRDs1;
(2) we test two open problems on bounded circular domains in the setting of CRDs
concerning bidual embedding and inner derivation extension property (IDEP).
Ad (1). Since CRDs are bounded circular domains, on the basis of Chapter 4, this
can be done via the description of the partial JB*-triples associated with CRDs. As a
starting point, in Section 7.1 we develop an integral representation for their triple product.
Then their restriction to the symmetric part will be rened in Section 7.2 by the aid of
our Banach{Stone-type theorems. We shall see that the symmetric part of a CRD (being
a CRD itself) is a continuous mixture of nite dimensional Euclidean balls, essentially
more involved than direct sums of topological products of balls. Recall that in Chapter
6 we already established matrix representations for the linear isomorphisms between two
symmetric CRDs. Based upon the Lie theory of hermitian operators in the dual space, in
in Section 6 we extend these matrix representations to a Banach-Stone type theorem on
the isomorphisms of general Banach lattice normed commutative C*-algebras. This result
includes implicitly the description of all the possible linear isomorphisms between CRSs
because the convex hull of any CRD can be regarded as the unit ball of some lattice norm
in a commutative C*-algebra and linear isomorphisms preserve convex hulls.
Ad (2). The rst problem we treat takes its origin in a work of Panou [71] where it is
shown that every inner derivation of the Jordan-triple associated with the symmetric part
of a nite-dimensional bounded circular domain admits a unique extension to an inner
derivation of the partial Jordan triple associated with the whole domain. Though it is
natural to expect that the analog holds in general Banach spaces, the only known innite-
dimensional results concern domains with nearly atomic symmetric part [82]. On the basis
of Theorem 7.1.7 along with the ne structure description of the Jordan triple product
1For denition see 6.1.6
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associated with a symmetric CRD in Section 7.3 we can establish immediately that the
partial Jordan triple of a CRD has the IDEP extension property of inner derivations.
The second question we solve for CRDs is the mentioned open problem of the Jordan
structure of second dual of a partial JB*-triple. First, in Section 7.4 we rene Theorem
7.1.7 into a natural extension of the results for symmetric CRDs whose proofs there relied
upon some bidual considerations. By proceeding the opposite way, in Section 7.5 we apply
the ne structure description obtained in Section 7.4 along with function representations
of C0(
)00 spaces to establish that the Jordan triple product associated with a CRD admits
a separately weak*-continuous bidual extension which can be regarded as the canonical
Jordan triple of some not necessarily unique CRD.
In course of carrying out this program, we achieved a result of independent interest
which we present separately in Appendix A.3: a short direct proof for a multilinear analog
of Riesz' representation theorem which seems to be new in the sense that only an implicit
version is available in the literature hidden in a paper by Villanueva [112].
7.1 Integral formula for the triple product
As previously, throughout the whole chapter 
 denotes an arbitrarily xed locally compact
space, E := C0(
) is the space of all continuous functions 
! C vanishing at1 equipped
with the spectral norm kfk1 := max jf j and D will stand for an arbitrarily xed bounded
CRD in E. Our primary aim is to describe the partial JB*-triple ED := (E;ED; f:::gD)
normed with the equivalent norm k:kD whose unit ball ball the convex hull B := co(D).
It is convenient to study this problem in a somewhat more general setting.
Conventions 7.1.1. Throughout the whole chapter let
E := (E;E0; f: : :g)
denote a xed partial JB*-triple over E
 
:= C0(
)

equipped with a lattice norm k:k and
having the Reinhardt property
(R) 	  Aut(E) where 	 := f  :  2 C(
); j j = 1g
with   denoting the multiplication operator C0(
) 3 f 7! 'f and
Aut(E) :=
n
L2L(E) : LE0E0; Lfxayg = f(Lx)(La)(Ly)g (a2E0; x; y2E)
o
denoting the group of all f:::g-automorphisms.
Notice that the canonical partial JB*-triple ED of any CRD D has property (R). Recall
also [11] that Aut(ED) contains the injective linear transformations L : E ! E such that
LD = D. Moreover, as a consequence of Theorem 4.1.5(ii), from Lemma 7.1.2 below
applied to E with a suitably small k; k1-ball V := fx2E : kxk1<g, we know also that
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E can be regarded as a subtriple in ED of some CRD DE. Namely, by using henceforth
the abbreviation
L(a) := a a
without danger of confusion in any partial J*-triple under consideration, we have the
following.
Lemma 7.1.2. Let (F; F0; f: : :g) be a positive weakly commutative partial J*-triple such
that inf
a2F0
kfaaagk > 0 and L(a)2Her(V ) (a2F0) for some bounded circular domain V .
Suppose 	 is a bounded subgroup of Aut(F; F0; f:::g). Then there exists a 	-invariant
bounded circular domain U  E such that (F; F0; f: : :g) is a subtriple of (F; FU ; f: : :gU).
Proof. In terms of the bounded circular domain V0, dene V1 :=
S
 2	  V0. Since  is
a bounded group of linear mappings, V1 is a bounded 	-invariant circular domain in F .
Given any a 2 F0 and  2 	, since  2 Aut(F; F0; f: : :g), we have L(  1a) =   1L(a) .
Since   1a 2 F0, it follows exp
 
itL(  1a)

 V0 =  V0 (t 2 R). Since   1a can be any
element in F0, we also get exp
 
itL(a)

 V0 =  V0 for all a 2 F0, t 2 R and  2 	. That is
L(a) 2 Her( V0) ( 2 	) and hence L(a) 2 Her
 S
2	  V0

= Her(V1) for all a 2 F0. Thus
for the domain V1 we have L(a) 2 Her(V1) a 2 F0). Hence the construction of Theorem
4.1.5(ii) works with the choice B := V1 with suciently small  > 0. Given any  2 	,
it only remains to prove that  
S
a2F0

exp
 
(a   fxaxg)@=@x(V1) = Sa2F0  exp  (a  
fxaxg)@=@x(V1). However this is again a direct consequence of the facts  (V1) = V1
and  exp
 
(a  fxaxg)@=@x =  exp  ( a  fx( a)xg)@=@x . Here the latter identity
follows from the relation  2 Aut(F; F0; f: : :g).
As a rst consequence of the Reinhardt property (R), we have eitE0  E0 and
eit fxayg =
n
(eitx)(eita)

(eity)
o
(t 2 R)
for any bounded continuous function  : 
! R (with a 2 E0; x; y 2 E). Hence derivation
with respect to the variable t yields
 E0  E0 ;  fxayg=f( x)ayg 
n
x( a)

y
o
+fxa( y)g (7.1.3)
for all bounded continuous functions  : 
! C. In particular E0 is a closed ideal in C0(
)
regarded as a commutative C-algebra with the pointwise product of functions. Therefore
necessarily
E0 = C0(
0) := ff 2 C0(
) : f(
 n 
D) = 0g
with the open set 
0 := f! 2 
 : 9 a 2 E0 a(!) 6= 0g.
Lemma 7.1.4. fxayg (!) = 0 whenever x(!) = y(!) = 0.
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Proof. By symmetry, it suces to see the statement for the case x = y. Furthermore, by
the continuity of the triple product and since continuous functions vanishing at !(2 
)
can uniformly be approximated with continuous function vanishing on some neighborhood
of !, it suces to see that fxaxg (!) = 0 if x(U) = 0 for some neighborhood U  
 of the
point !. Assume ! 2 U open  
, x 2 E, and x(U) = 0. Choose a compact neighborhood
V of ! within U and let  : 
 ! [0; 1] be a continuous function such that (!) = 1 and
(
 n V ) = 0. Observe that if c 2 E0 is a function with c(V ) = 0 then x = c = 0 and,
by (7.1.3),
fxcxg (!) =  fxcxg (!) = 2 f(x)cxg (!)  fx(c)xg (!) = 0:
Consider any a 2 E0. Choose a continuous function  : 
 ! [0; 1] with  (V ) = 0 and
 (
 n U) = 1. Since  x = x, by the aid of the function c :=  a vanishing on V we get
0 =  fxaxg (!) = 2 f( x)axg (!)  fx( a)xg (!) =
= 2 fxaxg   fxcxg = 2 fxaxg :
Corollary 7.1.5. We have
fxayg = 1
2
x fz(ya)zg+ 1
2
y fz(xa)zg if z 2 E with xz = x and yz = z .
Proof. Suppose xz = x and yz = z. Consider any point ! 2 
 and apply Lemma 7.1.4 to
the functions x! := x  x(!)z and y! := y   y(!)z satisfying x!(!) = y!(!) = 0. We get
0 = fx!ay!g (!) = f[x  x(!)z]a[y   y(!)z]g (!) =
= fxayg (!) + x(!)y(!) fzazg (!)  x(!) fzayg (!)  y(!) fzaxg (!) :
Thus, everywhere on 
,
fxayg =  xy fzazg+ x fzayg+ y fzaxg :
Observe that, by (7.1.3) and since yz = y, here we have
xy fzazg = x2 fyazg   fz(ya)zg 
and similarly yx fzazg = y[2 fxazg   fz(xa)zg]. Therefore
xy fzazg = x fzayg+ y fzaxg   1
2
fz(xa)zg   1
2
fz(ya)zg ;
fxayg =  xy fzazg+ x fzayg+ y fzaxg =
=
1
2
x fz(ya)zg+ 1
2
y fz(xa)zg :
Lemma 7.1.6. The triple product f:::g is positive in the sense
x; a; y  0) fxayg  0 :
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Proof. Fix 0  x; y 2 E and 0  a 2 E0 arbitrarily. Since functions with compact support
are dense in C0-spaces, we may assume
supp(x); supp(y) compact  
 ; supp(a) compact  
0 :
Then we can choose 0  x0; x1; y0; y1; z 2 C0(
) with compact support such that
x = x0 + x1 ; y = y0 + y1 ;
supp(x0); supp(y0)  
0 ;
supp(x1) \ supp(a) = supp(y1) \ supp(a) = ; ;
supp(x) [ supp(y) [ supp(a)  f 2 
 : z() = 1g :
We have fxayg =P1k;`=0 fxkay`g. Moreover fx0ay0g  0 for the following reasons. The
subtriple (E0; E0; f: : :gjE30) is a JB*-triple with 	  Aut(E0; E0; f: : :gjE30). Therefore it is
necessarily the canonical JB*-triple of a bounded symmetric continuous Reinhardt domain
in E0 = C0(
0). However, by [94] Theorem 2, the triple product is non-negative for non-
negative functions for symmetric CRDs. Thus indeed fx0ay0g  0 since a; x0; y0 2 E0.
On the other hand, by Corollary 7.1.5,
fx1ay1g = 1
2
x1 fz(y1a)zg+ 1
2
y1 fz(x1a)zg = 0
because x1a = y1a = 0. It only remains to see fx0ay1g  0 (since the proof of fx1ay0g =
fy0ax1g  0 is analogous). Dene
c :=
p
x0a :
Since supp(c)  supp(a)  
0, we have c2E0 and cz=c. By Corollary 7.1.5 (applied with
y1 instead of y and rst with c instead both of a and x and then with x0 instead of x),
fccy1g = 1
2
c fz(y1c)zg+ 1
2
y1

z(c2)

z
	
=
1
2
y1

z(c2)

z
	
;
fx0ay1g = 1
2
x0 fz(y1a)zg+ 1
2
y1 fz(x0a)zg = 1
2
y1 fz(x0a)zg
because y1a = y1c = 0. That is
fx0ay1g = fccy1g = 1
2
y1 fz(x0a)zg :
By assumption, Sp(L(c))  0. However, it is a basic fact about the spectra of multipliers
in commutative Banach algebras that
u(
)  SpC0(X) 3 f 7! uf if X open  
 and u 2 C0:
In particular, by taking X := 
 n supp(a) and u := fz(x0a)zg we have
1
2
fz(x0)azg
 

 n supp(a)  L(c)  [0;1):
Thus fz(x0a)zg  0 on supp(y1) and hence 2 fx0ay1g = y1 fz(x0a)zg  0.
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We can summarize the results of this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1.7. Let 
 be a locally compact space, E := C0(
) and suppose (E;E0; f: : :g)
is a partial JB*-triple with the Reinhardt property (R). Then there exists an open subset

0 in 
 such that E0 = ff 2 E : f(
 n 
0) = 0g. Given any point ! 2 
, there is a
(unique) positive Radon measure ! on 
0 with total mass  M := sup0x;a;y1maxfxayg
and
fxayg (!) = 1
2
x(!)
Z
ay d! +
1
2
y(!)
Z
ax d!; x; y2E; a2E0: (7.1.8)
Proof. We have established already the relation E0 = C0(
0) and the positivity of the
triple product in the sense of Lemma 7.1.6. Fix ! 2 
 arbitrarily. According to [112]2, the
positivity of the bounded 3-linear functional (x; a; y) 7! fxayg (!) implies the existence
of a positive Radon measure ! of nite total variation on 
 
0  
 such that
fxayg (!) =
Z
x
 a
 y d!; (x; y 2 E; a 2 E0)
where x
a
y denotes the function (; ; ) 7! x()a()y() on 

0
. It is well-known
that !(

0
) = sup
 R
x
a
y d! : a 2 C0(
0); x; y 2 C0(
); 0  a; x  1
	
=M .
By the inner compact regularity of Radon measures, given any functions x; y 2 E with
compact support and and a 2 E0, we can choose an increasing sequenceK1  K2  : : :  

of compact sets such that supp(x)[ supp(y)  K1 and limn!1 (
 nKn) = 0. Also we can
choose a sequence of functions z1; z2; : : : 2 C0(
) = E such that 0  z1  z2  : : :  1 and
zn(Kn) = 1 (n = 1; 2 : : :). Then, by Corollary 7.1.5, we have
fxayg (!) = 1
2
x(!) fzn(ya)zng+ 1
2
y(!) fzn(xa)zng =
=
1
2
x(!)
Z
zn 
 (ay)
 zn d! + 1
2
y(!)
Z
zn 
 (ax)
 zn d! !
! 1
2
x(!)
Z
1
 
 (ay)
 1
 d! + 1
2
y(!)
Z
1
 
 (ax)
 1
 d!
where 1
 denotes the function identically 1 on 
. Thus with the measure
!(X) := !(
X  
) (X Borel  
)
we have the stated relation for x; y 2 E with compact support. The statement follows by
the uniform density of functions with compact support in E.
Remark 7.1.9. It would be tempting to conjecture that every partial JB*-triple satisfying
the hypothesis of Theorem 7.1.7 is the canonical JB*-triple of some CRD. However there
is a counterexample even in 2 dimensions: Let 
 := f1; 2g, 
0 := f1g and fxayg :=
[1 7! x(1)a(1)y(1); 2 7! x(1)a(1)y(2)=2 + x(2)a(1)y(1)=2]. Then any CRD D over 
 such
that the vector elds

a  fxaxg@=@x are complete in D must be an ellipsoid of the form
D = fx : jx(1)j2 + jx(1)j2 < 1g for some  > 0 with ED = E 6= E0.
2This fact is implicit in [112]. We include a short direct proof in Appendix A.3.
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7.2 The symmetric part
As a consequence of Theorem 7.1.7, the Reinhardt property (R) ensures that the base of
the partial JB*-triple E = (E;E0; f:::g) has the form
E0 = ff 2 E : f(
 n 
0) = 0g  C0(
0) (7.2.1)
with a suitable open subset 
0  
. Since E is assumed to be a partial JB*-triple,
for any CRD D  E with E  ED (i.e. E is a subtriple of ED) we necessarily have
D0 := Sym(D) \ E0 = B(E0)(:= fa 2 E0 : kak < 1g).
Conventions 7.2.2. In addition to 7.1.1, henceforth 
0 denotes an open subset of 
 with
the property (7.2.1) and we shall write
m(!) := kd!k 2 = inffjx(!)j 2 : kxk = 1g (! 2 
):
In accordance with Theorems 6.1.1,6.1.4 and the construction in Denition 6.3.1, without
specifying the underlying CRD D, we x a partition  of 
 into pairwise disjoint nite
sets such that9S2 !1; !22S () 9A2Her(E; k:k) exp(iA)d!12 Cd!2 (!1; !22
);
xjS = 0 ) AxjS = 0;

 
AxjS
  xjS S 2 R (x2E; S2; A2Her(E))
with the scalar products

'
 
S
:=
X
!2S
m(!)'(!) (!)
 
';  2 C0(S)

;
and (!) := [S2 : !2S] will denote the -component of any point ! 2 
. We assume
furthermore that

0 =
S
0
 
=
S
S20 S

for some 0  : (7.2.3)
Remark 7.2.3. Notice that necessarily supf#S : S2g<1 and 0< infmsupm<1.
Assumption (7.2.3) is justied by the following observation: if E = ED for some CRD
D 2 E then the base E0 = ED is invariant under each k:k = k:kD-unitary operator and
hence under each element of Her(E; k:k) = Her(E; k:kD). Therefore, given S 2  and
!1; !2 2 S, the case !1 62 
0; !2 2 
0 is impossible. Indeed, in the latter case we would
have a function f 2 E0 with 1 = f(!2)(= !2f). Also there would exist an operator
A 2 Her(E; k:k) such that !2 = exp(iA)!1 . However, since exp(iA)E0 = E0, this yields
the contradiction 1 = !2f = [exp(iA
)!1 ]f = [exp(iA)f ](!1) = 0 because each function
belonging to E0 vanishes outside 
0.
Our aim in this subsection will be to give a precise formula for the measures ! (! 2 
0)
in terms of of the partition 0 and the the weight function m.
Lemma 7.2.4. For the supports we have supp(!)  0(!) (! 2 
0).
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Proof. Fix a point ! 2 
0 arbitrarily, write S := 0(!) and let K  
0 be a compact
set such that K \ S = ;. We have to see that !(K) = 0. Since 
0 is an open subset of
the locally compact (Hausdor) topological space 
 and since the set S is nite and hence
compact, there are functions a; x 2 E0 such that
0  a; x  1; a(!) = 1; x(S) = 0; a(K) = x(K) = 1:
By axiom, the operator A := a a belongs to Her(E; k:k). Therefore we have faaxg jS =
AxjS = 0. It follows
0 = 2 faaxg (!) =
Z
jaj2 d! x(!) +
Z
xa d! a(!) =
Z
xa d! 

Z
1K d! = (K):
Corollary 7.2.5. If ! 2 
0, for all a 2 E0 and x; y 2 E we have
fxayg (!) = 1
2
X
20(!)
x()a()!fg y(!) + 1
2
X
20(!)
y()a()!fg x(!):
Remark 7.2.6. For the proof of the main result of this section, we recall two basic facts
concerning how a JB*-norm determines the triple product.
(1) Given a JB*-triple (F; f:::g), the largest bounded set in which all the vector elds
[f   fzf zg]@=@z (f 2 F ) are complete, is the closed unit ball of F . Proof: it is well-
known (e.g. [11, 38]) that, in general, for any partial JB*-triple associated with the unit
ball of a Banach space, all the vector elds [a fzazgB(E)]@=@z
 
a 2 EB(E)

are complete
in the closed unit ball. On the other hand, if f 2 F with kfk > 1 then, by functional
calculus [51], we have
exp  t[f   fzf zg]@=@zf!1 as t!1.
(2) In the JB*-triple (F; f:::g), any point p of the open unit ball can be written in the
form p =
 
exp[f   fzf zg]@=@z0 with suitable f 2 F .
Theorem 7.2.7. In the setting established in Conventions 7:2:2, for the triple product of
three functions a; b; c 2 E0 and for the norm in the base space we have
kak = sup
S20


ajS
ajS1=2 = sup
S20
hX
!2S
m(!) ja(!)j2
i1=2
;
fabcg jS =
1
2

 
ajS
  bjS S cjS + 12
 cjS  bjS S ajS (S 2 0):
Proof. For any partition segment S 2 0 and for any ';  2 C(S) dene
DS0 :=

ajS : a 2 D0
	
;



'
 S := hS 3 ! 7!X
2S
'() ()!fg
i
and let
f' gS := 1
2



'
 S+ 1
2




 S'   2 C(S):
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According to Corollary 7.2.5, we have
fxayg jS =

xjS

ajS

yjS
	S
(S20; a2E0; x; y2E):
Since D0 is the unit ball of E0 with respect to the lattice norm k:k and since each func-
tion dened on a nite subset of 
0 can be extended to a function in E0(= ff 2 C0(
) :
f(
 n 
0) = 0g), each gure DS0 is a bounded convex CRD in the respective nite dimen-
sional space C(S)(= fS ! C functionsg). Since, for each a 2 E0, the vector eld Za :=
a fzazg @=@z is complete inD0, also  fgS @=@ 2 aut(DS0 )  S20; 2C(S).
Thus each domain DS0  C(S) (S 2 0) is a nite dimensional bounded symmetric domain
and hence it is the unit ball of a JB*-norm k:kS ES0 := (C(S); f:::gS) with (the unambigu-
ously determined) associated JB*-triple product f:::gS. Notice that, given any function
a 2 E0, we have exp
 
[a   fzazg]@=@zjS = exp  [ajS ]   [ajS ]	 @=@ S 2 0).
Hence an by Remark 7.2.6(1), the largest bounded set in E0 in which all the vector eld
[a fzazg]@=@z (a 2 E0) are invariant is D0 = B(E0) =

a 2 E0 : supS20
ajSS  1	.
In particular
kak = sup
S20
ajSS (a 2 E0): (7.2.8)
From Sunada's classication [97] of nite dimensional bounded symmetric Reinhardt do-
mains we know that necessarily the Banach lattice (C(S); k:kS) is the `1-direct sum of
Hilbert bands of the form C(S) =Lkf' : '(S n Sk) = 0g for some partition S = Sk Sk.
Actually only a unique `1-summand may occur. Indeed, k:kS-hermitian operators preserve
`1-summands and hence !1 2 Sk; !2 2 Sp; A 2 Her(E0; k:k) with exp(iA)!1 2 C!2 im-
plies !2 2  2 E 0 : f(S n Sk) = 0 ) (f) = 0 (f 2 E0)g entailing !2 2 Sk. Thus there
exists a function em : 
0 ! R0 such that
k'kS =
hX
!2S
em(!) j'(!)j2 i1=2  S2 0; ' 2 C(S): (7.2.9)
From the classical formula of for the JB*-triple product of a Hilbert space in terms of its
scalar product, we get the form
f' gS = 1
2


'
 
S
+
1
2



 
S
' with


'
 
S
:=
X
!2S
em(!)'(!) (!):
It only remains to establish that the weight functions m and em coincide. By (7.2.8) we
have m(!)= inf
 ja(!)j 2 : a2E0; kak1	=inf  ja(!)j 2 : a2E0; ajS 2DS0 (S20)	.
Since any function  2 C(0(!)) can be continued to a continuous function belonging to
E0, by Remark 7.2.6(2) and (7.2.9) we have even
m(!)=inf
 j(!)j 2 : 2DS(!)0 	=inf n j(!)j 2 : P
20(!)
em() j()j2<1o= em(!):
It is now natural to investigate the precise topological conditions for a function m : 
0!R
and a partition 0 of 
0 such that the set D0 :=

f 2 C0(
0) : sup
S20
P
!2S
m(!) jf(!)j2 < 1	
is a symmetric CRD over 
0.
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Remark 7.2.10. Notice that, in general, the function m need not be continuous on 
0.
If we consider the interval 
0 := [ 1; 1] we can dene the triple product and the norm by
ffg3(x) :=

1
2
jf(x)j2 + 1
2
jf( x)j2

f(x) ;
kfk2 := sup
 1x1
jf(x)j2 + jf( x)j2 :
It is easy to see that the unit ball of this norm is a symmetric CRD over 
0 corresponding
to the partition ffx; xg : 0  x  1g with the function m(x) := [1 if x 6= 0; 2 if x = 0].
Denition 7.2.11. We shall write 
0[f1g for the one point compactication3 of 
0.
We equip the family K(
0[f1g) of all compact subsets of 
0[f1g with the Hausdor
topology: given K 2 K(
0[f1g), a subfamily U  K(
0[f1g) is a H-neighborhood of K
if for some nite open covering fU1; : : : ; UNg of K in 
 [ f1g we have
U 
n
S  
0[f1g : S 
NS
k=1
Uk ; Uk \ S 6= ; (k = 1; : : : ; N)
o
:
It is easy to see that in the case of metrizability of 
 [ f1g by a metric %, the Hausdor
topology of K(
0 [f1g) is the same as the one generated by the Hausdor distance
d(S1; S2) := max

sup!12S1 inf!22S2 %(!1; !2); sup!22S2 inf!12S1 %(!1; !2)
	
.
We say that the couple (e;m) of a partition e of 
0 and a positive function em : 
0 ! R
is admissible if the set
D0(e0; em) := nf 2 C0(
0) : sup
!2
0
P
2e0(!)em() jf()j2 < 1
o
(7.2.12)
is a symmetric CRD in C0(
0).
Remark 7.2.13. By Theorem 7.2.7, if (0;m) is admissible we have sup!#0(!)<1
and 0< infm supm<1. More precise estimate is given in [94]: if D0(0;m) is a CRD
with "<kfk1<M (f 2D0(0;m)) then sup!2
0 #0(!))M2="2 and M 2m" 2.
Theorem 7.2.14. Assume m : 
0 ! R is a function such that 0 < infm  supm <
1 and 0 is a partition of 
0 such that sup!2
0 #(S(!)) < 1. Then the following
statements are equivalent.
(i) the couple (0;m) is admissible;
(ii) for all f 2 C0(
0), the function ! 7!
P
20(!)m()jf()j2 is continuous;
(iii) with the measures (X) := #(X \ fg), the mapping ! 7!! :=
P
20(!)m()
is weak*-continuous as a function 
! C0(
)0;
(iv) the mapping ! 7! S(!)[f1g is Hausdor-continuous and for every tuple (!; U; ")
where ! 2 
0, " > 0 and U is a closed neighborhood of ! in 
0 with U\S(!) = f!g
there exists a neighborhood V of ! in 
0 such that
m(!)   P
2U\0()
m()
<" ( 2 V ).
3We regard 1 as an isolated point if 
0 is compact already.
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Proof. (i) , (ii). Given a real-valued function m : 
0 ! R+ with nite positive bounds
from above and below along with a partition 0 of 
0 with sup!#0(!) <1, the operation
ffghg (!) := 1
2
h X
20(!)
m()f()g()
i
h(!) +
1
2
h X
20(!)
m()h()g()
i
f(!) (7.2.15)
makes the space B(
0) of all bounded functions 
0 ! C into a JB*-triple with the norm
jkfkj :=
h
sup
S20
X
!2S
m(!) jf(!)j2
i1=2
(f 2 B(
0)) :
By the boundedness conditions on m and 0, this norm is equivalent to the usual sup-
norm of B(
0). Since the set D0(0;m) is the intersection of the jk:kj-unit ball with
the closed subspace C0(
0), it is a bounded symmetric CRD over 
0 if and only if the
triple product (7:2:15) preserves C0-functions. Thus it suces to verify that f 2 C0(
0)
implies ffg3 = fff fg 2 C0(
). Observe that, given any function f 2 bE0, ffg3(!) =
gf (!)f(!) where gf (!) :=
P
20(!)m() jf()j
2 (! 2 
0). The function gf is bounded in
any case. Thus if gf is continuous, we obviously have ffg3 = gff 2 C0(
0) for f 2 C0(
0).
Conversely, suppose ffg3 2 C0(
0) for every f 2 C0(
0), and x f 2 C0(
0) arbitrarily.
We complete the proof by establishing the continuity of gf . Since ffg3 = gff , the function
gf is trivially continuous at the points ! 2 
0 where f(!) 6= 0. Consider a point ! where
f(!) = 0. Since 
 is a locally compact Hausdor space, we can nd a function h 2 C0(
0)
with h(!) = 1. By assumption, ff + (h=n)g3 2 C0(
) for all natural numbers n and
[f + (h=n)](!) = 1=n 6= 0. It follows that each of the functions gf+(h=n) is continuous at !.
By our boundedness conditions, the sequence gf+(h=n) converges uniformly (with respect
to the sup-norm) to gf which implies the continuity of gf at !.
Proof of (ii), (iii). Notice that, in terms of the operations
Qf(!) :=
X
20(!)
m()jf()j2 ; Af(!) :=
Z
f d! =
X
20(!)
m()f() ;
(ii) means Q
 C0(
0)C(
0) while (iii) means A C0(
0)C(
0). Hence the equivalence
(ii),(iii) is immediate since Af=P4k=1 ikQ p[Re(i kf)]+ andQf=A(jf j2) (f 2C0(
0)).
Proof of (iii) ) (iv). Assume (iii) and consider any point ! 2 
. Then we can write
0(!) \ f1g = f!1; : : : ; !Ng with N := #S(!) + 1 where !1 = ! and !N = 1. To
establish (iv), it suces to show
(iv!) for any " > 0 and for any disjoint open sets U1; : : : ; UN  
0[f1g with !k 2 Uk
(k = 1; : : : ; N) there exists a neighborhood V  
0 of the point ! such that 0() SN
k=1 Uk and
m(!k) P20()\Uk m() < " (k = 1; : : : ; N 1) for the points  2 V .
Let U1; : : : ; UN be given disjoint open neighborhoods of the points !k. Unless we have the
trivial case 
0 = 0(!), we may assume that the compact set K := 
 n
SN
k=1 Uk is not
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empty and there exists a function g 2 C0(
) such that 1 = g(K)  g  0 = g(0(!)). By
assumption (iii), the function Ag is continuous. Since Ag(!) = 0, there is a neighborhood
W of ! with 0  Ag(W ) < infm. On the other hand, Ag() =P20()m()g()  infm
if 0() \K 6= ;. Therefore 0() \K = ; that is 0() 
SN
k=1 Uk for the points  2 W .
For k = 1; : : : ; N  1 let eUk be a compact neighborhood of the point !k such that eUk  Uk.
Since the space 
0 is locally compact, such a system eU1; : : : ; eUN 1 exists. Moreover, we
can nd functions fk 2 C0(
0) (k = 1; : : : ; N) such that 1 = f(eUk)  f  0 = fK(
0 nUk).
By the previous argument, there exists a neighborhood fW  W of ! such that 0() 
UN [
TN 1
k=1
eUk whenever  2 fW . Observe that simply
Afk() =
X
20()\eUk
m() =
X
20()\Uk
m() for  2 fW .
By the continuity of Afk at the point ! guaranteed by assumption (iii), we can nd a
neighborhood Vk  fW of ! with
" >
Afk()  Afk(!) =  X
20()\Uk
m()   m(!)

for the points  2 Vk. Therefore the choice V :=
SN 1
k=1 Vk suits in the proof of (iii)) (iv).
Proof of (iv) ) (iii). Assume (iv) and x any point ! 2 
0 along with a function
f 2 C0(
0). We have to establish the continuity of Af at !. Let us write again N :=
#0(!) + 1 and 0(!) [ f1g = f!1; : : : ; !Ng with ! = !1 and 1 = !N . Then given
" 2 (0; infm), there exist neighborhoods Uk;" of the respective points !k such that
jf()  f(!k)j < " := "
2N(supm+ 1)(max jf j+ 1) for  2 Uk;" (k = 1; : : : ; N)
where N := max2
0 #
 
0()

. By the assumption (iv), for each index k < N there exists
a neighborhood Vk;"  
0 of ! with 0() 
SN
`=1 U`;" and
m(!k)  P
20()\Uk;"
m()
 < " if
 2 Vk;". Consider the dierence Af()   Af(!) for the points  2 V" :=
TN 1
k=1 Vk;". We
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have then
jAf()  Af(!)j =
=
N 1X
k=1
X
20()\Uk;"
m()f() +
X
20()\UN;"
m()f()  
N 1X
k=1
m(!k)f(!k)
 

N 1X
k=1
 X
20()\Uk;"
m()f()   m(!k)f(!k)
 + X
20()\UN;"
m()jf()j 

N 1X
k=1
h X
20()\Uk;"
m() jf()  f(!k)j+
X
20()\Uk;"
jm() m(!k)
jf(!k)ji+ X
20()\UN;"
supm" 

N 1X
k=1
h X
20()\Uk;"
supm" + "max jf j
i
+
X
20()\UN;"
supm" 
 # 0() " (supm+max jf j) < " :
Corollary 7.2.16. Let (0;m) be an admissible couple and dene
S := S [ f1g : S 2 0	 [ f1g	:
Then the following statements hold.
(i) Given any convergent net Sj ! S0 6= f1g in S wrt. Hausdor topology, there exists
a convergent net !j ! !0 in 
0 such that Sj = 0(!j) for all indices.
(ii) The set S is compact in the Hausdor topology.
(iii) The functions Af(S) :=
P
!2S
m(!)jf(!)j2 (S 2 S) are continuous for all f 2 C0(
).
Proof. (i) Consider a convergent net Sj ! S0 6= f1g in S. Fix any element !0 2 S0 Then
S0 = 0(!0) [ f1g and we may assume also Sj = 0(!j) [ f1g with suitable elements
!j 2 
0. Choose a compact neighborhood U of !0 such that U \S0 = f!0g. Since Sj ! S0
in Hausdor topology, there exists an index j0 such that Sj \ U 6= ; for j > j0. For every
j > j0 choose any !j 2 Sj \ U . Since Sj = 0(!j) (j > j0) and since the map ! 7! S(!)
is Hausdor continuous, the limit of any convergent subnet of (!j)j>j0 can only be !0 the
unique point of S0 = 0(!0) in the compact U . Thus necessarily !j ! !0.
(ii) Recall a topological space is compact if and only if any net in it admits a convergent
subnet. Let
 
Sj

j2J be a net in S. If Sj 6! f1g in Hausdor topology then there is an
open neighborhood U of 1 in 
0 [ f1g such that J0 := fj 2 J : Sj 6 Ug is unlimited
in J . In this case, for every index j 2 J0, we can choose an element !j 2 Sj such that
!j 62 U . By the compactness of 
0 n U , there exists a convergent subnet
 
!j

2A with
!j ! ! 2 
0 n U . By the theorem, this subnet converges, since Sj = S(!j) ! S(!) in
Hausdor topology.
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(iii) Consider a function f 2 C0(
) and a convergent net Sj ! S0 in S. If S0 = f1g
then max!2Sj jf(!)j ! 0. Hence Af(Sj) ! 0 = Af(f1g = A(S0) because Af(Sj) 
M max!2Sj jf(!)j where M := maxi2I #(
i) sup!2
m(!) < 1. If S0 6= f1g then, by
(i), we may assume that Sj = 0(!j) (j 2 J) and S0 = S(!0) with some convergent net
!j ! !0 2 
0. Observe that Af(Sj) = Af(!j) (j 2 J). By the theorem, the function Af
is continuous. Therefore Af(Sj) = Af(!j)! Af(!0) = Af(S0).
Remark 7.2.17. In terms of nets the above results can be formulated as follows.
The couple (0;m) on the locally compact space 
0 is admissible if and only if for every
convergent net !j ! ! in 
0 and for every point ! 2 
0 along with a compact neighborhood
U( 
0) of ! such that U \ [0(!0) n f!g] = ; we haveP
2U\0(!j)m()!m(!) and 0(!j) \ U!f!g in Hausdor topology if !20(!0);
U \ 0(!j) = ; (j > j0) for some index j0 if ! 62 0(!0):
7.3 Extension from the symmetric part
With 7.2.7 and 7.2.14 we are now in possession of the suitable rough algebraic basis for
achieving an exhaustive theory of CRDs from the view point of complex geometry. Next, in
Conventions 7.3.1 we establish basic notations and setting for the rest of this chapter then
we are going to show that the pure algebraic part of the assumptions involved is suitable
to prove that partial JB*-triples with triple product of the form obtained in Theorem 7.1.7
for canonical JB*-triples of CRDs have the inner derivation extension property (IDEP)
studied in Chapter 5. As we shall see in Theorem 7.3.5, this category does not give any
counterexample.
Conventions 7.3.1. In accordance with Theorems 7.2.7 and 7.2.14, henceforth we x a
partition into a partition 0 of 
0 consisting nite sets along with a function m : 
0 ! R
and we assume that E = (E;E0; f:::g) with E=C0(
), E0 = fa2E : a(
 n 
0)=0g is a
partial JB*-triple whose triple product is given in the form (7.1.8) where
! =
X
20(!)
m() (! 2 
0); 0 < infm  sup
!2
0
X
20(!)
m() <1: (7.3.2)
For later use, rst let us notice that the algebraic assumptions involved in 7.3.1 entail
alone the existence of an underlying CRD.
Theorem 7.3.3. Let F = (F; F0; f:::g) be a weakly associative partial Jordan*-triple where
F := C0(
), F0 := ff 2E : f(
n
0)=0g and the triple product f:::g has the form (7:1:8).
If the measures ! (! 2 
) are all positive and (7:3:2) holds then F is a subtriple of the
canonical partial JB*-triple of some CRD.
Proof. By assumption, the triple product f:::g satises axioms (P1),(P2),(P3) in 4.1.4.
Thus to see that F is a partial JB*-triple, we have to verify axioms (P4),(P5) with some
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equivalent norm on F that is that with some bounded circular domain B  F , we have
L(a) 2 Her+(B) (a 2 F0) ; inf
a2F0;kak=1
kL(a)ak > 0 : (7.3.4)
According to Theorem 7.2.14(i),(ii), the restriction of f:::g jF 30 is the canonical JB*-triple
product of the symmetric CRD D0 :=

f 2 F0 : sup!2
0
P
20(!)m() jf()j
2<1
	
in F0.
Hence infkak1=1 kL(a)ak1 > 0. Consider the set
B :=
n
f 2 F : [infm] max jf j2 < 1; sup
!2

X
20(!)
m() jf()j2 < 1
o
:
This is clearly a bounded convex CRD in F . We have B =
T
!2
n
0
B! \
T
S20 B
(S) with
the (possibly unbounded) sets B! :=

f 2 F : jf(!j < 1= infm	 and B(S) := f 2 E :

[f jS][f jS]
S
< 1
	
where h:j:iS denotes the scalar product h'j iS :=
P
2S
m()'() ().
Given any function a 2 F0, we have
L(a)x(!) = faaxg (!) = 1
2
x(!)
Z
2
0
ja()j2 d!() (!2
n
0);
L(a)x
P = 1
2


[ajP ][ajP ]
P
[xjP ] + 1
2


[xjP ][ajP ]
P
[ajP ] (P 20):
For any xed ! 2 
 n 
0,  2 C, it follows exp
 
iL(a)

x(!) = ei
R jaj2 d!x(!). As a
consequence, exp
 
iL(a)

B!B! whenever Im   0. Similarly, exp
 
iL(a)

B(S)B(S)
for Im  0 and S20 because the any mapping ' 7! 12hjiS' + 12h'jiS is a positive
linear operator with respect to the scalar product h:j:iS. Therefore exp
 
iL(a)

B  B if
Im   0. Hence (7.3.4) is immediate. Thus F is a partial JB*-triple.
Due to the form (7.1.8) of the triple product, the group 	 of the multiplications with
functions of modulus 1 consists of automorphisms of F. In view of Lemma 7.1.2 we
conclude that F is a subtriple of the canonical triple of some bounded domain being
invariant under the multiplications with continuous functions with modulus 1.
We apply the structural descriptions of Section 7.1 to testing if all inner derivations
of the canonical partial JB*-triple of a CRD can be extended in a uniformly continuous
manner from the symmetric part to the whole space as follows.
Theorem 7.3.5. On the space E := C0(
), let E = (E;E0; f:::g) be a partial JB*-triple
such that f  :  2 C(
); j j = 1g  Aut(E). Then there exists a nite constant M such
that kk MkjE0k for all inner derivations  of E.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume E to be in the form given in Conventions
7.3.1. In particular there exists an open subset 
0 of 
 with E0=ff 2C0(
0) : f(
n
0)=0g
and for any point ! 2 
, there is a positive Radon measure ! on 
0 such that
fxaxg(!) = x(!)
Z

0
xa d! (x 2 E; a 2 E0; ! 2 
):
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Since C0(
0) = fxaj
0 : x 2 E; a 2 E0g, the function ! 7!
R

0
f d! is necessarily
continuous for all xed f 2 C0(
0). Finally we may assume the measures ! (! 2
0) to
be in the form (7.3.2). ThusZ

0
f d! =
X
20(!)
m()f() (! 2 
0; f 2 C0(
0)):
Notice also that !20(!) (!2
0) and 0< infm supm<1 and sup!2
0 #0(!)<1.
Consider an inner derivation  of E. That is
x =
NX
k=1
fakbkxg (x 2 E)
for some nite sequence a1; b1; : : : ; aN ; bN 2 E0. Thus given any function x 2 E = C0(
),
2x(!) =
X
20(!)
NX
k=1

ak()bk()x(!) + x()bk()ak(!)

for ! 2 
0;
x(!) =
Z

0
NX
k=1
ak()bk() d!()x(!) for ! 2 
n
0:
The continuity k fxayg k  Kkxkkakkyk of the partial triple product implies that
sup!2
 !(
0)  K <1. Hence it suces to see that
sup
2
0
 NX
k=1
ak()bk()
  4kjE0k
infm
: (7.3.6)
For the proof of this inequality, x any point  2 
0. Since the set 0() is nite, for each
point ! 2 0() we can nd a function e! 2 E0  C0(
0) such that 1 = e!() = sup je!(:)j
but e!() = 0 for  6=  2 0(). Then
2e! =
h NX
k=1
X
20()
m()ak()bk()
i
e! +
NX
k=1
m(!)bk(!)ak;
2
X
!20()
[e!](!) =
NX
k=1
#0()
X
!20()
m(!)ak(!)bk(!) +
NX
k=1
X
!20()
m(!)ak(!)bk(!) =
=

#0() + 1
 X
!20()
NX
k=1
m(!)ak(!)bk(!):
It follows
m()
NX
k=1
bk()ak() = 2[e ]() 
X
!20()
m(!)
NX
k=1
ak(!)bk(!);
X
!20()
m(!)
NX
k=1
ak(!)bk(!) =
2
#0() + 1
X
!20()
[e!](!):
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Notice that ke!k = max je!(:)j = 1 and hence j[e!](!)j  kjE0k for all ! 2 
. Therefore
m(!)
 NX
k=1
ak(!)bk(!)
  2kjE0k+ 2
#S() + 1
X
!20()
kjE0k  4kjE0k:
This completes the proof of (7.3.6) and hence the theorem.
7.4 Structure of the triple product
Throughout this section 
 denotes a locally compact Hausdor space, 
0 6= ; is a xed
open subset of 
 and we write E := C0(
), E0 := ff 2 E : f(
n
0)g. Also we reserve the
notations

! : ! 2 


, 0 respectively m for a given measure valued map 
!M(
0)+,
a partition of 
0 into nite non-empty sets and a function m : 
0 ! R+ such that (7.3.2)
holds. We know from Theorems 7.1.7 and 7.3.3 that the canonical triple product of a CRD
has necessarily the form (7.1.8) in terms of these objects.
Our purpose will be to nd a description in terms of the topological properties of the
partition 0 and the for a triple product of the form (7.1.8) to be the canonical triple
product of some CRD. It is clear that there are plenty of mappings ! 7! ! even satisfying
(7.3.2) for which the operation (7.1.8) is no partial JB*-triple product. Indeed, the following
observation is an immediate but fundamental consequence of Theorem 7.1.7 and its proof.
Given a bounded Reinhardt domain D in E, the canonical triple product f:::g := f:::gD
has the form
fxayg = 1
2
xA(ay) +
1
2
yA(ax) (a2E0; x; y2E) (7.4.1)
with some positive linear map A : E0 ! Cb(
) := fbounded cont: functions 
! Cg: It
is well-known [76] that the positivity of A entails its boundedness automatically. Notice
also that, by the Riesz-Kakutani representation theorem, any positive linear mapping A :
C0(
0) ! Cb(
) has the form Af(!) =
R

0
f d! with a uniquely determined mapping

 3 ! ! ! 2M(
0)+.
Lemma 7.4.2. Suppose A : E0 ! Cb(
) is a positive linear mapping. Then the structure
(E;E0; f:::g) with the operation (7:4:1) is a partial Jordan*-triple if and only if
A
 
fA(g)

= A
 
gA(f)

; A
 
fA(g)

0 = A(f)A(g)
0 (f; g2E0): (7.4.3)
Proof. Since E0 and E are closed ideals in Cb(
) with respect to the pointwise product
of functions, the operation (7.4.1) is a well-dened positive continuous sesquitrilinear map
E  E0  E ! E. It satises the identities
fxafxbxgg = 1
2
xA
 
axA(bx)

+
1
2
xA(bx)A(bx);
fxafxbxgg   fxbfxaxggg = 1
2
xA

axA(bx)
  bxA(ax):
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Hence, by taking f := ax and g := bx, we see that (7.4.3) implies axiom (P3) in Denition
4.1.4. Assume (P3) holds. Then xA

axA(bx)
   bxA(ax) = 0 for a; b 2 E0 and x 2 E.
Consider any functions f; g 2 E0 with compact support. Then, given any point ! 2 
,
we can choose a function x! 2 E with compact support such that the interior of supp(x!)
contains f!g[ supp(f)[ supp(g). Then we can write f = a!x! and g = b!x! with some
a!; b! 2 E0 and hence (P3) implies 0=A

fA(g) gA(f)(!). Since functions with compact
supports are dense in E0, (P3) is equivalent to the identity A
 
fA(g)

=A
 
gA(f)

in (7.4.3).
Let us now proceed to axiom (P2) of the Jordan identity. By polarization, (P2) is
equivalent to its special case
(P2 0) faafxbxgg = 2 ffaaxgbxg   fxfaabgxg (a; b 2 E0; x 2 E):
In terms of the operation A, this identity (multiplied by 2) can be stated as
aA
 
axA(bx)

+ xA(bx)A(jaj2) =
=

aA(ax) + xA(jaj2)A(bx) + xA baA(ax) + xA(jaj2) 
 xA aA(ab) + bA(jaj2) x:
By the positivity of A, we can write  xA aA(ab) + bA(jaj2)x for the last term above.
Thus, by the linearity of A, axiom (P2 0) is equivalent to
aA
 
axA(bx)

+ xA(bx)A(jaj2) =
= aA(ax)A(bx) + xA(jaj2)A(bx) + xA baA(ax)+ xA bxA(jaj2) 
 xA axA(ab)  xA bxA(jaj2):
Here the terms xA(bx)A(jaj2) and xA bxA(jaj2) cancel, whence we get
(P200) aA
 
axA(bx)

= aA(ax)A(bx) + xA
 
baA(ax)
  xA axA(ab):
Observe that (7.4.3) implies (P200) immediately. To nish the proof, assume (P2)+(P3).
As we have shown, this is nothing else as the identity A
 
fA(g)

= A
 
gA(f)

along with
(P200). By substituting f := ax and g := ab in (P2 00), we see that two terms cancel and
the remaining identity aA
 
axA(bx)

= aA(ax)A(bx) is equivalent to its polarized form
a1A
 
a2xA(bx)

= a1A(a2x)A(bx) (a1; a2; b 2 E0; x 2 E):
Since each function a1 2 E0 vanishes outside 
0 but for any point ! 2 
0 there is a function
a1;! 2 E0 with a1;!(!) 6= 0, the polarized identity is further equivalent to
A
 
axA(bx)

0 = A(ax)A(bx)
0 (a; b 2 E0; x 2 E):
As we have seen, any functions f; g 2 E0 with compact support can be written in the form
f = ax, g = bx for suitable functions a; b 2 E0 and x 2 E with compact support. This
implies the second identity in (7.4.3) for functions with compact support, and statement
follows by a standard density argument.
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Remark 7.4.4. An application of Theorem 7.2.14 and its corollary concerning symmetric
CRDs to the symmetric part of the canonical partial JB*-triple of a CRD yields the follow-
ing observation. If (E;E0; f:::g) is a partial JB*-triple with a triple product of the form
(7.1.8) and having property (7.3.2), then the partition mapping ! 7! 0(!) is continuous
with respect to the Hausdor topology of the non-empty compact subsets of 
0 [ f1g.
As a consequence, given a relatively closed subset F of 
0 and a point ! 2 F such that
#[F \0(!)] = NF := max2F #[F \0(!)], there are disjoint open sets U1; : : : ; UNF  
0
such that ! 2 U1 and #[Uk\F \0(!)] = 1 for any  2 U1[  [UNF and k = 1; : : : ; NF .
Lemma 7.4.5. Assume the mapping ! 7! 0(!) [ f1g is Hausdor continuous in the
sense of 7:4:4. Then given any point ! 2 
, there is a nite family of disjoint Borel subsets
G1; : : : ; GN  
0 such that !
 

0n
SN
k=1Gk

= 0 and #[S\Gk]  1 (S20; k=1; : : : ; N).
Proof. We use countable transnite exhaustion to construct the sets G1; : : : ; GN . For
starting, let N := N
0 , F
(0) := 
0 and U
(0)
1 ; : : : ; U
(0)
N := ;. For any countable ordinal r  0,
until each set U
(s)
k with s  r and 1  k  N is open and we have !
 S
sr
SN
k=1 U
(s)
k

<
!(
0), dene F
(r) := 
0 n
S
sr
SN
k=1 U
(s)
k , Nr := max2F (r) #[F
(r) \ 0()]. We also
choose some point !r 2 F (r) with #[F (r) \ 0()] = Nr along with a nite disjoint family
U
(r)
1 ; : : : ; U
(r)
Nr
such that !(U
(r)
1 ) > 0 and #[U
(r)
k \0()] = 1 for all  2 U (r)1 [  [U (r)Nr and
k = 1; : : : ; Nr. Finally we set U
r
k := ; for the indices Nr < k  N . This can be well-done in
view of Remark 7.4.4 and the fact that trivially Nr  N . Since the measure ! is nite, in
this manner, for some countable ordinal r, we get a family

U
(r)
k : r  r; k = 1; : : : ; N
	
of open subsets of 
0 such that !
 

0n
S
sr
SN
k=1 U
(s)
k

= 0 and #[U
(r)
k \F (r)\0()]  1
(1  k  N) but 0() 
SN
k=1[U
(r)
k \F (r)] for all  2
SN
k=1[U
(r)
k \F (r)] for all ordinals r 
r. Therefore the choice Gk :=
S
sr [U
(s)
k \F (s)] (k = 1; : : : ; N) suits our requirements.
Corollary 7.4.6. Let   :=

   0 :
S
  is Borel measurable
	
and dene4 e!( ) :=
!
 S
S2  S

( 2 ). Then, under the hypothesis of Lemma 7:4:5, there is a Borel function
p! : 
0 ! [0; 1] such that
P
2S p!() = 1 (S 2 0) and for all bounded Borel functions
f : 
0!C we have Z

0
f d! =
Z
S20
X
2S
f()p!() de!(S):
Proof. As we have noted, the sets G
(r)
k := U
(r)
k \ F (r) = U (r)k n
S
sr
SNr
k=1 U
(s)
k (r  r; 1
k  Nr) form a disjoint covering of 
0 up to a set of !-measure 0. Let ep(r)k denote the
Radon-Nikodym derivative de(r)!;k=de! with the measure e(r)!;k( ) := ! G(r)k \S  ( 2 ).
These are functions 0 ! R dened up to a set of e!-measure 0, and we can choose
Borel measurable representatives with 0 ep(r)k  1 and PNrk=1 ep(r)k = 1 on (r)0 := S 20 :
S  SNrk=1G(r)k 	 and vanishing outside (r)0 . This can be done because every partition
member S 2 0 meets any set G(r)k in at most one point and for the sets G(r) :=
SNr
k=1G
(r)
k
either we have S  G(r) or S \ G(r) = ;. Hence the statement holds with the function
p() :=
P
rr
PNr
k=1 ep(r)k  0() (2
0).
4As usually,
S
  :=
S
S2  S denotes the set covered by the family  .
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Corollary 7.4.7. Suppose we have (7:3:2) with a weight function m > 0 and let the
mapping A : C0(
0) ! Cb(
) have the form Af(!) =
R

0
f d! with suitable Radon
measures ! (! 2 
). Then the identity A
 
fA(g)

= A
 
gA(f)

is equivalent to the fact
that
!(X) =
Z
S20
X
2X\S
m() d!(S) (X  
0) (7.4.8)
with suitable measures ! :

 0 :
S
  is Borel measurable
	!R+ (!2
).
Proof. Using the results of Corollary 7.4.6, we can write
A
 
fA(g)

(!) =
Z
S20
X
2S
f()

A(g)

() p!() de!(S) =
=
Z
S20
X
2S
f()
X
20()
g()m()p!() de!(S) =
=
Z
S20
X
;2S
f()g()m()p!() de!(S)
because we have 0() = S for the points  2 S if S 2 0. Thus the identity A
 
fA(g)

=
A
 
gA(f)

is equivalent to
0 =
Z
S20
X
;2S
f()g()

m()p!() m()p!()

de!(S) (7.4.9)
for all f; g 2 C0(
0) and ! 2 
. By passing to limits of monotone sequences, we see that
(7.4.9) holds for all f; g 2 C0(
0) if and only if it holds for all bounded Borel measurable
functions f; g : 
0 ! C. Consider (7.4.9) with the partition 
0 =
S
rr
SNr
k=1G
(r)
k [

!-
zero-set

constructed in the proof of Corollary 7.4.6. By writing 
(r)
S;k for the unique element
of the intersection S \G(r)k , we get
0 =
X
rr
NrX
k;`=1
Z
S2(r)0
f(
(r)
S;k)g(
(r)
S;`)
h
m(
(r)
S;k)p!(
(r)
S;`) m((r)S;`)p!((r)S;k)
i
de!(S): (7.4.10)
This holds for all bounded Borel functions f; g : 
0 ! C if and only if, given any r  r,
for e!-almost every S 2 (r)0 we have
m(
(r)
S;k)p!(
(r)
S;`) m((r)S;`)p!((r)S;k) = 0 (1k; `Nr):
Indeed, if we just consider functions f; g vanishing outside the sets G
(r)
k respectively G
(r)
`
(with xed r  r and 1  k; `  Nr), we obtain (7:4:10) without the summations
P
rr
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and
PNr
k;`=1, whence the statement is immediate. Thus, since
P
2S p!() = 1 for e!-almost
every S 2 0, (7:4:10) holds for all bounded Borel functions if and only if
p!() = m()
hX
2S
m()
i 1
for e-almost every S20 and all 2S:
This observation establishes the statement of 7.4.7 with the measures !( ) :=R
S2 
P
2S m()
 1
de!(S) (  2  ).
7.5 Bidual of the canonical JB*-triple of a CRD
On the basis of Section 7.4, rst we give an exhaustive parametric description of the
canonical JB*-triples of CRDs. Also we answer in the armative the question if the
bidual of the canonical JB*-triple of a CRD can be regarded as the canonical JB*-triple
of a CRD in the bidual commutative C*-algebra.
As previously, 
 denotes an arbitrarily xed locally compact Hausdor space, 
0 is a
non-empty open subset of 
, m is a function 
0 ! R and 0 denotes a partition of 
0. We
shall write 
0=0 for the topology on 0 (whose points are partition members) inherited
from the Hausdor topology of f
0 := P[f1g : P 20	. That is a set    0 is open if
P[f1g : P 2 	 is an open subset of f
0 with respect to the Hausdor topology of the
compact subsets of 
0[f1g restricted to f
0. On the basis of Theorem 7.2.14 we may use
the following equivalent form of the concept of admissibility in Denition 7.2.11.
Denition 7.5.1. We say that the couple (0;m) is admissible if 0< infmsupm<1,
sup
!2

#0(!)<1 and all the functions 
03! 7!
P
20(!)
m()f() (f 2C0(
0)) are continuous.
Recall that the couple (0;m) is admissible if and only if the function space C0(
0)
endowed with the triple product polarized from fxaxg (!) :=P20(!)m()x()a()x(!)
is the canonical triple of some symmetric CRD in C0(
0). Furthermore, given an admissible
couple (0;m), the topological space 
0=0 is locally compact and Hausdor.
Lemma 7.5.2. Let (0;m) be an admissible couple.
(1) A function  : 0 ! C belongs to C0(
0=) if and only if
f :=

! 7!  0(!) is a bounded continuous function on 
0 being constant along
the partition members S 2 0 and being such that for any " > 0 there exists a compact
subset K" 2 
0 with jf(
i)j < " whenever 
i \K" = ;.
(2) The range of the operator eA0 : C0(
0)! C0(
0=0) dened byeA0f(S) :=X
2S
m()f() (S20; f 2C0(
0)) (7.5.3)
is a uniformly dense multiplicative ideal in C0(
0=).
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Proof. (1) Let  2 C0(
0=). By construction, the function f is constant along the sets
P 2 0. Also the ranges of  and f coincide, thus f is necessarily bounded. Consider
a convergent net !j ! !0 in 
0. According to Theorem 7.2.14, we have 0(!j) [ f1g !
0(!0)[f1g with respect to Hausdor topology. Therefore f(!j)! f(!0) showing that
f 2 Cb(
0). The stated vanishing property of f at innity is straightforward. Conversely,
assume that  : 0 ! C is a function such that f 2 Cb(
0) with the behavior at innity
in the sense of the statement (1). Then  vanishes at innity in the sense of the locally
compact inherited Hausdor topology of 
0=0. We show the continuity of  as follows.
Let [Sj : j 2 J ] be a net in 0 such that Sj[f1g ! S0[f1g in Hausdor sense. By
Corollary 7.2.16(i) we can nd a convergent net !j ! !0 in 
0 with !j 2 Sj (j 2 J) and
!02S0. Hence (Sj) = f(!j)! f(!0) = (S0).
(2) As we have noted, for each f 2C0(
0) the function A0(f) :=


03! 7!
P
20(!)
m()f()

is continuous. Obviously, Af is constant along the sets S 2 0. Given a net [Sj : j 2 J ]
in 0 such that Sj!f1g in Hausdor sense (i.e. 8K compact
0 9 jK 2 J K \ Sj =
; forj jK), we have A0f(Sj) ! 0 because jA0f(Sj)j sup!m(!)maxS #Smax2
 jf(j
and max2
 jf(j ! 0. By (1), A0f = f for some  2 C0(
0=)g. Hence ran eA0 
C0(
0=). Observe that, for any  2 C0(
0=) we have  [ eA0f ] = eA0(f f). Thus ran eA0
is an ideal in C0(
0=). For any S 2 0, there exists  2 ran eA0 with (S) 6= 0. Indeed,
by choosing any element ! 2 S, there exists a function f 2 C0(
0) with f(!) = 1 and
f()= 0 for  2S n f!g and eA0f(S)=P2S m()f()=m(!)f(!)> 0. Therefore, by the
Stone-Weierstrass theorem, the ideal ran eA0 is uniformly dense in C0(
0=).
Denition 7.5.4. Given an admissible couple (0;m) and a non-negative measure valued
mapping ! 7! ! from 
 to M(
=0) := fBorel functions 
=0 ! Cg, write
E(
;
0;m;; )
for the structure
 C0(
); ff 2C0(
 : f(
 n 
0)=0g; f:::g  where the triple product f:::g
is the polarized form of
fxaxg (!) = x(!)
Z
S20
X
2S
m()a()x() d!(S) : (7.5.5)
We say that the tuple (
;
0;m;0; ) is admissible if (0;m) is an admissible couple and
the measure valued mapping ! 7! ! is weakly continuous5 and such that ! = 0(!)
(with 0(!) := [S 2 0 : !2 S]) whenever ! 2 
0.
Theorem 7.5.6. Let 
 be a locally compact Hausdor space and ; 6= 
0  
 an open
subset. By setting E := C0(
), E0 := ff 2 E : f(
 n 
0) = 0g the triple (E;E0; f:::g) is
a subtriple in the canonical JB*-triple of some CRD in E if and only if it is of the form
E(
;
0;m;0; ) with an admissible tuple (
;
0;m;0; ).
The canonical JB*-triple of any CRD in C0(
) with non-zero symmetric part has the
form E(
;
0;m;0; ) with a suitable admissible tuple (
;
0;m;0; ).
5That is ! 7! R
S20 (S) d!(S) is continuous for every  2 C0(
=0).
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Proof. We know already from Theorem 7.1.7 and Corollary 7.4.7 the following facts. The
canonical JB*-triple of any CRD with non-zero symmetric part in E := C0(
) coincides
with E(
;
0;m;0; ) for some open ; 6= 
0  
 and an admissible couple (0;m).
Moreover any partial Jordan*-triple (E;E0; f:::g) with E0 = ff 2 E : f(
 n
0) = 0g for
some ; 6= 
0  
 and being such that all multiplications with continuous functions 
 !
T(= fz 2 C : jzj = 1g) belong to Aut(E;E0; f:::g) must have the form E(
;
0;m;0; )
with suitable open ; 6= 
0  
 and an admissible couple (0;m). Finally, by Lemma 7.1.2
and Corollary 7.4.7, each E(
;
0;m;0; ) is a subtriple in the canonical JB*-triple of
some CRD in E if and only if the triple product maps E E0 E to E. Thus it remains
to prove only that, in a structure of the form E(
;
0;m;0; ), the triple product maps
E  E0  E into E (where E := C0(
) and E0 := ff 2 E : f(
 n 
0) = 0g) if and only if
the mapping ! 7! ! is weakly continuous. The suciency of the weak continuity of  for
fEE0Eg  E is immediate. Conversely, suppose (0;m) is an admissible couple and the
triple product (7.5.5) is continuous and satises fEE0Eg  E. Then, by Corollary 7.4.7,
(E;E0; f:::g) = E(
;
0;m;0; ) is a partial JB*-triple and, in particular, the operation
Af(!) =
Z
2
0
X
2S()
m()f() d!() =
Z eA0f d! (!2
; f 2E0)
ranges in the space Cb(
) of all bounded continuous functions 
 ! C. Therefore also
the operation T0g :=


3 ! 7! R  d! ( 2 ran eA0) ranges in Cb(
). We know that the
measures ! (!2
) have total mass bounded by the normM := supa2E0; x;y2E kfxaygk of
the triple product. It follows !(0) M (!2
) and hence T0 is bounded with norm M 
i.e. sup!2
 jT0 (!)j  M supS20 j (S)j ( 2 ran eA0). Therefore T0 admits a continuous
extension T : [ran eA0]  ! Cb(
) to the closure of the range of eA0 with T(!) = R  d!,
 2 [ran eA0] . By Lemma 7.5.2, we have C0(
0=) = [ran eA0] . This fact implies the weak
continuity of the mapping ! 7! !.
Next we proceed to the bidualization of the partial triple (E;E0; f:::g) :=E(
;
0;m;0; ).
As usually, we shall regard the commutative C*-algebra E := C0(
) with the spectral norm
as a weak*-dense subspace of the bidual E := E 00  C(
) where 
 is the hyperstonian
compact topological space of all norm continuous multiplicative functionals with respect
to the jointly weak*-continuous extension of the product in E equipped with the weak*-
topology inherited from E 000. That is we identify any element a 2 E canonically with the
evaluation function ! 7! !(a) on 
.
Theorem 7.5.7. Let D be a bounded Reinhardt domain in E := C0(
). Then there exists
a bounded Reinhardt domain D in E := E 00  C(
) such that the canonical JB*-triple
(E;ED; f:::gD) is a subtriple of E;ED; f:::gD and ED is the weak*-closure of E in E and
the triple product f:::gD is the jointly weak*-continuous extension of f:::gD.
Proof. According to Lemma 7.4.2, there is a positive and hence norm-continuous mapping
A : ED ! F satisfying the identities (7.4.3) such that 2 fxaygD = xA(ay) + yA(ax),
a 2 ED; x; y 2 E. To study the bidual continuation ofA, let us regard the commutative C*-
algebra F := Cb(
) of all bounded continuous functions over 
 as a weak*-dense subspace of
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the bidual F := F 00  C(b
) where b
 is a suitable compact hyperstonian topological space.
Since E = C0(
) is a closed multiplicative ideal in F and ED is a closed multiplicative
ideal in E, also the weak*-closures E = E
w
and E0 := E0
w
are weak*-closed M-ideals in
F. Hence we may assume without loss of generality that
E =

f 2 F : f(b
 n
) = 0	; E0 = f 2 F : f(b
 n
0) = 0	
for some open-closed subsets 
0  
  b
 and the biadjoint A maps E0 into F. Consider
the operation fxayg :=
1
2

A(xa)

y +
1
2

A(ya)

x (a2E0; x;y2E): (7.5.8)
Since the biadjoint of any positive linear operator (between Banach lattices) is weak*-
continuous and positive and since the product in F is separately weak*-continuous, the
product (7.5.8) is a separately weak*-continuous extension of the triple product f:::gD.
From (7.4.3) it also follows that A
 
fA(g)

= A
 
gA(f)

and aA
 
fA(g)

=
aA(f)A(g) for all a; f ;g 2 E0. Thus A : E0 ! F is a positive linear operator with
the property (7.4.3) and, by Lemma 7.4.2, the operation f:::g is a partial Jordan*-triple
product. To complete the proof, it remains to verify axioms 4.1.4(P4),(P5) for the product
f:::g with some bounded circular domain B  E. The weak*-closure of the domain D
seems a tempting but technically unsuitable choice for B in our setting. Instead we proceed
as follows. Let 
1 := 
 n
0 and regard E as the `1-direct sum of the weak*-closed ideals
E0 and E1 :=

f 2 F : f(b
 n
1) = 0	. Dene
B := B0 +B1 where B0 := InteriorE0D \ ED
w
; B1 := fx2E1 : max jxj < 1g:
Recall [15],[4] that the bidual of a (full) JB*-triple is a JB*-triple with the separately
weak*-continuous extension of the triple product. Hence, since the set B0 := D \ ED is
the open unit ball of the canonical norm kakf:::gD :=

maxSp[ED 3 c 7! faacgD]
1=2
on
ED its weak*-closure B0 is the norm closure of open the unit ball of the norm k:kf:::g on
E0. We show that actually B0 is a (symmetric) CRD in the function space E0 ' C(
0).
Indeed, by Lemma 7.4.2 we have A
 
fA(g)
j
0 = A(f)A(g)j
0 for f; g 2 ED. Hence
A
 
fA(g)
j
0 = A(f)A(g)j
0 for f ;g 2 E0. Since B0 is the canonical unit ball of
the triple product f:::g restricted to E30, Lemma 7.4.2 implies the Reihardt property of
B0. On the other hand, B1 is trivially a (bounded symmetric) complete Reinhardt domain
inE1 ' C(
1). Since (E0;E0; f:::g jE30) is a (full) JB*-triple, for each element a 2 E0, the
operator L(a)x := faaxg (x2E) is B0-hermitian. On the other hand, the positiveness
of A (in the sense that it preserves the cone of all non-negative functions) entails the
positiveness of the operators L(a), a 2 E0. Hence (P4) is immediate for the partial
Jordan*-triple (E;E0; f:::g) with the set B in the role of B there. To establish (P5), we
only have to see that given any function a 2 E0, the operator L(a) is B-hermitian. We
have L(a) = 1
2
L0(a) +
1
2
L1(a) where L0(a)x := A
  jaj2 x and L1(a)x := A xaa. The
operator L1(a) is a multiplication with a non-negative function in E and hence necessarily
both B0- and B0-hermitian. For the operator L0(a) we have L0(a)E  Fa  FE0 = E0
and L0(a)E1 = A
(E1a)a = A(0)a = 0. Thus the complementary ideals E0 and E1
are invariant subspaces of the operator L(a) which acts on Ek as a Bk-hermitian operator
both for k = 0; 1. Therefore L(a) is B = B0 +B1-hermitian.
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Chapter 8
Weighted grids in complex J*-triples
One of the most powerful algebraic tools for the investigation of the structure of J*-triples
is the concept of grids. Heuristically, these objects are aimed to play an analogous role for
general Jordan theory as the system of matrices with a unique non-vanishing entry for the
C-algebra Mat(n; n;C) of all complex n  n matrices. As a perhaps nal step of a long
development [62, 60, 63, 61, 67], Neher denes grids in his monograph [68] as maximal
families of pairwise Peirce compatible non-associated positive tripotents satisfying some
standardizing requirements. In particular, grids are families fei : i 2 Ig such that for some
matrix
 
ik

i;k2I , with entries 0; 1; 2 called the Peirce matrix we have feieiekg = 12ikek
and ik = 2 = ki () i = k (i; k 2 I).
Grids in this sense are completely classied up to isomorphism and association [68]. In
this Section 5.5 we proposed a tool, the concept of weighted grids (Denition 5.5.1) which
includes standard grids but enables to consider systems containing also associated couples
of non-nil tripotents and nil tripotents as well: given a subset W of some real vector space
and a J*-triple E with triple product f:::g, by a weighted grid in E with weight gure
W we mean an indexed system fgw : w 2 Wg  E consisting of linearly independent
elements such that fgugvgwg 2 Span gu v+w whenever the parallelogram fu; v; w; u v+wg
is contained in W and fgugvgwg = 0 else. It is implicitly established in [69] 3.7 that any
standard grid fei : i 2 Ig can be regarded as a weighted grid where for weight gure
we can take the set

k : k 2 I
	
of the columns k :=
 
ik

i2I of the corresponding
Peirce matrix which is linearly equivalent to the 1-part of some 3-graded root system.
Keeping this example in mind, we mention some essential dierences between the concepts
of classical and weighted grids we are aimed to study more in details below.
As soon as couples of pairwise associated tripotents occur in some weighted grid, the
weight gure should necessarily contain innite arithmetic sequences (while root systems
admit arithmetic sequences of length at most 3). In contrast with the fact that, weighted
grids over an innite arithmetic sequence span a (up to isomorphism) unique rather trivial
J*-triple, in Section 8.5 we shall see that there are innitely many pairwise non-isomorphic
J*-triples spanned by weighted grids of positive tripotents over the weight gure Z2.
By multiplying the elements of a weighted grid with suitable positive constants, we may
assume without loss of generality that its elements are positive, negative or nil tripotents
(i.e. elements e such that feeeg = e; 0). To our knowledge, signed tripotents were only
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considered in the classical grid theory of Hilbert triples [68] p.147. However, Hilbert triples
are hermitiable by a positive denite inner product and hence the positive, negative and
nil parts of their complete grids span orthogonal ideals, thus the presence of tripotents
of dierent signs is relatively uninteresting in this case. As far as non-nil tripotents are
concerned, there is often a shortcut way to a theory involving purely positive tripotents:
from a non-nil weighted grid G := fgw : w 2 Wg in E we can pass to the set eG :=
fgw  (sgn(gw)gw) : w 2 Wg consisting of positive tripotents in eE := E  E equipped
with a lifted triple product (8.2.1). In Section 8.2 we describe the precise condition for
the distribution of the signs of the tripotents in G in terms of its weight gure W in
order eG be a weighted grid or which is the same Span( eG) be a subtriple of eE. Actually
this condition is fullled in the semisimple case where no associated couples appear in G.
Therefore semisimple weighted grids can be constructed from standard grids of positive
tripotents by the aid of a sign transformed triple product once we know the distribution of
signs in terms of the weight gure. As it follows from the grid theory of positive tripotents,
in the semisimple case the weight gure is necessarily the ane image of the 1-part of
some 3-graded root system. By an inspection of the geometry of 3-graded root systems, in
Section 8.4 we show that sgn(gw) = ( 1)h ;wi (w 2 W ) for a suitable linear functional  
in the semisimple case with non-degenerate weight gure W .
Beyond the semisimple setting, in Section 8.3 we study the natural generalizations
of elementary COG congurations [69] 2.1. Except for parallelograms of four associated
tripotents, the new ones turn out to be relatively harmless in the sense that, by Proposition
8.3.3, they generate subtriples whose structure can be derived by sign transformation from
a (unique) triple spanned by positive tripotents. A major part of this chapter will be
occupied by the classication of non-nil weighted grids of associated tripotents over Z2
(Theorem 8.5.14). This classication provides innitely many non-isomorphic weighted
grids G without being Span( eG) a subtriple in eE. Moreover (see Remark 8.5.16), as a limit
object of J*-triples spanned by non-nil weighted grids we can also obtain a J*-triple with
non-trivial triple product which is spanned by a weighted grid over Z2 consisting of nil
tripotents. Thus even nil tripotents cannot simply be disregarded in weighted grid theory,
though we investigate here merely grid triples i.e. J*-triples spanned by weighted grids
of non-nil (but signed and possibly associated) tripotents.
Another chief aim is to give a self-contained description of the backgrounds in Lie
representation theory of the concept of weighted grids. We restrict ourselves also here to
the complex case mainly for the reason of being able to show the connections with the
holomorphic geometry of symmetric manifolds and circular domains [49],[48],[11],[81]. Our
heuristic starting point in Section 8.1 is the observation (Theorem 8.1.5) that the weight
spaces of abelian families of derivations with certain maximality properties, which we call
M-families (for def. see 2.3), of a complex J*-triple are automatically 1-dimensional or
trivial subtriples. Weighted grids turn out to be sets of joint eigenvectors of M-families in
subtriples indexed with the carrying weights. A given set G may give rise to several weight
gures that is to several dierent index systems in real vector spaces making G a weighted
grid. It is remarkable that all the possible weight gures for a non-nil weighted grid G are
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the ane images of a universal one (called non-degenerate weight gure for G) which can
be constructed by means of the derivations of the subtriple spanned by G. It is a challenge
for later studies that, unlike in the semisimple case, the ane shape of the non-degenerate
weight gure does not determine the structure of the spanned subtriple up to a plain sign
transformation.
8.1 Weights and grids
For the sake of a simpler terminology, henceforth by a J*-triple we mean a a complex J*-
triple i.e. a complex vector space E over the eld C of complex numbers which is equipped
with an operation (x; y; z) 7! fxyzg of three variables such that the triple product fxyzg
is symmetric bilinear in its outer variables x; z, conjugate linear in the inner variable y and
the commutators of the linear operators a b : z 7! fabzg satisfy the Jordan identity
[a b; x y] = fabxg y   x fyabg  an equivalent form of 1.10(J). This axiom
means that the operator space E E := Spanfa b : a; b 2 Eg forms a Lie subalgebra in
L(E) the space of all C-linear maps E ! E.
Denition 8.1.1. A J-derivation of a J*-triple E is an operator D 2 L(E) such that
D fxyzg = f(Dx)yzg   fx(Dy)zg+ fxy(Dz)g (x; y; z 2 E) :
We shall write Der(E) for the R-linear manifold of all J-derivations of the triple E. In
particular, a a 2 Der(E) (a 2 E). Moreover, by the Jordan identity,
[D; a b] = (Da) b   a (Db)  a; b 2 E ; D 2 Der(E) : (8.1.2)
If V is any vector space, AL(V ) is a non-empty family of linear operators and w : A!C,
we denote the subspace of all joint A-eigenvectors with eigenfunctional w by
Vw :=

x 2 V : Ax = w(A)x (A 2 A)	 :
The function w : A ! C is called an A-weight if Vw 6= 0. We use the notations
W (A) := fw(: A ! C) : Vw 6= 0g ; WR(A) := fw 2 W (A) : range(w)  Rg ;
V (A) := Spanw2WR(A)Vw :
One of the basic tools in describing the geometry of weight gures is the following
immediate consequence of the Jordan identity.
Lemma 8.1.3. Let E be a J*-triple and ; 6=DDer(E). Then the real D-weights satisfy
fEuEvEwg  Eu v+w (u; v; w 2 WR(D)) :
In particular, E(D) and all weight spaces Ew (w2WR(D)) are subtriples in E:
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Denition 8.1.4. Let E be a J*-triple and D  Der(E). We say that D is an M-family
in Der(E) if for every a 2 E, a a 2 D whenever Da  Ra.
Remark 8.1.5. By (8.1.1), maximal commutative subsets of fa a: a2Eg or SpanRfa a:
a 2 Eg or Der(E) are M-families. Each M-family is included in some maximal abelian
R-linear subspace of Der(E).
Theorem 8.1.6. Let E be a J*-triple and D an M-family in Der(E). Then the weight
spaces Ew with w 2 WR(D) are 1-dimensional or nil subtriples (i.e. fEwEwEwg = 0).
Proof. Let w : D ! R be an arbitrarily xed weight. The linear extension bw : bD!C of w
to bD :=Span(D) is well-dened and is a bD-weight with Ew=a2E : Da= bw(D)a (D2 bD)	.
By assumption a a 2 D whenever a 2 Ew. Moreover, since the mapping (a; b) 7! a b is
sesquilinear and since Ew is a complex subspace, 4a b
 =
P
4=1 (a+ b) (a+ b)
 2 D
(a; b 2 Ew). However, then
fabcg = (a b)c = bw(a b)c (a; b; c 2 Ew) :
Hence we conclude dim(Ew) = 1 unless Ew is trivial. Indeed, if a 2 E with 0 6= faaag=
w(a a)a then w(a a)b=faabg=fbaag=w(b a)a for any b2Ew.
Denition 8.1.7. An indexed set G = fgw : w 2 Wg in E is called a weighted grid with
weight gure W if G is linearly independent and closed under the triple product in the
following sense1:
fgugvgwg2Cgu v+w (u; v; w; u v+w2W ); fgugvgwg=0 (u; v; w; u v+w 62W ):
An element 0 6= e 2 E is a positive [resp. negative, nil] tripotent if feeeg = "e for
" = 1[resp. 0; 1]. We call the value sgn(e) :=[" : feeeg = "e] the sign of the tripotent e.
Corollary 8.1.8. Let D be a maximal commutative subset in Der(E). If each nil weight
space of D is 1-dimensional then any basis G = fgw : w2W (D)g of the subtriple E
 
W (D)
with gw2Ew (w2W (D)) is a weighted grid consisting of non-zero multiples of tripotents.
It is well-known [10] that for any xed c 2 E the J*-triple  E; f:::g  becomes a com-
mutative Jordan algebra when equipped with the c-product x c y := fxcyg. Moreover,
we have the following expressions (direct proof see e.g. [38] p.263) for the c-multiplication
operators Rc(a) := a c
,
Rc(facag)Rc(a) = 2
3
Rc(a)
3 +
1
3
Rc(facfacagg) (a; c 2 E) :
1More strictly, by the term the indexed set G := fgw : w 2 Wg we mean a bijection w 7! gw between
set W of indices and the collection of the elements of G. Without danger of confusion, we refer with G
also to the range of the map w 7! gw. By saying W is a weight gure for G we mean the existence of a
bijection w 7! gw of W and G making G into a weighted grid.
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In particular if feeeg = e we get (e e)(e e   =2 idE)(e e   idE) = 0. Hence the
elements of a weighted grid G = fgw : w 2 Wg have the following Peirce compatibility
property:
(gu g

u)gv 2 f0; u=2; uggv (u; v 2 W )
with the coecients u := [ : fgugugug = gu]. These latter are necessarily real for the
following more general reason.
Lemma 8.1.9. Elements with feeeg = e 6= 0 can only belong to eigensubspaces with real
eigenvalues of J-derivations.
Proof. Let D 2 Der(E) with De = e. Then 0 = D[feeeg   e] = 2 f(De)eeg  
fe(De)eg   e = (2    )e. Thus    = 0 if  6= 0.
Corollary 8.1.10. Weighted grids consist of multiples of tripotents.
Theorem 8.1.11. Let G be a family of non-nil tripotents such that the set CG is closed
under the triple product. Then G can be equipped with the structure of a weighted grid if
and only if
DG := fD 2 Der(F ) : Dgw 2 Rgw (w 2 W )g
is a maximal abelian family in Der(F ) for the subtriple F := Span(G). If G = fgw :
w 2Wg is a weighted grid then its weight gure W is a linear image of W (DG) and W
is linearly isomorphic to W (DG) if and only if any J*-derivation D 2 DG has the form
Dgw=(w)gw (w2W ) for a suitable linear functional  : SpanRW!R.
Proof. If DG is a maximal commutative family in Der(F ) then, by Theorem 8.1.6, we
can regard G as the weighted grid with the indexing G = ffw : w 2 WR(DG)g where
fu := [g 2 G : Dg = w(D)g] (w 2 WR(DG)). Assume G = fgw : w 2 Wg is a weighted
grid of non-nil tripotents. Consider the factor spacebU := SpanRG=F0 ; F0 := SpanRgu gv+gw gu v+w : fgugvgwg 6= 0	
and let U := SpanR(W ). Since the vectors gw (w 2 W ) are linearly independent,
w = P (gw) (w 2 W )
for some R-linear P : F ! U . Trivially P (gu gv+gw) = gu gv+gw = gu v+w = Pgu v+w
whenever fgugvgwg 6= 0. Since
F0 = SpanR

gu gv+gw gu v+w : fgugvgwg 6= 0
	
;
we have P (F0) = 0. Hence the factor mappingbP := P=F0 : (Pwwgw)+F0 7!Pwwgw
is well dened on bU and bP (cW ) = W for cW := fgw + F0 : w 2 Wg. Observe that cW can
be regarded as a weight gure for G in the sense that fh bw : bw 2 cWg is a weighted grid
isomorphic to fgw : w 2 Wg where hgw+F0 := gw (w 2 W ).
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Suppose DG = fD :  2 L(Span(W );R)g where D :=

D 2 L(F ) : Dgw =
(w)gw (w 2 W )

. We show that cW is a linear image of W in this case.
Indeed, the correspondence fw 7! gw + F0g has an R-linear extension if and only
if
P
w2W wgw + F0 = F0 i.e. if b Pw2W wgw + F0 = 0 (b 2 L(bU;R)) wheneverP
w2W ww = 0 with w 2 R (w 2 W ). Let fw : w 2 Wg be a system of coecients
such that
P
w2W ww = 0. Then 
 P
w2W ww

= 0 and hence D
P
w2W wgw = 0 for
all  2 L(Span(W);R). Thus, by assumption, DPw2W wgw = 0 (D 2 DG). Since also
DG = fDb : b 2 L(bU;R)g where Db := D 2 L(F ) : Dgw = b(gw + F0)gw (w 2
W )

, we have DbPw2W wgw = 0 i.e. Pw2W wb(gw + F0) = 0 (b 2 L(bU;R). ThusP
w2W w(gw + F0) = 0 in bU what we had to prove.
We complete the proof of the theorem with the following remark. For each derivation
D 2 DG the evaluation mapping D : u 7! u(D) is R-linear SpanRW (DG) ! R such that
Dg = D(wg)g (g 2 G) where wg 2 L(DG;R) denotes the weight D 7! [ 2 R : Dg = g].
Hence cW is a linear image of W (DG), too.
Denition 8.1.12. Henceforth we assume (without loss of generality) all weighted grids
considered consist of positive negative or nil tripotents. We say that the weight gure W
of the weighted grid G = fgw : w 2 Wg is non-degenerate if for any D 2 DG(:= fD 2
Der(SpanCG) : Dgw 2 Rgw (w 2 W )g) there exists a linear functional  : SpanRW ! R
such thatDgw = (w)gw. We shall use the term non-nil weighted grid for weighted grids of
non-nil tripotents. Two non-nil weighted grids fhw : w 2 Wg and fgw : w 2 Wg are said
to be equivalent if hw 2 Tgw (w 2 W ) with the standard notation T := f 2 C : j j = 1g.
We shall call J*-triples spanned by non-nil weighted grids shortly grid triples .
Remark 8.1.13. Theorem 8.1.11 establishes the existence of non-degenerate weight g-
ures for any weighted grid. Given a weighted grid G := fgw : w 2 Wg, a linear mapping
D with Dgw = wgw; w 2 R (w 2 W ) belongs to DG if and only if
u   v + w = u v+w (u; v; w; u  v + w 2 W; fgugvgwg 6= 0):
Therefore if W is a non-degenerate weight gure for G then any mapping L0 : W ! H
with the property
L0(u)  L0(v) + L0(w) = L0(u  v + w) (u; v; w; u  v + w 2 W; fgugvgwg 6= 0)
extends linearly to SpanRW . In particular any other weight gure of G is the ane image of
any non-degenerate weight gure of G. Furthermore, the intersection of a non-degenerate
weight gure W of G = fgw : w 2 Wg with an ane subspace U is also a non-degenerate
weight gure (for fgw : w 2 W \ Ug).
Denition 8.1.14. We say that E is a Lorentz triple with splitting S if E is equipped with
a complex Hilbert space structure by a scalar product h ; i with respect to which S 2 L(E)
is an orthogonal reection (i.e. S = S; S2 = 1) such that for each eigenvector e 6= 0 of
the reection S we have e3(= feeeg) 6= 0 and the operator e e is non-negative with
respect to the indenite inner product hx; yiS := hSx; yi (i.e. hS(e e)x; xi  0 whenever
Se = e and x 2 E).
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Example 8.1.15. Let E be a nite dimensional Lorentz triple with splitting S. Choose
a maximal Abelian family D of e e : Se 2 feg	. Consider any weight vector a 2 Ew
where w : D ! R. Given any e 2 E with e e 2 D, 0  hS(e e)x; xi = hx; S(e e)xi
(x 2 E). This means S(e e) = [S(e e)] = (e e)S, whence e e = S2e e =
(e e)S2 = (e e) and S(e e) = (e e)S whenever e e 2 D. Therefore the weight
space Ew is invariant by S. In particular a1; a2 2 Ew where ak := 12 [a + ( 1)kSa]. Since
Sak = ( 1)kak and, by (8.1.1), [D; ak ak] = [w(D)   w(D)]ak ak = 0 for D 2 D,
necessarily ak a

k 2 D. On the other hand, 0  hS(ak ak)a`; a`i = h(ak ak)a`; Sa`i =
( 1)`w(ak ak)ha`; a`i (k; ` = 1; 2). This is possible only if w(a1 a1) = 0 or w(a2 a2) = 0.
By denition, 0 6= ak = ( 1)kSak implies 0 6= a3k = w(ak ak)ak (k = 1; 2). Therefore a1 =
0 or a2 = 0 whence a = ak and a a
 = ak ak 2 D with k = 1 or k = 2. Consequently D is
an abelian M-family consisting of h ; i-self-adjoint operators. In particular, since dim(E) <
1, we have E = w2WR(D)Ew. By Theorem 8.1.6 and its corollary, the summands Ew
consist of multiples of f1g-tripotents. Thus we got the following description.
Any nite dimensional Lorentz triple is spanned by a weighted grid consisting of f1g-
tripotents which are pairwise orthogonal eigenvectors of the splitting reection with respect
to the underlying inner product.
Remark 8.1.16. Non-degenerate Hilbert triples in the sense of [68] are Lorentz triples with
the trivial splitting S = 1. Any Hilbert triple is the orthogonal direct sum of ideals spanned
by f1; 0g-tripotents with the same sign. In general this is not the case for Lorentz triples.
The complex Lorentz 2-space H(1;1) is C2 with the indenite inner product h ; iS where
Sx := ( x1; x2) and hx; yi := x1y1   x2y2. The operation fxyzg := 12hx; yiSz + 12hSz; yix
makes H(1;1) a Lorentz triple with splitting S. This triple has only trivial ideals, as an
easy consequence of the fact that the unit vectors e1 := (1; 0), e2 := (0; 1) are tripotents
of opposite signs forming a weighted grid over the non-degenerate weight gure f1; 2g (as
subset of R) such that

ekek

e`
	 6= 0 (k; ` = 1; 2).
Example 8.1.17. Consider the space T (R) := Spann2Zn of all complex trigonometric
polynomials on R where n is the function n() := ein# # 2 R). The triple product
ffghg := fgh makes T (R) a J*-triple. Each character n is a positive tripotent and the
basis B := fn : n 2 Zg is a non-nil weighted grid of T (R) over the non-degenerate
weight gure Z1 (as subset of RR). Indeed k`m	 = k `+m (k; `;m 2 Z). The
weight gure W of any other weighted grid structure B = fbw : w 2 Wg can be written
as W = fw(k) : k 2 Zg where bw(k) = k. Necessarily w(k  `+m) = w(k) w(`)+w(m)
(k; `;m 2 Z), whence W is an ane image of Z and a linear image of Z1.
Notice that the operator D := d=d# is a J-derivation on T (R) with Dn = nn (n 2 Z)
which is not inner in the sense that D 62 Spank;` k `.
Remark 8.1.18. It is natural to ask if alone the closedness of CG under the triple prod-
uct entails automatically the existence of a weighted grid structure on G in the previous
theorem. The answer is negative:
Let G be a real orthonormed basis in a nite dimensional spin factor E. Then fabcg =
c (a = b); 0 (a 6= b 6= c 6= a);  b (a = c 6= b) (a; b; c 2 G). Thus G is a family of
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(equivalent positive) tripotents and CG is closed under the triple product. However, G
cannot carry the structure G = fgw : w 2 Wg of a weighted grid. Namely, in the latter
case u 6= v would imply fgugvgug =  gv and hence the contradiction u  v + u = v.
8.2 Sign transformations
Next we investigate how the triple product on weighted grids with signed tripotents can be
retrieved from that of classical J*-triples admitting only positive tripotents. Throughout
the whole section E is an arbitrarily xed J*-triple with the triple product f:::g.
According to [60]1.14-15, eE := E  E with the twisted triple product
f(x1  x2)(y1  y2)(z1  z2)g := fx1y2z1g  fx2y1z2g (8.2.1)
becomes a J*-triple such that for any (signed) tripotent g 2 E,
eg3 = eg where eg := g  (sgn(g)g) :
Proposition 8.2.2. Suppose S : E ! E is a linear mapping. Then, by writing N (E) :=
fe2E : fxexg = 0 (x2E)g,
(i) eH := fx (Sx) : x 2 Eg is a subtriple of eE if and only if
S fx(Sy)zg = f(Sx)y(Sz)g (x; y; z 2 E);
(ii) [xyz] :=fx(Sy)zg (x; y; z2E) is J*-triple-product onEif and only if
S fx(Sy)zg   f(Sx)y(Sz)g 2 N (E) (x; y; z 2 E).
Proof. (i) is straightforward. To see (ii), observe that the Jordan identity for [ : : :] can be
stated in terms of S as
fa(Sb)fx(Sy)xgg = 2 ffa(Sb)xg(Sy)xg   x(S fb(Sa)yg)x	 :
Extracting the left hand side by the Jordan identity of f:::g, we get
fa(Sb)fx(Sy)xgg = 2 ffa(Sb)xg(Sy)xg   fxf(Sb)a(Sy)gxg :
A comparison of both right hand sides yields (ii).
Denition 8.2.3. For an involution automorphism S of E we call the triple product f:::gS
dened by
fxyzgS := fx(Sy)zg (x; y; z 2 E)
the sign transformation of f:::g by means of S.
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Remark 8.2.4. 1) By the equivalence in (ii), the operation f:::gS is indeed a J*-triple-
product if S2 = id and S fxyzg = f(Sx)(Sy)(Sz)g (x; y; z 2 E). The background of the
terminology "sign transformation" is the fact that given any tripotent e 2 E with Se = " e,
feeegS = " sgn(e)e that is e is a tripotent wrt. the triple product f:::gS and its sign is
the "-multiple of that wrt. f:::g.
2) An involution automorphism T of (E; f:::g) is an involution automorphism of (E; f:::gS)
for any involution automorphism S of (E; f:::g) commuting with T and f:::gST =(f:::gS)T .
3) It is straightforward to see that a linear operator S : E ! E with Sgw = "wgw,
"w 2 f1g (w 2 W ), is a J*-triple-automorphism of E if and only if
(S) "u v+w = "u"v"w whenever fgugvgwg 6= 0 (u; v; w 2 W ) :
Notice that this formula is independent of the signs of the elements of G.
4) N (Span(G)) = 0 if G is a non-nil weighted grid . Indeed, given e := Pv vgv with
u 6= 0, for suitable coecients v 2 C we have fguegug =
P
v vvg2u v where u =
[ : fgugugug = gu] 6= 0.
Corollary 8.2.5. Let G := fgw : w 2 Wg be a non-nil weighted grid and let " :
W ! f1g. Then there exists a triple product [ : : :] on the subtriple Span(G) such that
[gugv
gw] = "v fgugvgwg (u; v; w 2 W ) if and only if the sign condition (S) holds. In
particular the triple product f:::g on Span(G) is the sign transformed form of some triple
product [ : : :] such that sgn[:::](gw) = 1 (w 2 W ) if and only ifQ4
k=1 sgn(gw) = 1 if u1; u2; u3 2 W , u4 = u1   u2 + u3, fgu1gu2gu3g 6= 0.
Remark 8.2.6. In the context of 8.2.5, eG := ffgw : w 2 Wg is a weighted grid in eE
if and only if the linear extension S of the mapping gw 7! sgn(gw)gw is an involution
automorphism of the subtriple F . In the latter case F equipped with the triple product
f:::gS is isomorphic to SpanC eG (with the triple product of eE) by the rst coordinate
projection.
Example 8.2.7. The structure of a subtriple generated by two associated non-nil tripo-
tents in a non-nil weighted grid can be described in terms of a sign transformed form of
the triple 8.1.16 of trigonometric polynomials as follows.
Theorem 8.2.8. Assume h0; h1 2 E with (hk hk)h` = sgn(hk)h` (k; ` 2 f0; 1g). Then
there exists a (unique) homomorphism  of
 
T (R); f:::gS

onto the subtriple F generated
by h0; h1 such that (
k) = hk (k = 0; 1) where S is the linear extension of the map
n 7! sgn(h0)[sgn(h0)sgn(h1)]nn.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that E is generated by fh0; h1g. Set
a0 := eh0, a1 := eh1 and dene recursively
an+1 := fanan 1ang (n > 1); an 1 := fanan+1ang (n < 0)
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in eE. By [68] I.4.4, negehego is a positive tripotent associated with both eg and eh whenevereg  eh are positive tripotents in eE. Hence we see by induction on n, that an is a positive
tripotent associated with an 1 and an+1 for every n 2 Z. That is, for all n 2 Z we have
ak a

ka` = a` if n 1  k; `  n+1. Thus by the Jordan identity, also an+1 = fanan 1ang
and an 1 = fanan+1ang for all n 2 Z. Therefore
(an a

n)at1 = 2 ffananatgat1atg   fatfananat1gatg =
= at1 if (an an)at = at, (an a

n)at1 = at1.
Hence (an a

n)an+t = an+t (n; t 2 Z) by induction on t. On the other hand
an1 an = fanan1ang an = [an an1; an an] + an fananan1g =
=  [an an; an1 an] =
=  fananang an1 + an fan1anan1g = an an1 :
Thus we can conclude
an a

n 1 = a1 a

0 ; an 1 a

n = a0 a

1 ; an a

n = a0 a

0 (n 2 Z) :
It follows faka`amg = ak `+m for any k; `;m 2 Z with jk  `j  1. Hence we can prove at
once
faka`amg = ak `+m (k; `;m 2 Z) (8.2.9)
by induction on jk   `j. Suppose (8.2.9) holds whenever jk   `j  n. If k; `;m 2 Z and
`  k  `+ n  n then
"k 1 fak+1a`amg = ffakak 1akga`amg =
= fakak 1faka`amgg+ fakfak 1aka`gamg   faka`fakak 1amgg =
= "` fakak 1ak `+mg+ "k faka` 1amg   "k 1 faka`am+1g =
= "`+k 1ak `+m+1 + "k faka` 1amg   "k 1+`ak `+m+1 =
= "k faka` 1amg :
Similarly faka`+1amg = " fak 1a`amg (k  `  k + n). Therefore, given any xed
k; `;m 2 Z with jk   `j  n+ 1, we have
fak+ta`+tamg = faka`amg (t 2 Z) :
With t := m  `, we get
faka`amg = fak+` mamamg = (am am)ak+` m =
= ak `+m (jk   `j = n+ 1)
which completes the induction argument.
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Dene hn := Pan (0; 1 6= n 2 Z). Notice that also h0 = Pa0 and h1 = Pa1. The
relation an+1 = fanan 1ang means
hn+1  [sgn(hn+1] = [sgn(hn 1) fhnhn 1hng] fhnhn 1hng
whence sgn(hn 1) = sgn(hn+1) (n 2 Z). That is sgn(hn) = "n (n 2 Z) with  := sgn(h0)
and " := sgn(h1)sgn(h0). Substituting this into (8.2.9) we get
fhkh`hmg = "`hk `+m (k; `;m 2 Z) :
The function n 7! "n satises the sign condition (S) on the weight gure W := Z of the
non-nil weighted grid fn : n 2 Zg of T (R). Hence the linear extension S of n 7! "nn
is an involution automorphism of T (R) giving rise to the triple product f:::gS. Clearly
k`

m
	
S
= "`k `+m (k; `;m 2 Z) which completes the proof.
8.3 Basic congurations
We apply the theory of elementary COG congurations developed in [68]Ch.I (and [69]2.5
with an abstract treatment) to the setting of weighted grids of non-nil tripotents. As in
the previous section, E is a J*-triple, eE := E  E with the triple product (8.2.1) and for
a tripotent g 2 E we write eg := g  [sgn(g)g] :
Throughout the whole section G := fgw : w 2 Wg denotes a weighted grid in E. It
is straightforward to see that two non-nil tripotents g; h 2 E are eigenvectors for both
g g and h h i the pair eg;eh has the same property. with the modules of the respective
eigenvalues. In particular (gu g

u)gv 2 Rgv (u; v 2 W ), and hence eG consists of pairwise
Peirce compatible [68]Ch.I positive tripotents. Therefore there exists a matrix
 
uv

u;v2W
with entries in f0; 1; 2g which we call the Peirce matrix of G such that
(gu g

u)gv =
1
2
sgn(gu)uvgv (u; v 2 W ) :
On W we introduce the COG relations [69]3.0 by means of those on eG:
u> v if uv = vu = 1 ; u? v if uv = vu = 0 ;
u  v if uv = vu = 2 ; u ` v if uv = 2 and vu = 1 :
By writing also u a v for v ` u, it is well-known that for any pair u; v 2 W we have uRv
with exactly one of the relations R := > ; ? ;`;a;.
Modifying slightly the notation of [69]3.1, we call a tuple (w1; : : : ; w4) a triangle if
w1=w3`w2aw4?w1, quadrangle if w1>w2>w3?w1>w4>w3>w2?w4, diamond if w1`w2a
w3>w1`w4aw3`w2?w4. Triangles, quadrangles and diamonds are referred as elementary
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COG congurations. A tuple (w1; w2; w3) is an incomplete elementary conguration if
(w1; w2; w3; w4) is a basic conguration for some w4 2 W . In the sequel we shall write
u :=

t(2 W ) 7! tu

(u 2 W )
for the column vectors of the Peirce matrix. By the Jordan identity 1.10(J) (applied with
a := b := gt, x := gu1 , y := gu2 , z := gu3) we have
(J0) u1   u2 + u3 = (u1   u2 + u3) if u1; u2; u3; u1 u2+u3 2 W :
These vectors distinguish only non-associated points:
un := u+ n(v   u) 2 W with un = u for all n 2 Z i u  v. (8.3.1)
Indeed, by Theorem 8.2.8 we have un 2 W for any n 2 Z and, taking (J0) into account, the
sequence fun : n 2 Zg is arithmetic. Since un(t) 2 f0; 1; 2g (n 2 Z) for any xed t 2 W ,
this is possible only if all the terms un are the same. The converse implication is trivial
since unun = 2 (n 2 Z).
Denition 8.3.2. A tuple (u1; u2; u3; u4) 2 W 4 is a basic conguration for the non-nil
weighted grid fgw : w 2 Wg if fu1u2u3g 6= 0 and u4 = u1   u2 + u3.
Remark 8.3.3. By the Jordan identity, u4 = u

1 u2+u3 whenever (u1; : : : ; u4) is a basic
conguration. If we choose a representant from each equivalence class of the relation 
on W then, for the family W0 of the chosen elements, the set ffgw : w 2 W0g is a COG
of (positive) tripotents in the sense of [69]3.1. Moreover this COG of tripotents is closed
in the sense of [69]3.2, since f egu egvfgwg 6= 0 and hence u  v + w 2 W with u  v + w  t
for some t 2 W0 whenever (u; v; w) is an incomplete elementary COG conguration (see
[68] Ch.I). According to [69]2.1, if u1; : : : ; u4 2 W0 are at least three distinct points such
that uk 6 u` for uk 6= u` and u4 = u1   u2 + u3 then for some index permutation  ,
(u(1); u(2); u(3); u(4)) is an elementary COG conguration. Thus (taking into account
arbitrariness in the choice ofW0), given a basic conguration (u1; : : : ; u4) in W , there exists
an index permutation  such that (u(1); : : : ; u(4)) is an elementary COG conguration or
u(1)  u(2), u(1)   u(2) = u(3)   u(4). In the latter case necessarily u(k)Ru(`) (k =
1; 2; ` = 3; 4) for some or the relations R 2 f> ; ? ;`;a;g.
Here we can exclude the case R = ? : if u (1)  u(2)?u (3)  u(4) then for any
index permutation  we have u(1)?u(2) or u(2)?u(3) and hence
n
]gu(1)]gu(1)
]gu(1)
o
= 0
entailing
n
gu(1)gu(1)
gu(1)
o
= 0.
Consider the positive tripotents hk := ]gu(k)(= gu(k)  [sgn(gu(k))gu(k) ]) in eE. Accord-
ing to [68]Ch.I, the subtripleH of eE generated by fh1; : : : ; h4g is Span4k=1hk if (h1; : : : ; h4) is
a triangle or quadrangle while H = Span6k=1hk where h5 := fh1h2h1g and h6 := fh3h2h3g
are positive tripotents if (h1; : : : ; h4) is a diamond. On the other hand, as we have seen,
if h1  h2 and h3  h4 then both the couples fh1; h2g and fh3; h4g generate strings of
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pairwise associated tripotents with the same Peirce vectors. Therefore any (possibly de-
generate) parallelogram (w1; : : : ; w4) in W with w1 w2 = w3 w4 and w1 w2 = w3 w4
is embedded into a subset of W which is the ane image of one of the below forms
where we can read the COG relations between the vertices as follows: for u; v(2 W ) we
draw u     v if u> v, u >     v if u ` v, u ><     v if u  v, and u is not connected
with v for u? v.
Proposition 8.3.4. Let (u1; : : : ; u4) be a basic conguration for G such that uk 6 u` for
some k; `. Then
Q4
k=1 sgn(guk) = 1.
Proof. By the previous remark we may assume that, with a suitable index permutation
 , the Peirce coecients of the points wk := u(k) (k = 1; : : : ; 4) correspond to one of the
following graphs
and we have w1   w2 = w3   w4 along with w1   w2 = w3   w4 (the case of triangles is
covered by a graph with w4 = w1). Observe that, in any case, we have w3w4 < 2. For short
abbreviate k := gwk , k` := wku` . and let 4 := f213g. Notice that 4 2 Cgw2 w1+w3 =
Cgw4 . Hence

124
	 2 Cgw1 w2+w4 = Cgw3 . On the other hand f123g = 0 because
otherwise we would have v := w1   w2 + w3 2 W and v = w1   w2 + w3 = 2u3   u4 with
w3v = 234   33 = 4  34 > 2. Therefore
(4 4

)3 =
1
8
Q3
k=1sgn(k)(2  34)(2113   1223)3
because
44

3
	
=  12433		+ 124	33	+ 43f123g	 =
=  1
2
sgn(3)34

124
	
+
1
2
sgn(3)33

124
	
=
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=
1
2
sgn(3)(2  34)

124
	
where
124
	
= f12f213gg = ff122g13g   f2f221g3g+ f21f123gg =
=
1
2
sgn(2)21 f113g   1
2
sgn(1)12 f223g =
=
1
4
sgn(2)21sgn(1)133  1
4
sgn(1)12sgn(2)233 :
A case by case inspection shows that we have always (2 34)(2113 1223) = 2. Hence,
in any case 4 2 1
2
T4 and sgn(4) = sgn(2  4) =Q3k=1 sgn(k).
8.4 The semisimple case
Denition 8.4.1. A weighted grid G := fgw : w 2 Wg is semisimple if it consists of
pairwise non-associated non-nil tripotents (i.e. fgugugvg 62 fgvg or fgvgvgug 62 fgug
for dierent u; v 2 W ).
Throughout this section E denotes a J*-triple spanned by a semisimple weighted grid
G := fgw : w 2 Wg. We shall use the notations uv resp. u (u; v 2 W ) established in
Section 8.3 for the entries and the column vectors of the Peirce matrix of G along with the
COG relations > ; ? ;`;a. We write
S :=

linear extension of fw 7! sgn(gw) : w 2 Wg

:
Remark 8.4.2. By the semisimplicity of G, u 6= v for u 6= v in W . Conversely, by
Lemma 8.2.8, the columns of the Peirce matrix distinguish the points of the weight gure
only for semisimple weighted grids.
As a consequence of Proposition 8.3.4,
Q4
k=1 sgn(guk) = 1 for every basic conguration
(u1; : : : ; u4). Therefore, by Remark 8.2.4(3), the operator S is an involution automorphism
of E giving rise to the sign transformed triple product
[xyz] := fxyzgS = fx(Sy)zg with sgn[ : : :](gw) = 1 (w 2 W ) :
Notice also that f:::g = [ : : :]S. Furthermore the Peirce coecients of G are the same for
both the products f:::g and [ : : :].
According to the previous observation, with respect to the operation f:::gS, G can
be regarded as a multiplicatively closed set (i.e. fgugvgwg 2 Cgt for some t 2 W for
any u; v; w 2 W ) of pairwise Peirce compatible pairwise non-associated positive tripotents.
Thus, by classical grid theory [68]Ch.II and [69]3.3-8,
G consists of multiples of a standard f:::gS-grid H := fhw : w 2 Wg.
In particular, W with the relations > ; ? ;` is a closed abstract COG in the sense of
[69]2.14. Hence we can achieve a classication of semisimple weighted grids once we deter-
mine the ane shape of non-degenerate weight gures and the possible sign distributions
in terms of the Peirce matrix whose structure is completely known.
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Since (W; > ; ? ;`) is a closed COG, by [69] Theorem A and its constructive proof,
there exists an inner product ( : j : ) on the real vector space W  spanned by the functions
w : u 7! uw (w 2 Wg
such that
(R;R1) where R := R1 [R0 [R 1 with
R1 := fw : w 2 Wg; R0 := fu   v : (ujv) 6= 0; u 6= vg; R 1 :=  R1
is a 3-graded root system and
uv =
2(ujv)
(vjv) ; (u
ju) =

2 if 9w u`w
4 else
(u; v 2 W ) : (8.4.3)
Notice also that, by [69]2.5, four (not necessarily distinct) points u1; : : : ; u

4 2 R1 form
a parallelogram (u(1)  u(2) +u(3) = u(4) for some index permutation ) if and only if
(u(1); : : : ; u(4)) is a basic conguration or trivially u(1) = u(2) and u(3) = u(4) for some
index permutation . On the other hand, by the Jordan identity (J), (u   v + w) =
u   v   w whenever u; v; w; u   v + w 2 W and fgugvgwg 6= 0. According to (8.3.1),
the correspondence w 7! w is one-to-one. Hence, by Lemma 8.3.4 we see that
u1   u2 = u3   u4 () u1   u2 = u3   u4 (u1; : : : ; u4 2 W ) : (8.4.4)
Recall that 3-graded root systems can be generated by so-called grid bases. Taking into
account [69]1.5(7), we can reformulate the denition as follows. A grid base B of (R;R1)
(with R1 = R
B
1 in the terminology of [69]1.5) is a maximal linearly independent subset of
R1 such that for any C  R1,
C=R1 if BC and  +2C whenever ; ; 2C with  +2R1.
For an explicit construction of grid bases see [69]3.6.
Lemma 8.4.5. Let (V;+) be a connected commutative real Lie group. Assume  0 : R1 ! V
is a mapping such thatP4
k=1( 1)k 0(k) = 0 whenever
P4
k=1( 1)kk = 0, 1; : : : ; 4 2 R1.
Then  0 extends to a homomorphism  : SpanRR1 ! V of the form  = exp where  is
a linear map of SpanRR1 into the Lie algebra of V .
Proof. Choose a grid base B in R1. Since V is connected and commutative, the exponential
map of the Lie algebra L of V is a surjective submersion [103]. Hence for any  2 B there
exists some  2 L such that exp() =  0() ( 2 B). Since B is a vector space basis
in SpanRR, there is a (unique) linear  : SpanRR ! V extending the map  7! .
Let C := f 2 R1 : exp(()) =  0()g. The hypothesis
P4
k=1( 1)k 0(k) = 0 forP4
k=1( 1)kk = 0 implies 1   2 + 3 2 C for 1; 2; 3 2 C. By the denition of ,
B  C whence C = R1.
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Corollary 8.4.6. For a linear map L : E!E commuting with fgw gw : w2Wg,
(i) L 2 Der(E) if and only if Lgw = (w)gw (w 2 W ) for some linear  : W  ! R,
(ii) L 2 Aut(E) if and only if Lgw = e(i(w)) (w 2 W ) for some linear  : W  ! R.
Proof. Observe that each gw is an eigenvector of L. Indeed, if w 2 W and Lgw =P
v2W vgv then 0 = (gu g

u)Lgw L(gu gu)gw == 2
P
v2W v(uv uw)gv for any u 2 W .
Hence v(v
 w) = 0 (v 2 W ). However, by (S) we have v 6= w for v 6= w. Thus in any
case we can write Lgw = wgw with suitable constants w 2 C (w 2 W ).
(i) According to Lemma 8.1.3, we have L 2 Der(E) if and only if u v+w = u v+w
whenever u; v; w; u v+w 2 W . Since the map w 7! w is parallelogram preserving (8.4.4),
the statement is immediate from 8.4.5 applied with V := R and  0 : w 7! w.
(ii) Notice that we have L 2 Aut(F ) if and only if jwj = 1 (w 2 W ) and u v+w =
uvw (u; v; w; u v+w 2 W ). To complete the proof we apply 8.4.5 to the multiplicative
group T(:= f 2 C : jj = 1g) and the map  0 : w 7! w.
Remark 8.4.7. As an immediate consequence of (i), R1 is a non-degenerate weight gure
for G and SpanRfgw gw : w 2 Wg is an M-family in E.
We summarize our considerations in the framework of classical grid theory as follows.
Theorem 8.4.8. Let G := fgw : w 2 Wg be a weighted grid of non-nil tripotents.
In terms of the family R1 := fw : w2Wg of the Peirce vectors w := [u 7!uw] where
uv := [ 2 f0; 1; 2g : (gu gu)gv = 12sgn(gu)uvgv], the following statements are equivalent.
(i) G is semisimple.
(ii) W does not contain any non-degenerate ane copy fwn : n 2 Zg of Z with wn = wm
(m;n 2 Z).
(iii) For some linear mapping L of the space W  := SpanRR1 onto SpanRW we have
w = Lw (w 2 W ). There exists an inner product ( : j : ) on W  satisfying (8:4:3)
with respect to which R1 is the 1-component of a 3-graded root system. Furthermore
sgn(gw) = ( 1)	(w) (w 2 W )
for some linear functional 	 : W  ! R assuming integral values on R1.
Proof. To complete the proof we only have to establish the sign formula in (iii). Assume
(i). By Lemma 8.3.4 we have
Q4
k=1 sgn(guk) = 1 whenever
P4
k=1 u

k = 0 (u1; : : : ; u4 2 W ).
An application of Lemma 8.4.5 with V := (T; ) yields the existence of a linear functional
 : W  ! R such that sgn(gw) = ei (w) (w 2 W ). Thus the choice 	 :=  1 suits our
requirements.
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8.5 Grid triples of Z2 type
Henceforth F denotes a J*-triple spanned by a non-nil weighted grid G := fgw : w 2 Wg
with non-degenerate weight gure W . For short we write ef := [ 2 f0;12 ;1g :
(e e)f = f ] for e; f 2 G. We use also the direct notation eRf (e; f 2 G; R = > ; ? ;`
;a;) for the COG relations of the elements of G (dened in terms of (8.2.1)).
Proposition 8.5.1. Let (wk : k 2 Z) be an arithmetic sequence in W and suppose
u; v 2 W with u   v = N(w1   w0). Then with the notations e := gu, f := gv, an := gwn
(n 2 Z) and F0 := Spann2Zan, for some  2 C we have
e f jF0 = aN a0jF0 ; f ejF0 = a0 aN jF0 (n 2 Z) :
Proof. By setting  := sgn(a0) and " := sgn(a0)sgn(a1), we may assume
ak `+m = "` faka`amg (k; `;m 2 Z) ;
e f : an 7! nan+N ; f e : an 7! nan N
for suitable coecients n; n 2 C (n 2 Z). Thus
feffaka`amgg = ffefakga`amg   fakffea`gamg+ faka`fefamgg
"` fefak `+mg = k fak+Na`amg   ` faka` N amg+ m faka`am+Ng
k `+m"`ak `+m+N = [k"`   `"` N + m"`]ak `+m+N
k + m   k `+m = `"N (k; `;m 2 Z) :
In particular (with ` := 0) we have k+m k+m = 0"N (k;m 2 Z). That is 0k+0m = 0k+m
(k;m 2 Z) for the values 0n := n 0"N . It follows by induction that 0n = n01 (n 2 Z) and
hence the sequence (n : n 2 Z) is arithmetic. On the other hand (with k = ` = m =: n)
also n = n"
N (n 2 Z). Thus for some ;  2 C,
n = n+  ; n = "
N(n+ ) (n 2 Z) :
Since u  v = N(w1   w0), we have ge   gf = N(ga1   ga0) = 0 (g 2 G). Thus e  f
and therefore eee e
 = fff f [on the base space if we consider partial J*-triples]. It
follows
[e f ; f e] = feffg e f feefg = fee e eff f = ffe e eef f  = 0 :
This means that fefffeangg = ffefefangg i.e. n fefan Ng = n ffean+Ng or
nn Nan = nn+Nan (n 2 Z). Thus
nn N = nn+N (n 2 Z)
"N(n+ )[(n N)+ ] = (n+ )"N [(n+N)+ ]
n2jj2 + n[ N jj2 + 2Re] + [ N + jj2] =
= n2jj2 + n[N jj2 + 2Re] + [ N+ jj2]
which is possible only if  = 0. Therefore n = 0 and n = 0 = "
N0 for every index
n 2 Z.
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Denition 8.5.2. We introduce the notationha b
c d
i
:=

 2 C : (a b)d =  (c d)d =  sgn(d)c (a; b; c; d 2 G ; c  d) :
Lemma 8.5.3. Suppose u; v; w; z 2 W with u  v = w   z and gu  gv  gw  gz. Then
for the tripotents a := gu, b := gv, c := gw, d := gz we haveha b
c d
i
sgn(d)sgn(a) =
hd b
c a
i
;
ha b
c d
i
=
hb a
d c
i
:
Proof. We have
fabdg = (a b)d =
ha b
c d
i
(c d)d =
ha b
c d
i
sgn(d)c ;
fdbag = (d b)a =
hd b
c a
i
(c a)a =
hd b
c a
i
sgn(a)c :
Since fabdg = fdbag, this proves the rst equality. The second one is immediate from
Proposition 8.5.1.
Corollary 8.5.4. In particular, if a  b 2 G then (Qba) b = sgn(a)sgn(b)b a and
b (Qba)
 = sgn(a)sgn(b)a b for Qba := fbabg.
Proposition 8.5.5. Suppose fuk : k 2 Zg and fvk : k 2 Zg are two strings in W such
that uk   uk 1 = v`   v` 1 (k; ` 2 Z). Set
ak := guk ; bk := gvk ; ck := sgn(ak)Qbkak ; k :=
h bk b0
ak a0
i
and assume faka`amg = `ak `+m, fbkb`bmg =  `bk `+m, ak  b` (k; `;m 2 Z). Then
0 =  ;  k = ()kk (k 2 Z)
and there exists a sequence (t : t 2 Z) in T such that
j+t   (1 + t t)tj + tj t = 0 ;
Qbjaj+t = tsgn(aj+t)cj t (j; t 2 Z) :
Proof. By denition, 0 =
h
b0 b0
a0 a0
i
= sgnb0=sgn(a0) = = = . Furthermore
 k =
h b k b0
a k a0
i
=
h b0 b k
a0 a k
i
=
 k
k
h bk b0
ak a0
i
= ()kk :
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For every k; `;m 2 Z we haveh bk b`
ak a`
i
=
 `
`
h bk ` b0
ak ` a0
i
= ()`k ` ;hak a`
bk b`
i
= k `
h b` a`
bk ak
i
= k `
h a` b`
ak bk
i
=
= k `` k
h bk b`
ak a`
i
= ()k+`k ` = ` k ;
faka`bmg =
hak a`
bk b`
i
fbkb`bmg = ` k `bk `+m ;
fbkb`amg =
h bk b`
ak a`
i
faka`amg = ()`k ``ak `+m =
=  `k `ak `+m :
Using these relations, we evaluate the identity
fbkak+tfbkbk taigg = ffbkak+tbkgbk taig  
 fbkfak+tbkbk tgaig+ fbkbk tfbkak+taigg :
It follows
f(Qbkak+t)bk taig =
=  k tt fbkak+tai+tg    k+tk+t i fbkbk tbi tg+  k t fbkakaig =
=  k tt k+tk ibi   k tk+t i k tbi +  k(t tt) kk ibi =
=

(1 + t t)tk i   k i+t

bi :
Since bk = gvk  guk+t = ak+t, we have Qbkak+t 2 Tg2vk uk+t . Since the sequences (un),
(vn) are arithmetic with the same dierence, 2vk   uk+t = 2vk t   uk t. Thus ck t =
Qbk tak t 2 Tg2vk t uk t , and we have
Qbkak+t = ktck t for some kt 2 T :
By Corollary 8.5.4,
(Qbkak+t) b

k t = ktck t b

k t = ktsgn(bk t)sgn(ak t)bk t a

k t ;
f(Qbkak+t)bk taig = ktk t k t fbk tak taig = ktk tk t ibi ;
kt
k tk t i = (1 + t t)tk i   k i+t :
Since 0 =  2 f1g, by substituting i := k   t, we see that the coecient
t kkt = 0[(1  t t)2t   2t] =: t
is independent of the index k and has absolute value 1. Thus
t(k i) t = (1 + t t)tk i   (k i)+t ; Qbkak+t = ktck t = k+ttck t
for any i; k; t 2 Z. We complete the proof by substituting j := k   i.
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Remark 8.5.6. It is well-known from elementary linear algebra that the bilateral shift
T : (zn : n 2 Z) 7! (zn+1 : n 2 Z)
on the sequence space S := (zn : n 2 Z) : z0; z 1; z1; : : : 2 C	 has the following spectral
property: 
(nk!n : n 2 Z) : ! 2 C n f0g; k = 0; 1; : : :	 is a basis in S0
where S0 :=

z 2 S : 9 p polynomial p(T )z = 0	. Moreover, each sequence (nk!k : n 2
Z) is an eigenvector of order k (with eigenvalue ! 6= 0).
Corollary 8.5.7. There exist !1; !2 2 C n f0g and  2 R such that
n =

2
(1 + i)!n1 +

2
(1  i)!n2 ; n = (!1!2)n (n 2 Z) :
The following alternatives hold
i)  = 1,  = 0 and j!1j = j!2j = 1,
ii)  = 1,  = 0 and !2 = !1
 1,
iii)  =  1,  2 R arbitrary and !1 =  !2, j!1j = 1.
Proof. By Proposition 8.5.5, j+2t (1+ t t)tj+t+ tj  0. Thus with the notation
of the previous remark,
T 2t   (1 + t t)tT t + t

(n : n 2 Z) = 0 (t 2 Z) :
Let !1; !2 denote the roots of the polynomial z
2   (1 + )1z + 1. Therefore we have
only the possibilities
1)  = 1 ; n = (A+Bn)!
n with ! 2 f!1; !2g ;
2)  = 1 ; n = A!
n
1 +B!
n
2 with !1 6= !2 ; A;B 6= 0 ;
3)  =  1; n = A%n +B( %)n with % 2 f! : !2 = 1g
for some A;B 2 C.
Case 1. We show that necessarily A = , B = 0, and t = !
2t.
The condition 0 =  implies A = . Hence the relation  n = ()nn = n means
(   nB)! n = ( + nB)!n (n 2 Z) :
Thus we must have ! 1 = ! and B =  B. That is j!j2 = 1 and B 2 iR. On the other
hand
0 = n+2t   2tn+t + tn =
= [+(n+2t)B]!n+2t  2(+tB)[+(n+t)B]!n+2t+ t(+nB)!n=
=
 !2t   2B(t!2t)  2B2(t2!2t) + t!n +
+B
 !2t   2B(t!2t) + tn!n :
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For xed t 2 Z, both the coecients of !n and n!n should vanish in the last expression.
Hence B = 0 implies t = !
2t. From the assumption B 6= 0, we get the contradiction
t = !
2t + 2B(t!2t)  2B2(t2!2t)  !2t + 2B(t!2t).
Case 2. For any xed t 2 Z,
0 = n+2t   2tn+t + tn =
= !n1A
 
1  2A!2t1   2B(!1!2)t + t+
+!n2B
 
1  2B)!2t2   2A(!1!2)t + t

(n 2 Z):
By assumption A;B 6= 0. Therefore, since the coecients of !1; !2 must vanish,
t = 2B(!1!2)
t + (2A  1)(!21)t =
= 2A(!1!2)
t + (2B   1)(!22)t
for any t 2 Z. By assumption !1 6= !2 and hence !1!2 6= !21, !1!2 6= !22 in this case. Thus
the coecients of the terms (!1!2) should be the same i.e. A = B. Since A+B = 0 = ,
necessarily
A = B = =2 ; t = (!1!2)
t (t 2 Z) :
Since jtj = 1, also j!1!2j = 1. On the other hand  n = n (n 2 Z). This means
! n1 + !
 n
2 = !1
n + !2
n (n 2 Z) :
Since the sequences
 
n

( 2 Cnf0g) form a linearly independent family, it follows ! 11 2
f! 12 ; !1; !2g. However, ! 11 6= ! 11 whence ! 11 2 f!1; !2g. Similarly ! 12 2 f! 11 ; !1g.
Since !1 6= !2, we have the subcases
2:1) ! 11 = !1 and !
 1
2 = !2 with j!1j2 = j!2j2 = 1
2:2) ! 11 = !2 i:e: !1 = !; !2 = !
 1 :
Case 3. Since j%j =pj1j = 1, the relations 0 = ,  n = ()nn = ( 1)nn imply
A+B =  and
0 = [A% n +B( %) n]  ( 1)n[A%n +B( %)n] = (A B)%n + (B   A)( %)n
for all n 2 Z. This is possible if and only if A = (1 + i)=2, B = (1  i)=2 for some
constant  2 R. In this case
0 = n+2t   [1 + ( 1)t]tn+t + tn =
=

2
 
(1 + i)%n + (1  i)( %)n t   ( %2)t (n 2 Z) ;
and hence t = ( %2)t for any xed t 2 Z.
Remark 8.5.8. Henceforth we assume W := Z2  1 and we use the abbreviation gpq for
the term g(p;q;1).
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Lemma 8.5.9. Assume
fgpigpjgpkg = sgn(gpj)gp;i j+k (i; j; k 2 Z; p = 0; 1) ;
fgiqgjqgkqg = sgn(gjq)gi j+k;q (i; j; k; q 2 Z) :
Then also
fgpigpjgpkg = sgn(gpj)gp;i j+k (i; j; k; p 2 Z) :
Proof. Taking into account 8.2.8, it suces to verify
sgn(gpk)gp;k2 = fap;k1gpkgp;k1g = Qgp;k1(gpk)
for all p; k 2 Z. We prove this statement by induction. By assumption
sgn(gpk)gp;k+2=Qgp;k+(gpk) for p = 0; 1 with k=0; =1 or k=1; = 1;
sgn(gjq)gj+2";q = Qgj+";q(gjq) for any q; j 2 Z and " = 1 :
Thus we can apply the following induction step:
For any j; k 2 Z, ";  2 f1g
sgn(gpk)gp;k+2 = Qgp;k+(gpk) (p=j; j+"; j+2")
sgn(gjq)gj+2";q = Qgj+";q(gjq) (q=k; k+)

) sgn(gjk)gj+2";k+2 =
= Qgj+2";k+(gj+2";k):
By setting
am := gj+m";k ; bm := gj+m";k+ ; cm := gj+m";k+2 = Qbmam (m = 0; 1; 2);
we have to establish the relation Qc1c0 = sgn(c0)c2.
Since, for any p; q the subspaces Spanj 2 Zgpj, Spani 2 Zgiq are string triples, we have
faka`amg = ` ; fbkb`bmg =  ` (k; `;m 2 Z) :
with some ; ; ;  2 f1g. Thus we can apply Proposition 8.5.5 and its corollary to the
strings (an), (bn), (cn). It follows in particular
Qb1a2 = 1c0 ; Qb1a0 =  1c2 = 
 1
1 = 1c2
for some 1 2 T. Notice that for any g 2 G(= fgij : i; j 2 Zg), Q2g = id because
g g = id. Thus we complete the proof by the argument
Qc1c0 = Qc1(1Qb1a2) = 1QQb1a1Qb1a2 =
= 1(Qb1Qa1Qb1)Qb1a2 = 1Qb1Qa1a2 =
= 1sgn(a2)Qb1a0 = sgn(c0)c2
since sgn(a2) = sgn(gj+2";k) = sgn(gjk) = sgn(gj;k+2) = sgn(c0).
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Remark 8.5.10. Gp := fgpk : k 2 Zg and G0q := fgjq : j 2 Zg in 8.5.9 are weighted grids
with weight gure Z. Therefore (cf. 8.2.8) we can dene an equivalent non-nil weighted
grid G0 := fg0pq : p; q 2 Zg such that
g0pig
0
pj

g0pk
	
= sgn(g0pj)gp;i j+k ;
g0iqg
0
jq

g0kq
	
= sgn(g0jq)gi j+k;q (p; q; i; j; k 2 Z)
by means of the following double recursion:
g0pq = gpq (p; q = 0; 1) ;
g0p;k+1 := Qg0pkg
0
p;k 1 (p = 0; 1; k>1); g
0
p;k 1 := Qg0pkg
0
p;k+1 (p = 0; 1; k<0);
g0`+1;q := Qg0`;qg
0
` 1;q (q 2 Z; ` > 1); g0` 1;q := Qg0`;qg0`+1;q (q 2 Z; ` < 0):
Corollary 8.5.11. There exists an equivalent non-nil weighted grid fg0k` : k; `2Zg such
that 
g0ug
0
v

g0w
	
= sgn(g0xy)g
0
u v+w (u; v; w 2 Z2 lie in one straight line) :
Proof. As we have seen, a non-nil weighted grid G0 has the required property whenever
Qugv = sgn(gv)g2u v for all u; v 2 Z2. By Lemma 8.5.9, we may assume without loss of
generality that
fgpigpjgpkg = sgn(gpj)gp;i j+k; fgiqgjqgkqg = sgn(gjq)gi j+k;q (p; q; i; j; k 2 Z):
Since, in any case sgn(gpq) = sgn(gp+2;q) = sgn(gp;q+2) (p; q 2 Z), we can write
sgn(gpq) = 
pqpq (p; q 2 Z)
where  := sgn(g00),  := sgn(g10)sgn(g00),  := sgn(g01)sgn(g00) and  :=
Q1
k;`=0 sgn(gk`).
Given any x; y; q 2 Z, we can apply Proposition 8.5.5 and its corollary to the strings
ap := gp;y ; bp := gp;y+q ; cp := gp;y+2q (p 2 Z). Since
faka`amg = yq`yqak `+m; fbkb`bmg = yq `yq (k; `;m 2 Z)
where yq := sgn(a0), yq := sgn(b0), yq := sgn(a0)sgn(a1) and yq := sgn(b0)sgn(b1), it
follows in particular
Qgx+p;y+qgxy = Qbx+pax = sgn(ax) p;yqcx+2p = sgn(gx;y)!
 p
1;yq!
 p
2;yqgx+2p;y+2q =
= sgn(gxy)

p
y;qgx+2p;y+2q (p 2 Z)
with some constants 
y;q 2 T for xed y; q 2 Z. Analogously, by arguing with the strings
a0q := gxq, b
0
q := gx+p;q, c
0
q := gx+2p;q (q 2 Z), we get
Qgx+p;y+qgxy = sgn(gxy)(

0
x;p)
 qgx+2p;y+2q (q 2 Z)
with some 
0x;p 2 T for xed x; p. Necessarily
(
y;q)
p = (
0x;p)
q (x; y; p; q 2 Z) :
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Here 
y;q = (
y;q)
1 = (
00;1)
q (y; q 2 Z). Similarly 
0x;p = (
0;1)p (x; p 2 Z). Hence

0;1 = 

0
0;1 and, by denoting this common value by 
,
Qx+p;y+qgxy = sgn(gxy)

pqgx+2p;y+2q (x; y; p; q 2 Z) :
For  2 T, consider the non-nil weighted grid
G := fpqgpq : p; q 2 Zg ( 2 T) :
Since 
((x+p)(y+q)gx+p;y+q)(
xygxy)
((x+p)(y+q)gx+p;y+q)
	
=
= (x+2p)(y+2q) 2pq fgx+p;y+qgxygx+p;y+qg =
= ( 2
)pq(x+2p)(y+2q)sgn(gxy)gx+2p;y+2q (x; y; p; q 2 Z);
by taking a square root  2 f! : !2 = 
g, the non-nil weighted grid G0 := G suits our
requirements.
Denition 8.5.12. Henceforth we shall use the notation
u ^ v := det

u1u2
v1v2

= u1v2   u2v1 for u := (u1; u2); v := (v1; v2) 2 Z2.
Lemma 8.5.13. Suppose fgugvgwg = sgn(gv)gu v+w whenever the vectors u; v; w(2 Z2)
lie on one straight line. Then
fgz+ugzgz+wg = sgn(gz)u^vgz+u+v = (u; v; z 2 Z2)
where n := sgn(g01)sgn(g00)
hgn1 g01
gn0 g00
i
(n 2 Z) :
Proof. Observe that
fgz+ugzgz+vg =
h gz+u gz
gz+u+v gz+v
i
fgz+u+vgz+vgz+vg =
= Sz(u; v)gz+u+v
for any z; u; v 2 Z2 where
Sz(u; v) := sgn(gz+v)
h gz+u gz
gz+u+v gz+v
i
:
Since the triple product is symmetric in the outer variables,
Sz(u; v) = Sz(v; u) (z; u; v 2 Z2) :
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If v 2 Z2 and the constant  2 R is such that v 2 Z, then for some integers k; n we have
 = k=n, n > 0 and w := (1=n)v 2 Z2. Thus
Sz(u+ v; v) = sgn(gz+nw)
h gz+u+kw gz
gz+u+(k+n)w g

z+nw
i
=
= sgn(gz+u+kw)
h gz+nw gz
gz+u+(k+n)w g

z+u+kw
i
=
=
sgn
(
gz+u+kw)[sgn(gz+u+w)sgn(gz+u)]
k
h gz+nw gz
gz+u+nw gz+u
i
=
= sgn(gz+u)
h gz+v gz
gz+u+v gz+u
i
= Sz(v; u) = Sz(u; v)
whenever z; u; v; v 2 Z. Hence, as it is well-known from elementary linear algebra of
determinants, the functionals Sz satises
Sz(u; v) = Sz
 
(u ^ v; 0); (0; 1) (z; u; v 2 Z2) :
In order to calculate Sz in terms of the coecients n, let z = (p; q); u; v 2 Z2 be arbitrarily
xed and write d := u ^ v. For suitable ; ; ;  2 f1g we have
sgn(gxy) = 
xyxy (x; y 2 Z) :
Then
Sz(u; v) = Sz
 
(d; 0); (0; 1)

= sgn(gp;q+1)
h gp+d;q gpq
gp+d;q+1 gp;q+1
i
=
= sgn(gp;q+1)
[sgn(g1q)sgn(g0q)]
p
[sgn(g1;q+1)sgn(g0;q+1)]p
h gdq g0q
gd;q+1 g0;q+1
i
=
= (pq+1pq+p)psgn(gdq)sgn(g0;q+1)
hg0;q+1 g0q
gd;q+1 gdq
i
=
= p+dq(p+d)q[
sgn
(
g01)sgn(g00)]
q[sgn(gd1)sgn(gd0)
hg01 g00
gd1 gd0
i
=
= p+dqpqsgn(gd1)sgn(g00)
hg01 gd1
g00 gd0
i
=
= pq+1pq+d
hgd1 g01
gd0 g00
i
= sgn(gpq)
dd :
By Proposition 8.5.5, we have  d =
Q1
k;`=0 sgn(gk`)
d
d = 
dd. Therefore
Sz(u; v) = sgn(gz) u^v (z; u; v 2 Z2) :
Since Sz(v; u)=Sz(u; v), necessarily d= d (d2Z) which completes the proof.
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Theorem 8.5.14. Let E be a J*-triple spanned by a non-nil weighted grid G=fgpq : p; q2Zg
over the non-degenerate weight gure Z21 (notation see 8:5:8). If Q4k=1sgn gu(k) = 1
whenever the vectors u(1); : : : ; u(4) form a parallelogram then there exists an equivalent non-
nil weighted grid G0 := fg0pq : p; q 2 Zg of E along with a constant ! 2 T [ R n f0g such
that 
g0z+ug
0
z

g0z+v
	
=
1
2
!u^v +
1
2
! u^v

sgn(g0z)g
0
z+u+v (z; u; v 2 Z2):
Otherwise there exists an equivalent non-nil weighted grid G0 := fg0pq : p; q 2 Zg along
with a constant  2 R such that
g0z+ug
0
z

g0z+v
	
= Re
 
(1 + i)iu^v

sgn(g0z)g
0
z+u+v (z; u; v 2 Z2):
All the above operations determine dierent J*-triple structure.
Proof. Let G0 be a non-nil weighted grid with the properties described in the previous
lemma. For the sake of simplicity, we may assume G = G0 without danger of confusion.
We know already that we can parameterize the signs of the grid elements as
sgn(gpq) = 
pqpq (p; q 2 Z)
and the triple product has the form
fgz+ugzgz+vg = 1
2
sgn(gz)

(1 + i)!u^v1 + (1  i)! u^v1

gz+u+v
on the grid G with suitable constants  2 R, !1; !2 2 C n f0g. It is straightforward to
verify that
4Y
k=1
sgn(gvk) = 
(v1 v2)^(v3 v2) whenever v4 = v1   v2 + v3 :
Furthermore we have established that only the following three cases can occur
1) =1= j!1j= j!2j;  = 0; 2) =1=!1!2;  = 0; 3) = 1; !1= !22T:
Moreover, since Qgx+p;y+qgxy = sgn(gxy)gx+2p;y+2q = sgn(gxy)(!1!2)
 pqgx+2p;y+2q (p; q 2 Z),
we have
!1!2 = 1 :
Thus, in Case 1) !2 = ! 2 T; in Case 2) !1; !2 2 R with !2 = ! 11 ; in Case 3) !2 =  !1 =
i. Therefore we have actually the following two cases
(i)  = 1 ; !1 = ! ; !2 = !
 1 ;  = 0 for some ! 2 T [ R n f0g ;
(ii)  =  1 ; !1 = i ; !2 =  i :
To complete the proof, it suces to check that the sesqui-trilinear extensions of the oper-
ations
fgz+ugzgz+vg!1;!2;;;; =
1
2
z1z2z1z2

(1 + i)!u^v1 + (1  i)! u^v1

gz+u+v
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satisfy the Jordan identity whenever the parameters ; ; ;  2 f1g, !1; !2 2 C,  2 R
satisfy the relations described in Cases (i),(ii). Moreover it is enough to check the Jordan
identity only for the grid elements. Since for the triple product f: : :g := f : : :g!1;!2;;;; we have
fgagbfgxgygzgg; ffgagbgxggygzg; fgxfgbgagyggzg; fgxgyfgagbgzgg 2 Cga b+x y+z, we
have to prove that
D!1;!2;;;; (a; b; x; y; z) = 0 (a; b; x; y; z 2 Z2)
where the function D!1;!2;;;; is dened by the relation
1
4
(b1b2
b1b2)(y1y2
y1y2)D!1;!2;;;; (a; b; x; y; z)ga b+x y+z :=
:= fgugvfgxgygzgg   ffgugvgxggygzg+ fgxfgvgugyggzg   fgxgyfgugvgzgg
for f g := f g!1;!2;;;; . Let a; b; x; y; z 2 Z2 be arbitrarily xed.
Case (i). We can write
fgugvgzg!1;!2;;;; =
1
2
!(u v)^(w v)+
1
2
! (u v)^(w v)

v1v2gu v+w
with suitable 0 6= ! 2 T [ R. Therefore, in this case
D
!;1=!;0
;;nu;1(a; b; x; y; z) =
=
 
!(x y)^(z y) + ! (x y)^(z y)
 
!(a b)^(x y+z b) + ! (a b)^(x y+z b)
 
   !(a b)^(x b) + ! (a b)^(x b) !a b+x y)^(z y) + ! (a b+x y)^(z y)+
+
 
!(b a)^y a)+! (b a)^(y a)
 
!(x b+a y)^z b+a y)+! (x ba y)^(z b+a y)
 
   !(a b)^(z b) + ! (a b)^(z b) !(x y)^(a b+z y) + ! (x y)^(a b+z y)
for ! 2 T [ R n f0g and a; b; x; y; z 2 Z2. Since
!d + ! d = !d + ! d (! 2 T [ R n f0g ; d 2 R) ;
the identity D
!;1=!;0
;;nu;1(a; b; x; y; z) = 0 holds. Namely, by setting
A := (x  y) ^ (z   y) = x ^ z   y ^ z   x ^ y ;
B := (a  b) ^ (x  b) = a ^ x  b ^ x  a ^ b ;
C := (b  a) ^ (y   a) = b ^ y   a ^ y + a ^ b ;
D := (a  b) ^ (z   b) = a ^ z   b ^ z   a ^ b ;
we have
(a  b) ^ (x  y + z   b) = B + C +D ;
(z   y) ^ (a  b+ x  y) =  A  C  D ;
(x  b+ a  y) ^ (z   b+ a  y) = A B +D ;
(x  y) ^ (a  b+ z   y) = A B   C :
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Hence indeed 
!(x y)^(z y) + ! (x y)^(z y)
 
!(a b)^(x y+z b) + ! (a b)^(x y+z b)
 
  !(a b)^(x b) + ! (a b)^(x b) !(z y)^(a b+x y) + ! (z y)^(a b+x y)+
+
 
!(b a)^(y a)+! (b a)^(y a)
 
!(x b+a y)^(z b+a y)+! (x ba y)^(z b+a y)
 
  !(a b)^(z b) + ! (a b)^(z b) !(x y)^(a b+z y) + ! (x y)^(a b+z y) =
= (!A + ! A)(!B+C+D+ ! B C D)  (!B + ! B)(! A C D + !A+C+D) +
+(!C+ ! C)(!A B+D+! A+B D)  (!D+ ! D)(!A B C+ ! A+B+C) = 0:
Case (ii). With some  2 R we can write
fgugvgwg!1;!2;;;; = Re

(1 + i)i(u v)^(w v)

v1v2( 1)v1v2gu v+w :
Therefore, by setting  := (1 + i)=2, with the same terms A;B;C;D as above
Di; i;;;; 1 = 4Re(i
(x y)^z y))Re(i(a b)^(x y+z b)) 
 4Re(i(a b)^(x b))Re(i(a b+x y)^(z y)) +
+( 1)(b a)^(y a)4Re(i(b a)^(y a))Re(i (x b+a y)^(z b+a y)) 
 4Re(i(a b)^(z b))Re(i(x y)^(a b+z y)) =
= 2Re

iA(iB+C+D + i B C D)  iB(iA+C+D + i A C D) +
+i C(iA B+D + i A+B D)  iD(iA B C + i A+B+C) =
= 2Re

2(iA+B+C+D   iA+B+C+D + iA B C+D   iA B C+D) +
+jj2(iA B C D   i A+B C D + i A+B C D   i A+B+C+D) =
= 2jj2Re(iA B C D   i A+B+C+D) = 0 :
Remark 8.5.15. The grid triples F
!;1=!;0
;;;1 with the triple products f:::g!;1=!;0;;;1 are pair-
wise non-isomorphic for dierent parameters ! 2 T+ [ (0; 1] where T+ := f 2 T :
Re(); Im()  0g. On the other hand, F !;1=!;0;;;1 , F 1=!;!;0;;;1 and F !; 1=!;0;;;1 are isomorphic to
each other for any ; ;  2 f1g and ! 2 T [ R n f0g.
The grid triples F i; i;;;; 1 with triple products f:::gi; i;;;; 1 are pairwise non-isomorphic
for dierent parameters  2 [0;1). On the other hand, F i; i;;;; 1, F i;i;;;; 1 and F i; i; ;;; 1 are
isomorphic to each other for any ; ;  2 f1g and  2 R.
Remark 8.5.16. Given  2 [0;1), by setting  := arcotg , the triple product f:::gi; i;1;1;1; 1
of the grid triple E := F
i; i;cotg 
1;1;1; 1 has the form
fgugvgwgi; i;cotg 1;1;1; 1 = ( 1)v1v2
sin[   (u  v) ^ (w   v)=2]
sin 
gu v+w :
Therefore the scaled operation
fgugvgwg := ( 1)v1v2 sin[(u  v) ^ (w   v)=2  ]gu v+w
is a triple product on E for any  2 (0; =2]. Thus, by passing to the limit  # 0, the
operation f:::g0 is also a well-dened non-trivial J*-triple product on the vector space
Spanw2Z2gw such that (gw g

w)0 := fgwgw  g0 = 0 (w 2 Z2).
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Chapter A
Appendix
A.1 Finite dimensional unitary tensor operators
For the purposes of Step (1) of the proof Theorem 2.4.17, let H(1); : : : ;H(N) be xed
nite dimensional Hilbert spaces. We are aimed to describe the structure of the linear
unitary operators in the space E := B(H(1); : : : ;H(N)) of N -linear functionals with unit
ball denoted by B := B(E) for short. We shall use the tensorial notations of 2.4.13 along
with the dual objects B := B(E),
K := f 2 @B : 9!F 2 @B hF;i = 1g;
K := fF 2 @B : 9 2 K hF;i = 1g:
Lemma A.1.1. K = fe1;:::;eN : e1 2 @B(H1); : : : ; eN 2 @B(H(N))g.
Proof. Since dimE < 1, B is compact thus for any n-linear functional  2 @B, one can
nd e1 2 @B(H(1)); : : : ; eN 2 @B(H()N) with (e1; : : : ; eN) = 1. Hence K  fe1;:::;eN :
ej 2 @B(H(j)g. On the other hand, every E-unitary operator maps K onto itself and
therefore also
UK = K for all E-unitary operators. (A.1.2)
From the compactness of B it follows K 6= ; (indeed: for any smooth norm k:k1 on E,
; 6= f 2 @B : kFk1  kGk18G 2 @Bg  K) whence K 6= ;. That is, for some unit
vectors e01 2 H(1); : : : ; e0N 2 H(N) we have e01;:::;e0n 2 K. Now, from (A.1.2) we obtain
U1e01;:::;Une0n = (U1 
    
 Un)e01;:::;e0n 2 K whenever the Uj-s are H(j)-unitary operators.
Thus fe1;:::;eN : ej 2 @B(H(j))g  K.
Lemma A.1.3. Let 1 = f1;:::;fN , 2 := g1;:::;gN and 3 := h1;:::;hN where 0 6=
fj;gj;hj 2 H(j) (j = 1; : : : ; N) and assume 1 +2 =3. Then there exists k such that
for each j 6= k we have fjkgj (i.e. fj and gj are linearly dependent).
Proof. The statement holds obviously if for some index m, we have fjkhj for all j 6= m or
fjkgj for all j 6= m. In the contrary case fk 6 k gk and fm 6 k hm for some pair of indices k 6= m.
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We may then suppose k = 1 and m = 2. First we show that in this case we have h1 6k f1.
Indeed: from h1 6k f1 it follows that introducing the functional e := eg1 
 g2 
    
 gN
where eg1 := g1   kf1k 2hg1jf1if2, the relations h1; ei = h3; ei = 0 6= h2; ei hold.
One can see in the same manner that h2 6k g2. Since h1 6k f1, there exists u1 2 H(1) with
f1 ? u1 6? h1 and since h2 6k g2, one can nd u2 2 H(2) with g2 ? u2 6? h2. But then the
functional  := u1 
 u2 
 h3 
    
 hN satises h1;i = h2;i = 0 6= h3;i which
is impossible.
Proposition A.1.4. Set rj = dimH
(j)(j = 1; : : : ; N) and let U 2 L(E) be xed so that
U jB 2 aut(B). Then one can choose H(j)-unitary operators Uj such that U = U1
  
Un.
Proof. It is enough to prove the statement only for E-unitary operators lying in a suitable
neighborhood of idE as it is well-known (see e.g. [32]). To do this, x " > 0 such that the
functionals F := e1;:::;eN ;
eF := e1;:::;eN ; G := f1;:::;fN ; eG := ef1;:::;efN (2 E) fulll
9k ek ? ek; fk ? efk and 8j 6=k ejkej; fjkefj (A.1.5)
whenever we have
F   eF ;G  eG 2 K; kF   eFk = kG  eGk = p2 ; kF  Gk; k eF   eGk < "; (A.1.6)
kejk = kejk = kfjk = kefjk = 1 (j = 1; : : : ; N): (A.1.7)
A value " > 0 with the above properties in fact exists. Otherwise there would be a sequence
Fm := em1 ;:::;emN ,
eFm := em1 ;:::;emn , Gm =:= fm1 ; : : : ; fmN , eGm := efm1 ;:::;efmN (m = 1; 2; : : :)
satisfying (A.1.6),(A.1.7) for " = 1
m
but without property (A.1.5). For a suitable index
subsequence

ms
1
s=1
and for some unit vectors ej;ej; fj;efj we have emsj ! ej, emsj ! ej,
fmsj ! fj, efmsj ! efj (s ! 1; j = 1; : : : ; N). Then the limits F; eF;G; eG satisfy F = G,eF = eG, kF   eFk = kG   eGk = p2 and the contrary of (A.1.5). At the same time we
also have F   eF ;G  eG 2 K because of the gure K is closed. Thus by Lemma A.1.3,
9! k0 8j 6=k0 ejkej. Since kF   eFk = p2, hence kek0   ek0k = p2 i.e. ek0 ? ek0 . Similarly
9! `0 f`0 ? ef`0 and 8j 6=`0 fjkefj. Since (A.1.5) does not hold, necessarily k0 6= `0. However,
the relations F = G, eF = eG entail k0 = `0.
Now assume kU   idEk < ". Fix orthonormed basis fekj : j = 1; : : : ; rkg  H(k)
(k = 1; : : : ; N), and let us write the functional Ue11;:::;eN1 in the form U
e11;:::;en1 = f11 ;:::;fn1
(cf. Lemma A.1.1) where fk1 is a xed unit vector in H
(k) (k = 1; : : : ; N). It follows
from the choice of " that for arbitrary index k, the singleton ffk1 g can be continued to an
orthonormed basis ffkj : j = 1; : : : ; rkg of H(k) in a unique way so that we have
Ue11;:::;ek 11 ;ekj ;ek+11 ;:::;eN1 = f11 ;:::;fk 11 ;fkj ;fk+11 ;:::;fn1 (j = 1; : : : ; rk):
Set I0 := f1; : : : ; 1; j; 1; : : : ; 1) : k=1; : : : ; N ; j=1; : : : ; rkg, I1 := nk=1f1; : : : ; rkg and let
a family I  I1 of multiindices be called thick if 8 i2 I 8 i0 2 I1 i0 i ) i0 2 I. Observe
that for any i := (i1; : : : ; iN) 2 I1, there is a unique complex number i 2 T such that
Ue1i1 ;:::;e
n
in
= i f1i1 ;:::;f
n
in
: (A.1.8)
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Indeed: if not, we could nd a minimal multiindex i 2 I1 (w.r.t ) not satisfying (A.1.8).
Then Ue1i1 ;:::;e
n
in
= h1;:::;hn for some vectors hk 2 @B(H(k)) (k = 1; : : : ; N). Since obvi-
ously i 62 I0, for arbitrarily xed k, there is ek 6= k with iek 6= 1. Consider the multiindex
j dened by j` :=

i` if ` 6= k; 1 if ` = k

(` = 1; : : : ; N). By the minimality of i,
Ue1j1 ;:::;e
n
jn
= jf1j1 ;:::;f
N
jN
. Since U
 
1p
2
e1i1 ;:::;e
N
inN
+ 1p
2
e1j1 ;:::;e
N
jN
 2 K, using Lemma A.1.3
we can see hkkfkik i.e. hk = kfkik for suitable j 2 T (k = 1; : : : ; N).
Then let I be a maximal thick subset of I1 such that I1  I0 and i = 1 for i 2 I.
(Remark: i = 1 if i 2 I0). We shall show that necessarily I = I1. Hence and from the
linearity of the mapping U , (A.1.8) yields the statement of the proposition immediately.
Assume I1 n I 6= ; and let j be minimal element of I1 n I. Observation: 8i 2 I1
jq! 6= i j ) i2I. That is the family I 0 := I [ fjg is thick. Therefore it suces to prove
j = 1 (which contradicts our assumption). By writing J := f1; j1g      f1; jNg,
Ue11+e1j1 ;:::e
N
1 +e
N
jN
=
X
i2J
Ue1i1 ;:::;e
N
iN
=
X
i2J
i f1i1 ;:::;f
N
iN
=
= j f1j1 ;:::;f
N
jN
+
X
i2Jnfjg
f1i1 ;:::;f
N
iN
= (j   1)f1j1 ;:::;fNjN + f11+f1j1 ;:::;fN1 +fNjN :
However, the function Ue11+e1j1 ;:::;e
N
1 +e
N
jN
has the form h1;:::;hN whence directly j = 1.
A.2 Weighted grids over general elds
Throughout this section we use the notations and concepts established at the beginning of
5.5. In particular (F; F0; f:::g) denotes an arbitrarily xed partial J*-triple over K.
Denition A.2.1. An element 0 6= e 2 F0 is a tripotent with sign  2 K if feeeg = e.
Remark that the sign of a tripotent is unambiguously determined. We shall write sgn(e) :=
[ 2 K : e3 = e]. Clearly, weighted grids consist of (signed) tripotents.
Lemma A.2.2. Suppose e is a tripotent in F0 with  := sgn(e) 6= 0. Then  2 ReK and
F0 = 2k=0

x 2 F0 : (e e)x = (=2)x
	
.
Proof. It is well-known [10] that for any xed c2F0 the J*-triple F0 becomes a commutative
Jordan algebra when equipped with the c-product x c y := fxcyg. Hence, for any a 2
F0, the c-multiplication operator Rc(a) := a c
jF0 satises Rc(facag)Rc(a) = 23Rc(a)3+
1
3
Rc(facfacagg) (direct proof [38] p.263). In particular, for a := c := e, on F0 we get
(feeeg e)(e e)= 2
3
(e e)3+ 1
3
feefeeegg e that is A(A  
2
idF )(A idF )=0.
Denition A.2.3. Two tripotents a; b 2 F0 are said to be compatible if (a a)b = abb and
(b b)abaa for some (uniquely determined) ab; ba 2 K. We call these scalars structure
coecients and we reserve the notation ab; ba for them. Notice that weighted grids consist
of pairwise compatible tripotents.
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Let a; b be a compatible non-nil pair of tripotents. According to the above lemma, we
can dene their Peirce coecient ab as ab :=

 2 f0; 1; 2g : 2ab = sgn(a)

. In terms
of the Peirce coecients we can extend McCrimmon's COG relations [61, 68] as follows:
a> b if ab = ba = 1 ; a? b if ab = ba = 0 ;
a ` b if ab = 2 and ba = 1 ; a  b if ab = ba = 2 :
If a> b we say that a and b are collinear, for a? b we say a and b are orthogonal, if a ` b
we say a governs b, for a  b we say a and b are equivalent. We write also b a a for a ` b.
Lemma A.2.4. If a; b; c; fabcg ; g are pairwise compatible non-nil tripotents then
gfabcg = ga   gb + gc :
Proof. By axiom we have [g g; a b]c = (fggag b)c   (a fcggg)c. That is, by
setting d := fabcg,
fggdg = ffggagbcg   faggbcg+ fabfggcgg ;
gdd = gad  gbd+ gcd = gad  gbd+ gcd :
Lemma A.2.5. (Third Tripotent Lemma). Let a; b two compatible tripotents. Then the
element c := Qba(= fbabg) is a tripotent with sgn(c) = sgn(a)sgn(b2) if ba = bb and
c c = 0 else. If a tripotent g is compatible with both a and b then g is compatible also
with c. Furthermore
c b = b a ; b c = a b for  := 2ba   bb ;
c c = 2bbabb b   2bba a if ba = bb
Proof. We have
c b = fbabg b = [b a; b b] + b fbbag =  [b b; b a] + bab a =
=  fbbbg a + b fabbg + bab a = ( bb + 2ba)b a = b a ;
b c = b fbabg =  [a b; b b] + fabbg b = [b b; a b] + baa b =
= fbbag b   a fbbbg + baa b = (2ba   bb)a b = a b ;
c c = c fbabg =  [a b; c b] + fabcg b =  [a b; b a] +  (c b)a b =
=   fabbg a + b faabg +  (b a)a b =
=  baa a + abb b + abb b
Consider any tripotent g compatible with a; b. Then (c c)g = [2abbg baag]g and
(g g)c=fggfbabgg=2 ffggbgabg fbfggagbg=(2gb ga)c.
Assume ba = bb. Then c c
 = 2abbbb b   2bba a. In particular (c c)a =
2bb(2ab   aa)a and (c c)b = 2bbabb. Thus fcccg = (c c) fbabg = 2 ffccbgabg  
fbfccagbg = 2bb[2ab   (2ab   aa)] fbabg = aa2bbc. Hence c is a tripotent compatible
with a; b and cc = aa
2
bb. Since also (c c
)g = 2bb(2abbg   ag)g, the tripotent c is
compatible with g.
Assume c 6= 0. Then 2gb   ga is an eigenvalue of g g. In particular, for g := b we
have 2bb   ba; ba 2 bbf0; 1=2; 1g. Necessarily ba = bb.
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Proposition A.2.6. Let a; b be compatible non-nil tripotents. Dene recursively
a1:=a; a2:=b; an+1 := fanan 1ang (n>2) ; an 1 := fanan+1ang (n<1)
and let I := fn 2 Z : an 6= 0g. Then we have the following alternatives:
A1) a? b, I = f1; 2g and a b = b a = 0,
A2) a> b, I = f1; 2g and the indexed set G :=faw : w 2 Ig is a weighted grid,
B1) a`b, I = f0; 1; 2g and the indexed set G :=faw : w 2 Ig is a weighted grid,
B2) aab, I = f1; 2; 3g and the indexed set G :=faw : w 2 Ig is a weighted grid.
C) a  b and I = Z.
Proof. The index set is an interval in Z containing f1; 2g. From the Third Tripotent Lemma
it follows immediately by induction that the elements an (n 2 I) are pairwise compatible
tripotents. For short, we write jk; jk instead of the terms ajak ; ajak , respectively, in
the sequel. If a; b are compatible with a tripotent g then g is compatible with each an
(n 2 I) and, by Lemma A.2.4, the sequence (gan : n 2 I) is an arithmetic sequence in Z
with range in fgg; gg=2; 0g. Hence we only have the following possibilities:
A) I = f1; 2g i.e. a0 = a3 = 0 and 21; 12 < 2;
B) I = f1; 2; 3g i.e. a0 = 0 6= a3 and (2k : k 2 I) = (2; 2; 2), (1k : k 2 I) = (2; 1; 0);
B') I = f0; 1; 2g i.e. a0 6= 0 = a3 and (1k : k 2 I) = (2; 2; 2), (2k : k 2 I) = (0; 1; 2);
C) If0; 1; 2; 3g i.e. a0; a3 6=0 and (k0; : : : ; k3)=(2; 2; 2; 2) (k2I).
Next we examine cases A,B,C,D in more detail. A) We have the following subalternatives:
A1) 12 = 0 or 21 = 0. Suppose 12 = 0. By the Third Tripotent Lemma, 0 =
a0 a

1 = (212   11)a1 a2 =  11a1 a2. It follows 21a1 = fa2a2a1g = (a1 a2)a2 = 0,
i.e. 21 = 0. Similarly, 21 = 0 implies a2 a

1 = 0 and 12 = 0.
A2) 12 = 21 = 1. Then a1 a

2 : a2 7! fa2a2a1g = [sgn(a2)=2]a1 7! 0 and a2 a1 :
a1 7! [sgn(a1)=2]a2 7! 0.
B) By the Third Tripotent Lemma, since Qa2a1 = a3 and 22 = 21, we have a3 a

3 =
21222a2 a

2   222a1 a1 and 33 = sgn(a3) = sgn(a1)sgn(a2)2 = 11222 6= 0. (a3 a3)a3=
"a3. We have 13 = 0. Thus a1? a3 and from the argument in A1) we conclude that
also a1 a

3 = a3 a

1 = 0 and hence a3? a1 i.e. 31 = 0. By Lemma A.2.4, the sequence
(31; 32; 33) is arithmetic. By denition 33 = 2. Hence (31; 32; 33) = (0; 1; 2). Finally
we show that the operators aj a

k leave the family
S3
n=1Kan invariant. By the Third
Tripotent Lemma,
a3 a

2 = a2 a

1 = 22a2 a

1 ; a2 a

3 = 22a1 a

2 ;
(a3 a

2)a1=22(a2 a

1)a1=2211a2; (a3 a

2)a2=23a3; (a3 a

2)a3=0;
(a2 a

3)a3=32a2; (a2 a

3)a2=22(a1 a

2)a2=
2
22a1; (a2 a

3)a1=(a1 a

3)a2=0:
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B') We can proceed as in B) with the index changes 1!1, 2!0, 3! 1.
C) Observe that we can apply the previous arguments to the tripotents a0 := a2; b0 := a3
with the conclusion that the sequence (a0n : n 2 Z) dened by an analogous recursion as
that of (an : n 2 Z) from a; b can only satisfy alternative C) again. Notice that a0n = an+1
for n > 0. It follows by induction that for any n > 0 the elements an are pairwise equivalent
non-nil tripotents such that an a

n is a linear combination of a a
 and b b. Induction in
the negative direction establishes the same conclusion for n < 0.
Remark A.2.7. We can summarize the results of this section in the context of the Peirce
matrix of a nite weighted grid of non-nil tripotents as follows.
Let G := fgw : w 2 Wg be a nite weighted grid of non-nil tripotents where W =
fw1; : : : ; wng. For short let us write 1;2; : : : ;n instead of gw1 ; gw2 ; : : : ; gwn , respectively.
Then the matrix
 
jk
n
j;k=1
of the Peirce coecients of G satises the following rules.
M0) jk 2 f0; 1; 2g and kk = 2. M1) jk = 0 i kj = 0.
M2) if j a k then there exits m such that j?m a k and for the rows i :=
 
it
n
t=1
(i = j; k;m) we have m = k  j. In particular 0  kt  jt  2 (8t) if jk = 1
and kj = 2.
M3) the columns i :=
 
ti
n
t=1
(i = 1; : : : ; n) satisfy m = i   j + k whenever
wm = wi   wj + wk and fijkg 6= 0. In particular 0  2tk   tj  2 (8t) if jk = 1
and kj = 2.
M4) i = j and wi + n(wi   wj) 2 W (n 2 Z) whenever ij = ji = 2. M4') In
particular, if G is nite, (ij; ji) 6= (2; 2) for i 6= j because equivalent couples cannot
occur in nite weighted grids.
If G is a family of pairwise compatible (generalized) tripotents, it is convenient to use an
analogous graph representation as in [69] for the Peirce relation between its terms. That is
we can visualize the Peirce relation matrix of G as the graph G with signed edges whose
vertices are the elements of G and, for g; h 2 G, we write g      h if g>h, g >     h if
g ` h, g ><     h if g  h, and g is not connected with h for g?h.
A combinatorial study of n n (n  6) matrices with the properties M0) : : :M4) (see
[90]) establishes the following. If G := fgw : w 2 Wg is a weighted grid and u; v; w; z 2 W
form a parallelogram then P := fgu; gv; gw; gzg are vertices of a parallelogram in G of a
subgraph of the form in the gure of Remark 8.3.3.
According to classical grid terminology, P is a quadrangle in case 2), a diamond in case
3) and (gu; gv; gw) is a triangle if gv is the middle point and gu; gw are endpoints in case 1).
In ([90] Appendix) also the geometric shapes of the gures fgw : w 2 Wg (as subsets
in some RN) are described. In particular it turns out that quadrangles correspond to
squares and the triangles in 2) carrying a diamond are regular.
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Denition A.2.8. Two weighted grids G := fgw : w 2 Wg and H := fhz : z 2 Zg
are weight-equivalent (denoted by G ' H) if there exists a one-to-one correspondence
 : W $ Z such that gw = h(w) (w 2 W ).
Proposition A.2.9. Given a weighted grid G := fgw : w 2 Wg, there is G := fgz :
z 2 W g such that G ' G and the weight gure Z of any weight-equivalent realization
fhz : z 2 Zg of G is an ane image of W .
Proof. Let U be the free real vector space whose generator symbols are the elements of
G. Dene
S := SpanR

gu gv+gw gz 2U : 0 6= fgugvgwg2Kgz; gu; gv; gw; gz2G
	
;
W  := fg + S 2 U=S : g 2 Gg :
Notice that these denitions are formulated purely in terms of the triple product f:::g and
the elements of G without relevant use of the indexing by W .
Given any h 2 S, we can write h =Pi i(gui gvi+gwi gzi) with suitable i 2 ReK
and vectors ui; vi; wi; zi 2 W such that ui  vi+wi = zi by the denition of weighted grids.
Hence
P
j jwj = 0 whenever
P
i jgwj 2 S. It follows that the mapping
 :
X
j
jgwj + S
 7!
X
j
jwj
is well-dened and R-linear U ! SpanRW with (W ) = W . On the other hand, by
setting
w := gw + S(2 U) ; gw := gw (w 2 W ) ;
we have fgugvgwg = fgugvgwg 2 K gu v+w = K gu v+w (u; v; w 2 W ), that is
fgw : w 2 W g ' fgw : w 2 Wg.
Denition A.2.10. A gure W  with the ane maximality property described in the
above proposition is called a grid gure of G.
Corollary A.2.11. Let G = fgw : w 2 Wg be a nite weighted grid of non-nil tripotents
with grid gure W . Then the set fW := fgw : w 2 Wg is linearly isomorphic to W .
Proof. Given any h 2 G, by the axiomatic identity, (h h) fgugvgwg = (hgu   hgv +
hgw) fgugvgwg = sgn(h)(hgu hgv +hgw) fgugvgwg (u; v; w 2 W ). Thus if the columns
of the Peirce matrix are pairwise dierent, we may dene
eggw := gw (w 2 W )
with the eect that feg ew : fW ' fgw : w 2 Wg. Since W is a grid gure, fW is an
ReK-linear image of W . The only thing remained to prove is that the Peirce matrix has
dierent columns for nite weighted grids. By Proposition A.2.6, nite weighted grids
admit no equivalent couples of elements. Thus if u; v 2 W and u 6= v then gu 6 gv and
hence at least one of the Peirce coecients gugv ; gvgu is < 2 while gugu = gvgv = 2 and
therefore gu 6= gv .
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Proposition A.2.12. Let u1; u2; u3 2 W . Assume 31 > 32 and 1 =?2 where k := guk
(k = 1; 2; 3) for short. Then u1   u2 + u3 62 W and u4 := u2   u1 + u3 2 W with
4 := f213g 2 Kgu4 n f0g and
4 3 =
1
2
332 1
 ; 3 4 =
1
2
331 2
 ; 44 =
1
4
112233 ;
4X
k=1
( 1)kk 1kkk k = 0 where k := 2 if 9 m k am and k := 1 else :
Proof. Suppose u5 := u1   u2 + u3 2 W . Then, with the term 5 := gu5 we would have
35 = 31 32+33 = 31 32+2 > 2 which is impossible. Therefore u1 u2+u3 62 W
and hence f123g = 0. By the Jordan identity
4 3 = f213g 3 = [2 1;3 3 + 3 f321g =
=  [3 3;2 1] =  f332g 1 + 2 f133g = ( 32 + 31)2 1 ;
3 4 = 3 f213g = 3 f312g =  [1 2;3 3] + f123g 3 =
= [3 3;1 2] = (31   32)1 2;
4 4 = f213g 4 = [2 1;3 4] + 3 f421g =
= (31   32)[2 1;1 2] + 3 f124g :
Here we have [2 1;1 2] = f211g 2   1 f221g = 122 2   211 1 and
f124g = f12f213gg = ff122g13g   f2f211g3g+ f21f123gg =
= 21 f113g   12 f223g = (2113   1223)3 :
Thus
4 4 = (31   32)122 2 + (32   31)211 1 + (2113   1223)3 3 :
For k = 1; 2; 3 it follows
44k = (4 4
)k = (31   32)122k + (32   31)211k + (2113   1223)3k:
Since u4 = u2   u1 + u3, with "1 :=  1, "2 := "3 := 1 we have
44 = 42   41 + 43 =
=
3X
k=1
"k

(31   32)(122k   21(1k) + (2113   1223)3k

=
=
1
8
112233

(31   32)[12(22   21 + 23)  21(12   11 + 13)] +
+(2113   1223)(32   31 + 33)

:
Observe that, by Remark A.2.7, exactly the cases shown in the gure of the proof of
Proposition 8.3.4 are possible. It is straightforward to verify that in any of these cases we
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have 31   32 = 1 and 44 = 112233=4. Substituting this into the expression of 4 4
in terms of 1 1; 2 2; 3 3 we get
1
44
4 4 =
12
22
2 2   21
11
1 1 +
2113   1223
33
3 3 :
Again, a case by case verication establishes that the coecient of  1kkk k
 has absolute
value 2 if and only if k am for some m = 1; : : : ; 4, otherwise its absolute value is 1.
Corollary A.2.13. Assume F0 is spanned by a nite (or, in general, equivalence-free)
weighted grid G of non-nil tripotents with grid gureW. Let u; v; s; t2W with u v=w z.
Then
gw g

z = gu g

v and gz g

w = gv g

u for some 0 6=  2 K:
Proof. If #fu; v; w; zg  2 we have the trivial cases u = w; v = z or u = v; w = z.
If #fu; v; w; zg = 3 then v = w or u = z. Otherwise, according to Remark A.2.7, the
tripotents fgu; gv; gw; gzg form a quadrangle or diamond or three of them form a triangle.
In any case we can apply Proposition A.2.12 with suitable indexing fu1; : : : ; u4g of the
parallelogram fu; v; w; zg (see Cases 0)1)2) on the gure in the proof of A.2.12).
Remark A.2.14. Concerning the rows of Peirce matrices, Proposition A.2.12 has the
following consequence. With the notations of Remark A.2.7,
M5) If ki > kj then wj wi+wk = w` 2 W for some index ` and ij jj+kk 
`` = 0 where x := 2 if xy = 1; yx = 2 for some y 2 fi; j; k; `g and x := 1 else.
It is straightforward to verify on the basis of Remark A.2.7 that the generalized Peirce
relations > ; ? ;`;a between the elements of an equivalence-free weighted grid of non-
nil (generalized) tripotents satisfy all abstract COG axioms RI ; RII ; RIII in [69]. Hence
the grid gure and the gure of the columns of the Peirce matrix of an equivalence-free
weighted grid of non-nil generalized tripotents are Z-linearly isomorphic to the 1-part of
some 3-graded root system. Thus from the structure theory of root systems we can conclude
the following.
Corollary A.2.15. Given a nite or equivalence-free weighted grid G := fgw : w 2 Wg of
non-nil generalized tripotents, its Peirce matrix is isomorphic to the direct sum of a family
of Peirce matrices of (possibly innite dimensional) real Cartan factors.
A.3 Riesz representations of multilinear functionals
Theorem A.3.1. Let 
 be a locally compact Hausdor space and  : C0(
)N ! R a
continuous positiveN-linear form (that is (f1; : : : ; fN) 0 for f1; : : : ; fN  0). Then, with
the functions f1 
    
 fN : (!1; : : : ; !N) 7!
QN
k=1 fk(!k) we have
(f1; : : : ; fN) =
Z
f1 
    
 fN d; f1; : : : ; fN 2 C0(
)
for some bounded Radon measure  on 
N .
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Proof. Consider the family U of all nite minimal open coverings of 
 including at most
one non-precompact member. That is each term U 2 U can be written in the form
U = fU1; : : : ; Umg where 
 =
Sm
k=1 Uk with open sets Uk such that the the members
U1; : : : ; Um=1 have compact closure in 
 and
S
i2I Ui 6= 
 whenever I is a proper subset of
f1; : : : ;mg. The latter property means that the covering U is minimal. This minimality
property guarantees that for any covering U 2 U we can x a system fU!U : U 2 Ug of
points such that
U
!U 2 U n
[
U 6=V 2U
V; U 2 U :
Since locally compact spaces are precompact, also we can choose a partition of unity fU'U :
U 2 Ug subordinated to the covering U . That is PU2U U'U = 1 where 0  U'U 2 C(
)
with
U
'U(
 n U) = 0. Notice that necessarily U'U(U!V ) = UV (= 1 if U = V; 0 else]).
Hence the linear operator
PUf :=
X
U2U
U precompact

f(
U
!U)
U
'U ; f 2 C0(
)
is a projection of C0(
)) onto its nite dimensional subspace with linear basis fU'U : U 2
U ; U precompact  
g.
The class U has the natural net ordering U  V of being ner. That is U  V if for all
V 2 V there exists U 2 U with V  U . It is well-known that, given any function f 2 C0(
)
and " > 0, there exists U 2 U such that sup!1;!22U jf(!1)  f(!2)j  " for all U 2 U . This
means that
lim
U2U
kPUf   fk = 0; f 2 C0(
) :
Consider the linear functionals
bU bf := X
U1;:::;UN2U
U1;:::;UN precompact

bf(U!U1 ; : : : ; U!UN )  U'U1 ; : : : ; U'UN
on the space C0(
N). Observe that, for f1; : : : ; fN 2 C0(
),
(PUf1; : : : ; PUfN) = bU(f1 
    
 fN) :
Since the form  is assumed to be positive, if  1  bf  1,X
U1;:::;UN2U
U1;:::;UN precompact

( 1) U'U1 ; : : : ; U'UN  bU bf  X
U1;:::;UN2U
U1;:::;UN precompact


 U
'U1 ; : : : ;
U
'UN

which shows that bU  X
U1;:::;UN2U
U1;:::;UN precompact


 U
'U1 ; : : : ;
U
'UN

; U 2 U :
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On the other hand, the functions
U
f :=
P
U2U : U precompact

U
'U satisfy
0  Uf  1 ; 0   Uf; : : : ; Uf = X
U1;:::;UN2U
U1;:::;UN precompact


 U
'U1 ; : : : ;
U
'UN

; U 2 U :
Hence we deduce bU = X
U1;:::;UN2U
U1;:::;UN precompact


 U
'U1 ; : : : ;
U
'UN
 
 kk  := sup
kf1k==kfNk=1
j(f1; : : : ; fN)j

:
By the continuity of  we have kk <1. According to the Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem, the
bounded net
 bUU2U admits cluster points in the dual of C0(
) in weak* sense. (Actually
one could even proof its weak*-convergence but we do not need this ner argument). By
taking any cluster point b of  bUU2U, for all f1; : : : ; fN 2 C0(
) we have
(f1; : : : ; fN) = limU2U
(PUf1; : : : ; PUfN) =
= lim
U2U
bU(f1 
    
 fN) = b(f1 
    
 fN) :
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